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Sally Bugden, Chairman
I WAS DELIGHTED to be able to attend
the inaugural meeting of the newly elected
National Club Committee on the 29th
November last year. We are all very proud
to have come so far since 2005 when there
was no club representation at national
level. You will remember that our first club
committee members were appointed in
2008 to help us through the implementation of universal membership, and I thank
them all for the extraordinary contributions they made during that period. And
today, you all have the right to elect your
Club Committee representatives yourselves
via your counties. But enough of the
background – I am writing this editorial
in response to the request from your five
regional club representatives.
How is your club doing? Is it successful?
Could it do with some new members? If so
the Club Teacher initiative can deliver
these new members into your club sessions. We set up this initiative in April
2010 to demonstrate our support for our
clubs – providing free teaching and
recruitment ideas to help clubs gain
members, who in turn are members of the
EBU and who in turn contribute to the
development of bridge in England, and so
it comes full circle. We review our activities and projects regularly, taking into
account the feedback and comments we
receive from those who have already taken
part. And we’ve remained true to our
word. To make it easier for our clubs and
their teachers, from here on in we have
streamlined the administration, effectively
dealing directly with clubs and making it
much easier for them to manage their
students’ membership and leaving the
teachers to teach. We are also really
pleased that Krys Kazmierczak and all the
regional club representatives will be

working together to provide information
to clubs that are interested in taking part
so please make contact via the NCC
section of our website. Krys will also be
working closely with John Pain and Lisa
Miller in the education department to
ensure that clubs get the very best out of
this project.
I would like to thank all those clubs that
have taken part in the test run we did in
December for the EBU run Simultaneous
Pairs – we had some really productive
feedback. There is another free test run
taking place on Monday 27th February.
From April 2012 the cost of the Sim Pairs
will be greatly reduced at just £2.50 per
player for the purely electronic service. If
clubs wish to have hard copy booklets of
all the hands to distribute to their members, this will cost £8 per pack of twenty.
For further information and to book your
club in to any of the Sim Pairs events from
April 2012 onwards, please ring Krys at
Aylesbury on 01296 317206.
Another exciting development that I am
very proud to announce to you is the
National Grading Scheme which will be
going live within the next few months. We
have an extensive article written by Barrie
Partridge on page 30 of this magazine.
Barrie is part of the dedicated team of
volunteers that has delivered this service
which will truly enhance so much of our
bridge playing. For all the detail and the
lowdown on what it means to you, please
read Barrie’s article and the explanation in
the inset on the same page. Once again we
have benefitted from the extraordinary
skills of a group of people who are willing
to give freely for the good of all. We are a
truly lucky organisation to be served by
such dedicated individuals.
Until next time, enjoy your bridge. r
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Pairs Tactics

by Andrew Robson

Your Trick Target May Not Be Your Contract
PLAYING TEAMS or rubber, your trick
target is your contract. At pairs, things are
different, as this exercise demonstrates:

have a top; go down (one , two. . . . or nine)
and you have a bottom.
Time to look at our featured deal:

(a) You are declaring a pretty hopeless 3´,
fortunately undoubled and nonvulnerable. This contract is a steal,
for your partnership has just 17 highcard points; you can guess that most
players holding your partnership’s
cards will be defending an opposing
part-score. What is your trick target?

´
™
t
®

Answer: Your trick target is seven. Giving
away 100 points (down two) will be better
than the value of an opposing part-score
(110 or 140). Therefore, if you have the
option of taking a finesse for eight tricks,
which will result in your making just six
tricks should the finesse fail, do not bother;
settle for seven tricks.

West
1™
Pass
Dble3

(b) You are playing in a standard 3NT;
everybody will be there. What is your
trick target?
Answer: You don’t have a trick target.
There is no intrinsic difference between
eight/nine tricks and nine/ten; the fact
that nine is your contract is a matter of
supreme irrelevance. Just think of yourself
as playing no-trumps and get on with it. It
wouldn’t matter if you were in 100NT,
provided everyone else was also there. So
be prepared to risk your contract for an
overtrick, should you fancy your risk to
succeed.
(c) You are playing in a pushy 3NT with
just 22 partnership points and should
probably have settled for a safe partscore (as will most partnerships holding your cards). What is your trick
target?
Answer: Nine. In this scenario you must
play like teams/rubber, aiming to make
your contract. Overtricks and undertricks
are irrelevant: make your contract and you
www.ebu.co.uk

Love All. Dealer West.
´ A532
™ 62
t K62
® K942
J 10 8 7
´ KQ4
N
AKQ5
™ 9873
W
E
A97
t Q5
S
J8
® Q753
´ 96
™ J 10 4
t J 10 8 4 3
® A 10 6

North
Pass
Dble1
All Pass

East
South
2™
Pass
Redble2 3t

1

When the opponents find a fit and stop at
a low level, be very reluctant to let them
play undisturbed, especially when you are
non-vulnerable at pairs.
2 Showing a maximum defensive hand, encouraging partner to penalise the opponents.
3 Must do something with 15 high-card
points – West cannot let his opponents
steal from him undoubled. Having only
four hearts, he cannot really bid on to 3™
(also, that is what North-South are hoping
he’ll do, meaning that their protection can
only gain). Double is West’s only sensible
bid, although the vulnerability means he
must defeat 3t (doubled) by two tricks to
do better than his making part-score.

As South, what is your trick target in 3t
doubled? Answer: eight. That way you will
do better than defending an East-West
part-score, -100 versus -140(ish). You must
play flat out for eight tricks.

West leads the ace-king of hearts and
switches at trick three to the jack of
spades. You duck and win a second spade
with dummy’s ace. You ruff a spade and,
judging that West is likely to hold the ace
of trumps (East having turned up with the
king-queen of spades), lead a low trump
towards the king, West ducking and the
king scoring.
At trick seven you ruff a low spade (it
does East no good to ruff with his – good
– queen of trumps as you will let go a club
loser). You now ruff your third heart to
reach this ending with dummy on lead.
You have won five tricks so need three of
these last five:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

—
5
A9
J8

—
—
6
K942
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

—
9
Q
Q75

—
—
J 10
A 10 6

You lead dummy’s remaining trump, West
letting East win the queen (if he overtakes
with the ace, he promotes a trump for you).
What can East now play? If he leads a heart,
you ruff (West hopelessly following) and
must score the ace-king of clubs. If he leads
a club, you play low from hand, beat West’s
jack with the king and play one back to
your ten, leaving West to score only his
master trump. Either which way, you have
escaped for down one and a near-top.

Andrew’s Tip: Sometimes your trick
target may not be your contract.
Work out what it is.
r
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Bridge Fiction

by David Bird

The Headmaster’s Careless Lead
JOHN HUTSON had submitted a very
short and somewhat hurried Divinity
essay the previous day. As he took his seat
for the next round of the school duplicate,
he was rather hoping that the Headmaster
had not yet marked the effort.
‘Tell me, Hutson,’ said the Headmaster.
‘Do you think that one-and-a-half pages
of abnormally large writing is sufficient to
assess why St Francis of Assisi is one of the
most venerated figures in history?’
Hutson stared at the green baize. ‘I’m
not sure, Sir,’ he replied.
‘We expect pupils here to take some
trouble with their homework, not to
scribble a few words and head outside for
a game of football. Homework is for your
benefit, not ours.’
‘Yes, Sir.’
‘We will see if you can make a better job
of it in Saturday detention,’ continued the
Headmaster. ‘Right, let’s play this one.’
This was the deal before them:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer: South.
´ 94
™ A8
t Q9653
® A 10 5 3
Q6
´ K J 10 8 7 5 2
N
97643
™ K 10 2
W
E
A
t 8
S
K8764
® 92
´ A3
™ QJ5
t K J 10 7 4 2
® QJ

West
Headmaster

North
Neil
Phillips

East
Rev
Benson

Pass
Pass

3t
5t

3´
All Pass

South
John
Hutson
1t
Pass

‘What absurd bidding!’ exclaimed the
Headmaster, as he led the queen of spades.
www.ebu.co.uk

‘Three Diamonds is a non-forcing limit
bid and then you bid Five Diamonds.’
‘Yes, I see, Sir,’ Neil Phillips replied, ‘but
I wanted to tell partner that I had a good
raise to Three Diamonds.’
‘That makes no sense whatsoever,’ persisted the Headmaster. ‘If my partner had
passed on his hand, you’d have been left in
Three Diamonds.’
Judging that this exchange was at an
end, John Hutson called for the four of
spades from dummy and won with the
spade ace. What next? If the Headmaster
held the king of clubs, there was a chance
of getting the spade loser away.
At trick two, John Hutson led the queen
of clubs, covered by the king and ace. A
club to the jack, followed by a trump to
West’s ace, left this position:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

6
97643
—
876

9
A8
Q965
10 5
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K J 10 7 5 2
K 10 2
—
—

3
QJ5
K J 10 7 4
—

If the Headmaster switched to a heart
now, declarer would rise with the ace and

discard his spade loser on the established
ten of clubs. A club switch would also
allow the discard. Hoping for the best, the
Headmaster flicked his remaining spade
onto the table. The Reverend Benson won
with the ten and had to switch to a heart,
since a spade would give a ruff-anddiscard. John Hutson put up the queen,
winning the trick, and was then able to
claim the contract.
‘I knew it was right to bid Five
Diamonds!’ exclaimed Neil Phillips. ‘With
five trumps and two aces, I could hardly be
any better for my Three Diamonds.’
‘Your bidding was complete nonsense,
as I’ve already explained,’ reprimanded
the Headmaster. ‘If you say another word
about it, you will join Hutson in
detention.’
The Reverend Benson leaned forward. ‘I
think you need to lead the six of spades,
Headmaster,’ he said. ‘When you win with
the ace of trumps, you can cash the queen
of spades and switch to a heart through
the ace.’
The Headmaster pretended not to hear.
‘If you want to compete again on your
hand, Phillips, you can bid a sensible Four
Diamonds,’ he said. ‘That would leave it
open for Hutson to go to Five Diamonds
with extra values.’
‘Did you hear me?’ persisted the
Reverend Benson. ‘And if declarer crosses
to the ace of hearts and tries for an
immediate discard on the club ten, I can
ruff with my low trump. Yes, I think the six
of spades is the only lead to beat it!’ r

BRIDGE AND GOLF GIFTS DIRECT LIMITED
Large selection of bridge and golf gifts, and bridge accessories
available online at www.bridgeandgolfgifts.co.uk

( 020 8954 8006 / 07853 066 582
Fax: 020 420 7006
E-mail: baggdirect@live.co.uk
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Heather’s Hints

by Heather Dhondy

When Defending, Try to Envisage
Partner’s Problems as Well as Your Own
E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ K 10 8 6 5
™ K97
t 98
® Q92
´ Q4
™ Q J 10 8 4 2
N
W
t 10 7
® 654

West

North
Pass

East
1®

South
5t

All Pass

YOU ARE sitting West, and are defending
after your partner opened 1® and South
overcalled with 5t, ending the auction.
You lead the queen of hearts to the seven,
partner’s six and declarer ruffs. Declarer
plays the ace of diamonds, which fells
partner’s king, and continues with the
queen of diamonds, partner discarding
the three of clubs. Now declarer cashes the
ace of clubs followed by the king, partner
contributing first the seven and then the
eight, and plays the two of spades. What
do you know about the hand?
This is the position you have reached:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

Q4
J 10 8 4 2
—
6

four, there will be no way to defeat the
contract since declarer will have eight
trumps and three clubs to cash. You must
therefore assume declarer’s original shape
to be 3-0-8-2. How do you defend?
In order to defeat this contract you will
need to be able to take three spade tricks.
You therefore have to assume that partner
has all the necessary spade cards, in other
words the ace, jack and nine. If you play
low on this trick, declarer will duck. How
will partner be able to get off lead safely?
He will have to exit with the ace of
hearts. Now declarer will ruff and lead a
second spade. Can you see a danger?
If declarer also ducks this trick, you will
be left on play, and you will have to give a
trick to dummy. Is there anything that you
can do about this?
You must unblock the queen of spades
on the first round of the suit. Now if
declarer ducks, you play a spade to your
partner’s ´A-J, and if he covers, partner
wins and gets off lead with the ace of
hearts. Now declarer must concede two
further spade tricks to partner.
This was the full deal:

´
™
t
®

K 10 8 6 5
K97
98
Q92
´ Q4
´ AJ9
N
™ Q J 10 8 4 2
™ A653
E
W
t 10 7
t K
S
® 654
® J 10 8 7 3
´ 732
™ Void
t AQJ65432
® AK

Heather’s Hints

•
•

When defending, try to envisage
partner’s problems as well as your
own.
Once you think you know the unseen hands, play through the next
few tricks in your head. This was
the key to finding the correct
defence on this deal.
r

ENGLAND WIN SILVER AT WORLD MIND GAMES

K 10 8 6 5
K9
—
Q
N
W

Photo: copyrights SportAccord

Partner began with one trump, and four
hearts. Presumably his signal in clubs
indicates that he began with five cards in
the suit. In any case, if he only began with
www.ebu.co.uk

The England Women (left in the photo) won a silver medal at the World Mind Games invitational event in Beijing in December, losing to the USA in the Teams final. Well done to
Sally Brock, Nicola Smith, Heather Dhondy, Nevena Senior, Fiona Brown (see page 54)
and Susan Stockdale. Nicola Smith won a second silver medal in the Individual event.
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Mike Swanson Presents

DIAMOND BRIDGE

Our prices are inclusive of bridge costs.

No Fear pairs,
Men’s, Ladies’ and Mixed pairs
Championship Pairs

Green Pointed Swiss Teams
Full details from and entries to:
Anne Swannell, Stantway House, Westbury-on-Severn,
Gloucester, GL14 1QF

Kefalonia, Greece
8th May 2012 - 14 nights half-board from £898
We have visited the Hotel Mediterranée many times but
this will be our first springtime visit in twelve years giving
us the chance to enjoy the wild flowers.
in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere
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Baltic Cruise aboard Balmoral
28th June 2012 - 14 nights from £1399
A “cruise without flights” from Southampton to
Denmark, Latvia, Lithuania, two days in St Petersburg,
Estonia & Sweden.

7

Emerald Isles aboard Marco Polo
8th July 2012 - 12 nights from £1081
A “cruise without flights” from Tilbury to Cobh,
Glengariff, Killybegs, Galway, Londonderry, Belfast,
Isle of Man & Leith.

Corfu, Greece
17th September 2012 - 14 nights half-board from £1095
Our 7th visit to the Hotel Corfu Chandris with its
beautiful gardens and beach-side location.
All Diamond Bridge Holidays are fully bonded under TTA Licence U9125 and ATOL T7399
held by Holidays4Golfers Ltd. All payments must be made to “Holidays4Golfers Ltd”

Bridge licensed by the EBU

Diamond Bridge
email: info@diamondbridge.co.uk www.diamondbridge.co.uk

Tel: 01928 790080
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Director Please!

by Mike Swanson

John Puts the Director Right
‘IT’S REALLY going well in this evening’s
Mixed Pairs,’ commented John.
‘Now don’t tempt fate, there’s still plenty
of time to forget the system! After all you
seem to have forgotten the real significance of February 14th’ replied Julie.
‘It’s not your birthday as well as the
Mixed Pairs?’ said John worriedly.
Julie just shook her head in despair.

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ K 10 6 2
™ KQ6
t 86
® KQ54
3
´ J9875
N
J9
™ 10 8 7 5
W
E
KQJ5432
t 10 9 7
S
10 9 8
® 3
´ AQ4
™ A432
t A
® AJ762

West

North
Julie

3t
Dble
Pass
3´
All Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
John
1®
3™
3NT

When Julie doubled West’s 3t, John
turned to the opponents and said: ‘I am
not really sure whether I should alert
partner’s double or not.’
‘What do you mean?’ asked East.
‘Well, I know we play doubles of jump
overcalls for take-out, but this is a preemptive jump and I just can’t remember
whether the double is for take-out or
penalties.’ (Note: This information was unauthorised to Julie and John should not have
made any comment.)
The Director was called to the table: ‘It
would seem that John and Julie have an
agreement but John just can’t remember
what it is. If East-West would like to know
www.ebu.co.uk

what Julie’s double actually means I can
send John away from the table and Julie
can offer an explanation; then when John
returns to the table, three of you will know
what is going on but John won’t.’
‘Nothing new there then,’ said someone
under their breath but John couldn’t work
out who it was.
John left the table as the opponents felt
almost obliged to ask after all the fuss and
Julie explained that they played all doubles
of overcalls up to 3´ as for take-out. John
then returned and the bidding continued.
John tried his heart suit and over Julie’s 3´
he agonised an age before bidding 3NT.
Julie wanted to try 4® over John’s 3NT
but she was worried that he might pass
and also she felt that his slow 3NT had
told her that it probably wasn’t the right
contract and she didn’t want to take
advantage of what undoubtedly was unauthorised information.
When West led the king of diamonds
John could see that they weren’t really
high enough but at least he thought they
would beat those who were languishing in
5®. After taking his ace of diamonds he
decided to cash his club tricks: he didn’t
really register that East had thrown a
spade on the first round of clubs; East
then threw hearts on the next three
rounds but on the fifth round East
suddenly noticed a club lurking in with his
spades and sheepishly apologised as he

beat John’s two of clubs with his three of
clubs. Then of course East was able to lead
a diamond for his partner to take four
diamond tricks (she had not surprisingly
thrown two diamonds away).
John was pleased to be able to call the
Director when for once it wasn’t his fault;
however, he wasn’t smiling for long when
the inexperienced club Director gave his
ruling.
‘It would seem that, whilst East has
revoked four times, it is only the first
revoke that is subject to penalty and, as
East didn’t win the revoke trick it is just a
one trick penalty.’
John remained calm, but said firmly:
‘Since I would have made all thirteen
tricks without the revoke (East being unable
to guard both majors when the clubs are
run), perhaps you could consider Law 64C
as it is your duty to restore equity when
the prescribed penalty does not at least
achieve it.’
‘Ah yes, I hadn’t noticed that bit as it is
on the next page. You are right, John, in
that case I shall adjust the score to +720.’
‘I knew all these calls for the Director
would come to your aid one day; a shame
it has taken so long,’ observed Julie with a
wry smile.
John just sat there agonising about the
significance of the date but all that came
to mind was something to do with Al
r
Capone.

BRIDGE ENGLAND SIM PAIRS
THE 2012 Bridge England Simultaneous Pairs will take place on
February 7th and 8th in clubs all around the country.
Green points will be awarded and participants will receive a booklet containing
commentary from the country’s leading players – and lots of top tips! Sally Brock,
Michael Byrne, Heather Dhondy, Tony Forrester, Paul Hackett, Sandra Landy,
Andrew Robson, Nevena Senior and Tom Townsend are among the contributors.
The money raised will be used to help fund our Camrose and Lady Milne
teams, as well as provide essential training and practice for England’s national
teams in the run up to the 2012 European Championships.
Support your national teams – get your club to hold a heat and put February 7th
and 8th 2012 in your diary now!
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Excel Bridge

H O T E L

&

T H E A T R E

For the very best in Luxury Bridge Breaks

Our 2012 Events Include:
Full of traditional charm and elegance

The Hydro, EASTBOURNE
Feb 24-26/27 £192/230

Stunning views across the Thames Valley

Blunsdon House, BLUNSDON
Apr 6-9 (Easter) £254

On the edge of the Yorkshire Dales

Hollins Hall, W. YORKSHIRE
Jul 22-27 (5 nights) £379

Set in over 400 acres of beautiful parkland

St. Pierre Country Club, CHEPSTOW
Sep 16-21 (5 nights) £379

Ring for our full programme
Telephone: 0117 9246292
Website: www.excelbridge.co.uk

“Excel for Excellence”
Generous Prizes • Quality Hotels • Bridge licensed by the EBU

Best of Bridge 2012
Come and enjoy one of the country’s longest established social Bridge Weekends.
Carefully arranged for you by Lawrence Gaunt and David Jones for over 30 years.
Enjoy good company, good food and excellently organised Duplicate Bridge in
prestigious 4 star hotel surroundings. Your hosts are some of the finest bridge directors in the UK and
the Saturday morning seminars are conducted by Grand Masters with a fund of knowledge to pass on
to you.
Fully inclusive programme including: Bridge Fees, Full Board, Drinks Reception and Complimentary
Morning & Afternoon Tea/Coffee. Early Arrivals Bridge, 3 Sessions Duplicate Pairs and Swiss Teams
on Sunday. Overall and session prizes awarded.
Bridge Licensed by the EBU with Enhanced Master Points. Partners Arranged For Single Players.
No Hidden Extras and NO SINGLE ROOM SUPPLEMENTS

2012 Calendar
17 – 19 February

Hilton Cobham

09 – 11 March

Hilton Warwick

£209

30 March – 1 April

Hilton Bracknell

£186

*06 – 09 April

Hilton Cobham Easter Bank Holiday

£295

11 – 13 May

Ocean View Hotel, Bournemouth New

*01 - 04 June

Cobham Spring Bank Holiday & Diamond Jubilee

08 – 10 June
22-24 June
13 – 15 July

St Anne’s Manor, Wokingham
Hilton Newbury Centre

£190
£295
£192
£209

St Anne’s Manor, EBU Improvers Weekend

£192

Hilton Cobham August Bank Holiday

£295

Hilton Basingstoke

£199

*24 – 27 August
07 – 09 September
21 – 23 September
19 – 21 October
26-28 October
02 04 November
David Jones: 02476 461511

12

£210

Ocean View Hotel, Bournemouth New

£190

Hilton Warwick

£209

St Anne’s Manor, Wokingham

£192

Marriott Hotel, Northampton

£209

www.bridge2000.co.uk
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Lawrence Gaunt 01923 670500
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Traps for the Unwary

by Michael Byrne

Opener’s Jump Shift
THIS MONTH we look at the opener
having a good hand and having to show
his second suit to partner by jumping –
but how strong a hand is he showing and
what should the responder do?
This sort of hand is typical of where
many players go wrong:
You open 1™ and
´ 5
partner bids 1´ –
™ AKJ86
many people would
t KJ6
jump to 3® on the
® AJ65
grounds that ‘2® is a
weak bid.’ Alas, all
they are doing is
giving themselves a problem later on.
When partner bids again they have no idea
of whether he has 6 points or 12, and will
surely struggle to find the right bid. The
right thing to do is bid a simple 2®
(showing 11-18 points) and wait to hear
from partner. Partner can pass 2®, but if he
does so he will normally have one heart and
three clubs (with two hearts he will often
give ‘false preference’ – see last months
article) and game will be a struggle.
To jump in a new suit after partner has
responded at the one level you need a
game forcing hand – or, to put it another
way, you need about 19 points. Distribution does play a part but remember
shapely hands are at their most powerful
when they have found a fit – if partner is
short in your suits you will quickly find
that you struggle to make tricks.
Change the hand to:
Now if partner pas´ KJ3
ses your 2® rebid
™ A K J 10 7
you may well miss
t J
game, so you should
® AQ86
jump to 3®. You will
be able to show your
spade support on the
next round and partner will have a good
idea of your shape and be able to choose
the best contract.
DO YOU always need 19 points? After all,
sometimes partner will pass your rebid with
7 or 8 and game might make. That depends
www.ebu.co.uk

on whether you have a partial fit with
partner; if partner has responded at the one
level in a suit for which you have three-card
support, then upgrade your hand.
You open 1™ and
´ KJ3
partner responds 1´;
™ AKJ875
are you worth a
t Void
game force? On this
® A J 10 4
hand the answer is
yes. Although you
only hold 17 highcard points, you have a partial fit with
partner, an excellent heart suit and a void.
Partner might well pass 2® holding a
singleton heart and three clubs, being reluctant to rebid a ropey five-card spade suit
such as A-10-8-6-2, when you have a fit
and an easy way to make tricks.
Change the hand to:
Now with a potential
misfit you are better
´ Void
off bidding 2®. Part™ AKJ875
ner’s wasted values in
t KJ3
® A J 10 4
spades will not help
you make a game.
WHAT SHOULD partner bid over your
strong jump shift? This isn’t too difficult:
since opener’s jump shift is game forcing,
he can just make a waiting bid, either
simple preference or re-bid his own suit.
With this hand after
´ Q 10 6 3
1™ – 1´ – 3t, res™ 75
ponder can simply
t KJ9
bid 3™ as false
® 9432
preference. If opener
has a six-card suit he
can carry on in
hearts, or bid 3NT with a stopper in clubs.
A common method is to play something
called ‘fast arrival’, whereby if you jump to
game it means you are not interested in
higher things.
The sequence 1™ – 1´ – 3® – 4™ would
say to the opener: ‘I have heard you tell me
we are playing in game and I reluctantly
agree to play in 4™ – but I have a bad hand
and if you bid on to a slam, on your own
head be it!’

Responder would typically have threecard support and a minimum response
such as:
Note that if you have
´ KJ65
the same shape and
™ J53
more points you can
t Q873
just give simple pre® J2
ference and wait to
hear more from your
partner – as the
auction is game-forcing there is no hurry
to get to a high level. Bid quickly to game
with a bad hand, and take your time with
a good hand.
LET’S REVIEW the dos and don’ts of
opener’s jump shift:

Do:
Make sure you have enough to make
game opposite a misfitting min imum when you make a jump shift.
Remember to bid out your shape
after making a strong jump shift. If
partner puts you back to your first
suit, he may only have a small
doubleton, so even if you have a
robust A-K-9-8-4 you might need a
different trump suit.

•
•

Don’t:
Worry if partner leaves you in 2®
when you have 17 or 18 points; he
will almost certainly have a singleton in your first suit and only threecard support for your second suit,
and the hand will be a struggle. (I
can’t tell you how many times I
have seen an angry declarer go off
in 2NT after telling his partner:
‘You should have put me in 3NT!’)
Automatically re-raise yourself
when you get simple preference.
Bid on (unless you have a monstrous hand!) after partner leaps to
game in a game forcing auction; he
is showing a weak hand.
r

•

•
•
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Oxfordshire Bridge Association

GREEN POINTED CONGRESS
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Steventon Village Hall, The Green, Oxon OX13 6AA
Chief Tournament Director: Stephen Brown

Saturday 16 June 2012, 1.00 pm
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Swiss Pairs
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Sunday 17 June 2012, 11.00 am
Swiss Teams
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£25 per player per event (U22 : £14) includes a plated tea
Entries to: Claire MacDonagh
Tel: 07584 047140 Email: obacomp@gmail.com
16 Northampton Road, Oxford, OX1 4TG
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Norfolk CBA and the EBU present

The Annual Bridge Congress
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Tuesday Market Place, Kings Lynn, PE30 1JS

!

Friday 30th March to Sunday 1st April 2012

Green Point Pairs – Saturday
Green Point Swiss Teams – Sunday
For further details contact:
Mary Kingdon, 5 Courtnell Place, Kings Lynn,
PE30 4TW Tel 01553 776331
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Report

by Tom Townsend

Premier League 2011 – Division 1
THE PREMIER League is the only English
open tournament played under inter national championship conditions, in 20board sets with table screens.
The eight teams play a round-robin of 60board matches over three weekends. After
the first weekend, with home advantage at
Young Chelsea BC, 88-year-old Bernard
Teltscher’s team led the field. Alexander
Allfrey’s squad (Andrew Robson, David
Gold, Tony Forrester, Peter Crouch, Derek
Patterson) had taken over by the end of the
second weekend at Manchester BC, the final
challengers proving to be Frances Hinden’s
team (Graham Osborne, Jeffrey Allerton,
Chris Jagger, Ian Pagan) who faced Allfrey
on the final Sunday at West Midlands BC in
Solihull. Play the EBU Premier League and
see the world! Hinden needed to win 18-12
VPs or better to overtake.
This match was all about slams. Cold
slams, grand slams, slams on finesses,
slams needing good breaks and especially
slams depending on the opening lead.
Chris Jagger (South) and Ian Pagan
(North) did well here:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer East.
´ K Q J 10 3
™ 93
t KQ73
® Q8
72
´965
Q 10 8 7 6 5 4 N
™A2
W
E
S
10 9 8
t6
2
® K 10 7 6 5 4 3
´ A84
™ KJ
t AJ542
® AJ9

West

North

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

1´
4t
4´
6t

www.ebu.co.uk

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
1t
2NT
4™
5®

When Jagger moved twice with controlshowing bids of 4™ and 5®, Pagan trusted
him to have four big cards and bid the slam
on the basis of his spade tricks. Brave, and
how right he was! Played the right way up
to protect the king of hearts, 6t is cold
barring an opening ruff. If the defenders
cash the ace of hearts at trick one, the losing
clubs go on the spades. If they don’t cash it,
then the hearts go away and declarer loses
at most a club. On the singleton two of
clubs lead Jagger made an overtrick.
With 4´ the contract in the other room,
that got Hinden to within a slam swing
after 36 boards. Four boards later Pagan
faced a typical Acol bidding problem:
He opened 1™ after
´ K2
three passes at Game
™ KQ972
All and partner rest AKQ3
ponded 1´. Now
® J4
what? 3t might be
the popular choice
but it is a slight overbid and uses up a lot of bidding space.
Would you risk an economical 2t, praying not to see the green card (Pass) from
partner when you open your eyes? Or a
sensible 2NT to show the point-count,
misleading partner somewhat about the
distribution? Pagan rebid 2NT. This was
the full auction:
West

North

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

1™
2NT
4t
6t

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
Pass
1´
3t
5®

The opposite hand was as follows:
You wouldn’t mind
´ A J 10 9 7
being in this slam
™ 4
except on this bid t 96542
ding the opponents
® A2
are likely to find the
best lead of the unbid
suit, clubs. David
Gold, West for Allfrey, duly selected the
five of clubs as his lead. Jagger won and

drew trumps in three rounds. There was
nothing for it but to take the spade finesse.
When that lost he was down two, as the
full deal was:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ K2
™ KQ972
t AKQ3
® J4
Q543
´ 86
N
A J 10
™ 8653
W
E
J87
t 10
S
Q 10 5
® K98763
´ A J 10 9 7
™ 4
t 96542
® A2

In the replay Derek Patterson, playing
Precision Club, opened the South hand
with 1´. Now Peter Crouch, North, responded with specialised artificial bids – as
Crouch is wont to do – to discover that
Patterson was 5-5 in spades and diamonds,
with two aces. Crouch could hardly not try
6t. The effect of this asking rather than
showing auction was to make Crouch the
declarer and leave Graham Osborne (East)
with a blind opening lead. North’s heart suit
had not been disclosed. Who can blame
Osborne for leading one? You may not care
for it but such is the frontier of bidding
science. By concealing the heart suit Crouch
and Patterson were effectively declaring a
better contract than Jagger and Pagan. That
has to be good bridge. After a heart to the
ace, declarer had four tricks in the suit and
the slam was cold – 17 IMPs to open up a
substantial lead.
The final set was all Allfrey, who won the
match and the league by a large margin,
and thereby gained selection for the 2012
Home Internationals, representing England
in the first Camrose weekend in Oxford
(results on page 25). Hinden will travel to
East Kilbride for the final weekend.
r
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Defensive Bidding

by Frances Hinden

Common Sense Defence Part II
A series to help tournament players when they come up against unusual conventions
THE PURPOSE of this short series is not to
introduce more conventions to learn, but
rather to show how common sense can solve
many of the problems you may be faced with
playing in a tournament.

Test yourself on the hands below. In
each case, you are South, holding the hand
shown, and you are playing a simple
defence against unusual pre-empts:
1. If the opponents promise length (4+
cards) in the suit bid, double is takeout.
2. If the opponents promise length in
some unknown suit(s), double is
general values.
3. If the opponents promise length in
another, known, suit, double is takeout of that suit.
4. If the opponents are playing a multistyle bid with strong options, assume
they have a weak hand until proven
otherwise.
5. No-trump bids are (nearly) always
natural; jumps are strong.
Let’s continue from where we stopped in
the last issue:

Hand 6 6
´ 10 4
™ 4
t Q J 10 8 6 4 2
® 952

too good to overcall 2NT on the first
round. Bid 3t, which should be natural
and very weak. This auction is different
from one where partner overcalls 2NT on
the first round, because now you have
passed over 2™ implying a weak hand. It is
more important to escape to a long weak
suit than to use 3t as a transfer to hearts
once you have denied a decent 9+ points. If
you do want to force to game you can cuebid 3´ or just bid 3NT.

Common Sense Tip 7: If you have
already shown weakness, bids of a
new suit are natural and weak even
if partner now shows a strong balanced hand.

HHHHH

Hand 7
´ K
J 10 4
HHHHH
™ KQJ5
t AQ862
® Void

Here you are vulnerable against not and
the bidding starts:
West
North
East
South
2NT1
Dble
3®2
?
1 A good pre-empt in one of the minors
2 To play opposite clubs

from partner’s hand that opener has long
diamonds and we have long clubs (as in the
case covered by Hand 3 in the last issue).

Common Sense Tip 8: Double of a
‘pass-or-correct’ bid is take-out if
partner has shown general values,
not any specific hand type.

West
2NT
Pass

North
Dble
4®

East
3®
Pass

South
Dble
?

Partner’s 4® can’t be natural: if he wanted
to play in clubs, he could pass your double.
Instead he is showing a hand now worth a
game force, but not sure where to play.
Partner doubled on the first round showing
at least opening bid values, so your double
of 3® could have been a suitable 8- or 9count just looking to compete. Instead you
have a huge 16-count; you can’t just bid 4t
or 4™. I think the best call is 6®. This clearly
shows a slam drive, it must have first round
club control, and implies we don’t know
what suit to bid. 5® is also feasible, but that
doesn’t show a hand worth bidding slam in
the way 6® does.
Perhaps partner has something like:
´
™
t
®

AQ72
A 10 9 7 3
K
Q73

and will have the
courage to bid 7™.

At Game All, the bidding starts:

1
2

West
North
East
South
2®1
Dble
2™2
Pass
2´
2NT
Pass
?
Four clubs and a five-card major
To play in partner’s major (‘pass or
correct’)

Partner has shown a strong balanced hand,
16
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2NT does not show a specific suit, so
partner’s double is general values. As 3®
may be the opponents’ suit and hence end
the auction, double should be take-out of
clubs (at least to start with). Your hand is
too strong to bid, say, 3t which might just
be competitive given that partner has
shown strength. Also, you can’t bid 4®
because that would be natural – it’s possible

Common Sense Tip 9: When you
have a very good hand, don’t
underbid just because the auction
has become confusing. Think what
partner has shown, how much you
have shown so far, and how much
more than that you hold.

www.ebu.co.uk

HHHHH

2´ bid, and partner has a very good hand
with spades. I think you have an easy raise
to 6´. With a diamond void as well, I
would bid 6t, showing my first-round
control in that suit and inviting partner to
bid 7´ with a suitable hand.

Hand 8
´ K642
™ A Q 10 6
t 2
® AK52

Again, you are vulnerable against not and
the bidding starts:
West

1
2

North

East
South
2®1
Dble
2´2
Dble
Pass
?
Very strong (an Acol 2® opening) or
weak with at least five diamonds
Natural, non-forcing

Your double was take-out of the anchor
suit, diamonds. You have shown the other
three suits, so partner’s double is for
penalties. Pass.
The auction isn’t over yet:
West

North

2´
5t

Dble
5´

East
2®
Pass
Pass

South
Dble
Pass
?

Partner doubled 2´ for penalties, LHO
ran, and now partner has bid 5´. It’s
become clear that LHO has psyched the

Common Sense Tip 10: When the
partner of a pre-emptor bids a new
suit, gets doubled and runs back to
the pre-empt suit, the bid was
usually a psyche. Don’t let the opponents stop you finding your fit.

HHHHH

In these two articles I have tried to
concentrate on how to reach a sensible
contract without needing agreements
specific to any particular toy the opponents come up with. I would like to finish
with one more tip that encapsulates all the
earlier ones:

Don’t be distracted by strange (or
even psychic) actions by the opponents. Keep your head, listen to your
partner’s bidding, work out what he
has shown and then bid the value of
your own hand.
r

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ
ON each of the following problems,
you are West. What should you bid
with each hand on the given auction?
Julian Pottage gives his answers on
page 44.

Hand 1
´J3
™ 9842
tAKQ43
®53

W
1t
?

N

E
S
1® Pass
Pass 1™ Pass

Hand 2
´AQ5
™AK6
t K 10 4 2
® 10 4 3

W
1t
?

N
E
Pass 1™

S
Pass

Hand 3
´ Void
™ AKJ9642
tA764
®A7

W

N
E
1NT 2t

S
Pass

Hand 4
´ K 10 3 2
™974
tKQJ
®832

W
Pass
?

N
3®

E
S
Dble Pass

Hand 5
´ 10 7 6 2
™ Q 10 5 2
tKQJ84
® Void

W

N

E
S
1NT Pass

Hand 6
´4
™ Q J 10 6
tK852
® A 10 5 2

W

N

E
1´

?

KAY BATTING
I fIrst met Kay in the mid-seventies at the old Whitehall Bridge Club in eastbourne
and it was not long before she took me under her wing. I was under the mistaken
impression I could play the game; she taught me otherwise. she patiently brought order
and discipline to my game and we played twice a week for thirty years. I am forever
grateful for all that she did.
Kay believed that if a thing was to be done, it should be done properly. she was always
well dressed and expected the same from others. I once turned up to play in jeans. I never
did again!
she was the perfect hostess. When I arrived at her flat in Bexhill to play at the club, I
was always greeted at the door with a glass of red wine and, after taking my shoes off (she
always had white carpets) was allowed in. she was a good cook and we had many a splendid picnic in car parks around the county; linen napkins – never paper!
Kay learnt her bridge in Aden amongst the colonial and commercial wives; her other
passion was tennis. During the war she was a Land Army Girl and when their service was
recognised with a badge she wore it proudly. she retained her connection with the land as
an accountant for farmers.
she served for many years on the sussex CCBA committee and quietly served bridge
in the county in other ways. this service was recognised by the eBU in presenting her
with the Dimmie fleming Award in 2007. she was a long-standing member of both the
Bexhill and eastbourne Bridge Clubs.
she is survived by her two sons and daughters-in-law of whom she was very proud.
Her six grandchildren were a great light in her life. We all express our sadness to Kay’s
family at her passing.
(Peter Gates)

www.ebu.co.uk
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Set in magnificent parklands stretching into the lake, this exclusive hotel
offers excellent food, with first class service from its friendly staff. Each
of the well-appointed en-suite bedrooms has a lake view. There is a
splendid heated indoor swimming pool in the newly refurbished spa
centre - sauna/steam rooms are included. Tennis courts and a
putting green are situated within the private parkland, and table tennis is
also available. This is a GOLFER’S paradise, with six championship golf
courses within easy reach of the hotel. Green fees are discounted to our
guests, and a private hotel transfer is available.
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Days Hotel Bournemouth
Bridge Holidays
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After 31 years we are retiring in November, and invite you to join us for
one last visit to the Amathus Beach Hotel, where the magic of Five Star
Bridge began. Throughout the years the Amathus Beach has retained its
reputation for excellence, and well deserves being regarded as one of
the finest hotels in the entire Mediterranean. The bedrooms and public
areas are elegantly appointed, and the staff are exceptional. There are
two outdoor swimming pools in the hotel’s extensive, lush, gardens,
plus a superb heated indoor pool, and a splendid new spa complex.
The Amathus Beach never fails to delight in every way!

Set on Bournemouth’s East Cliff overlooking the bay this
is the ideal location for your bridge holiday.
Full board weekend packages available throughout the year
2 night packages from £150.00 per person. All our holidays are
run by EBU trained directors and include prizes, drinks reception
and daily refreshments.
For more information and to check availability
please contact us on 01202 552111 or email:

reservations@dayshotelbournemouth.co.uk
www.dayshotelbournemouth.co.uk
Bridge licensed by the EBU.

13-15 July 2012

IMPROVERS WEEKEND
St Anne’s Manor, Wokingham

Full colour brochures for all of the above
holidays available on request from:
$+
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£192 Full Board; fully inclusive; no single room supplement

“Tune Up Your Bidding”
3850

Further information from Lawrence Gaunt
(##

( 01923 670500 8 lmg@bridge2000.co.uk
or David Jones
( 02476 461511 8 djjonesmj@btinternet.com
www.ebu.co.uk

Bridge with a Twist

by Simon Cochemé

The Coups of Bridge II
What do scissors, a crocodile and the Devil have in common? Only a bridge player knows the answer.
IN A Scissors Coup, declarer makes an early
loser-on-loser play, putting a particular
defender on lead and at the same time
cutting the defence’s communications to
prevent them getting a ruff.
A Crocodile Coup is where a defender in
second position rises with a higher card
than seems necessary and thus prevents
his partner winning the trick and being
endplayed. Here is an example:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ 10 7 3
™ 10 8 7
t AQ62
® AK3
KJ942
´ Q6
N
42
™ 3
W
E
S
953
t K J 10 8 7
QJ5
® 10 9 7 6 4
´ A85
™ AKQJ965
t 4
® 82

have to win the second round of spades
and concede a ruff and discard. East might
have started with two honours in spades,
or might not unblock with a doubleton
king or queen. South played the ace of
spades, East following with the six, and
then led another spade.
Now the spotlight was on West. He
knew his partner had one spade left. If
declarer had started with ´A-Q-x, surely
he would have taken a spade finesse; so
partner must have a bare queen. Here
comes the crocodile bit: raise the upper
jaw (´K), swallow the prey (´Q), enjoy
the dessert (´J) and relax in the sun for
two hours.
A Devil’s Coup is the rarest of the three.
Here the side-suit distribution is such that
declarer can avoid a loser when the defenders hold Q-x-x of trumps opposite J-x.
With hearts as trumps and three tricks
remaining, this is the position:
´ 7
™ K9
´ 8
™ Q7

West

North

Pass
Pass
Pass

3NT
4NT
6™

East
2NT
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
Dble
4™
5®

South reached 6™ after East opened with
2NT, showing a weak hand with at least
5-5 in the minors. The club queen lead
was won in dummy. The ace of diamonds
was cashed and a diamond was ruffed in
hand. Declarer returned to dummy with a
club and ruffed another diamond high.
His first chance, dropping the king of
diamonds in three rounds, had failed.
He crossed to dummy with a trump,
ruffed the last diamond high, went back to
dummy in trumps again and ruffed the
last club. With the minors eliminated,
declarer’s hope now was that East would
www.ebu.co.uk

N
W

E
S

´ —
™ J86

´ —
™ A 10 5

Declarer leads the seven of spades from
dummy. Poor East has to ruff. If he ruffs
small, South overruffs with the ten of
hearts and draws trumps. If East ruffs with
the jack, South overruffs and finesses West
for the queen. The reason it is so rare is
that you need a very fortunate position in
the side suits, as well as in trumps. In
reality, many a declarer would cash the
ace-king of trumps early on, playing for
the queen-jack to be doubleton.
NOW TO a coup that crops up quite often.
The Alzheimer’s Coup can be carried out
by declarer or a defender. It arises when a
player thinks for such a long time that an
opponent forgets what has happened

previously and makes a mistake.
Some people become famous for the
wrong reasons. In 1938 aviator Douglas
‘Wrong Way’ Corrigan took off from New
York with a flight plan to California, but
landed in Ireland. When the great Gary
Sobers hit six sixes in an over in 1968,
Malcolm Nash was the unfortunate
bowler. Jim Biltcliffe is a fine player who
has won numerous county titles, but he is
destined to be remembered in the bridge
world for the Biltcliffe Coup. The coup was
named by David Bird and popularised in
Doubled and Venerable, one of his Monastery books, in which mention is made of a
Brother Biltcliffe perpetrating the coup
three times in one match.
The successful execution of most coups
will benefit your score card. Not the
Biltcliffe Coup. It occurs when your opponents are about to play in a part-score, but
(a) you reopen the bidding, (b) they now
bid game, (c) you double the contract, and
(d) they make it.
A sub-culture has grown up around the
coup. If you reopen the bidding and they
don’t bid on to their cold game, that is
known as a Biltcliffe Coup Declined. A
Double Biltcliffe Coup is where they have
bid to the two level, you reopen and push
them to the three level, then you protect
again and now they bid and make a
doubled game. A Gross Biltcliffe Coup, a
speciality of mine, is when you help them
get to game, as before, but (a fifth element) you misdefend, and they make the
doubled game.
Finally, I should mention some of the
French coups that are yet to gain recognition in England. In a Coup de Théâtre
you make an extremely flamboyant play,
such as ruffing your partner’s ace. A Coup
d’État is where you seize control of the
bidding by using Blackwood after your
partner has opened 2®. A Coup de Grâce
has nothing to do with bridge and is, of
course, French for lawn-mower.
r
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Teams Tactics

by Derek Patterson

When in Doubt, Bid Game!
TO BID or not to bid (game), that is the
question. Of course, each situation will
have its own set of circumstances upon
which any decision will depend. However,
when playing teams, adopting an
optimistic approach to the bidding of
game contracts is likely to be a successful
strategy. It is a matter of risk and reward.
For example, imagine that you are North,
with the hand below:

´
™
t
®

QJ852
K83
862
65

West

1
2
3

and, with everybody
vulnerable, the following auction develops:

North

East
1®
Pass

South
1NT1
3´3

Pass
2™2
Pass
?
15-17 points
Transfer to spades
Showing four-card spade support and a
maximum

What now?
Playing in a duplicate pairs event, it is
sensible to take no further action. The
point is that both 3NT and 4´ rate to fail
reasonably often and going down is likely
to be just as bad as making game would be
good. However, when this deal occurred in
a top international teams event, the
players were contemplating which game to
bid, rather than whether to bid one.
The reason for this is that 4´ making
gains 10 IMPs by comparison with 3´ plus
one. On the other hand, 4´ minus one
loses 6 IMPS by comparison with 3´
making. The reward for bidding game is a
gain of 10 IMPs, the risk is a loss of 6
IMPs. Naturally, the prospect of overbidding slightly and then being doubled
adds to the risk but this is offset by yet
another factor: that, occasionally, the
defenders will give tricks away, especially
with the opening lead.
www.ebu.co.uk

As a consequence, experts try to bid
all marginal vulnerable games,
choosing to play in part-scores only
when game contracts appear to be
completely unrealistic propositions.

When non-vulnerable, the risk-reward ratio
is closer but, even so, a mildly aggressive
approach is still correct.
On this occasion, bidding game turned
out to be a successful choice:

Some will make and some will fail but in
the long run, the aggressive approach
should turn out to be a winner, even if
only 40% of such contracts succeed.

In passing, it is probably sensible to
note that the strategy of optimistic
bidding should not be applied to
slam-bidding, for which a cautious
approach is suitable.

From the Defenders' Perspective

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ QJ852
™ K83
t 862
® 65
97
´ K3
N
9652
™ AJ4
W
E
A9753
t J 10
S
J7
® K 10 8 4 3 2
´ A 10 6 4
™ Q 10 7
t KQ4
® AQ9

When West led the ®J (partner's suit)
against 4´, a third-round club ruff provided access to the dummy and despite
the tA being offside, the ´K, ™J and ®K
were all successfully finessed (dummy's
trumps serving as subsequent entries) to
enable the contract to be made. On other
leads, the play is more complicated but
declarer can prevail by exiting in diamonds (or a heart to the king) and forcing
the opponents to broach the critical suits.
Meanwhile, 3NT was made when West
decided to lead a diamond (the ®J lead
would have defeated the contract) and the
diamonds were blocked. The successful
declarers were fortunate to varying extents
but this is a situation where good players
earn their own luck.
So be prepared to bid marginal games.

When playing a teams match, having to
play against a pair that seems to be in
game on every hand is not easy. One
unlucky lead, one momentary lapse in
concentration, and before you know it
declarer has claimed his or her contract. A
constant barrage of thin games tends to
apply considerable pressure and, being
human, most of us yield at some point.
Therefore, the idea should be to exert
(in the nicest possible way!) the same type
of pressure on your opponents when the
opportunity arises – stay out of hopeless
games but be prepared to bid all the close
ones.
In the first article of the series, I
advocated the habit of playing safely for
the contract. So now, the two major
ingredients of successful teams play have
been covered – bold bidding in the game
zone, followed by careful play to secure the
(potentially precarious) contract.

Final Thought
A friend of mine once told the tale of a
fellow bridge player who ‘gets a nose-bleed
when the bidding reaches the three-level.’
‘No good at teams!’ he added . . .
r
When you have finished
reading this magazine,
please recycle it.
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6th – 9th April 2012

6th – 8th April 2012

Easter Festival
London

Northern
Easter Festival

YCBA

Royal National Hotel, London

The Park Inn Hotel, York

Three sessions of Championship Pairs

Organised by YCBA on behalf of the EBU

(Friday & Saturday)

A Green Point Congress

Two session of Swiss Teams (Sunday)

(Local Points for Mixed/Open Pairs only)

Two sessions of Swiss Pairs (Monday)

Cash Prizes
Enquiries and entries to

Teams events are Stratified
(Pairs flighted subject to sufficient entries)

Stuart Davies, 4 Moorhead Lane,
Shipley, West Yorkshire BD18 4JH
( 01274 598408
E-mail: sd@leckhampton.com

Enquiries to EBU Competitions Department

( 01296 317 203 / 219

Enter online at
www.ebu.co.uk
SCHAPIRO SPRING
FOURSOMES

Further information at
These
congresses
are
Greenpointed

4th – 8th May 2012, Stratford upon Avon

www.ycba.co.uk

CHELTENHAM
MIDWEEK
CONGRESS
29th May – 31st May 2012

Barceló Cheltenham Park Hotel, GL53 8EA
( 01242 222021
Whether you end up competing in the main event for the
Schapiro Trophy, or for the consolation Punchbowl
Trophy, or for the Hamilton Cup in the Swiss Teams, this
event is one of the best in the EBU calendar.
A galaxy of international players has already entered, so
be quick and join in the fun!
Due to the generous sponsorship arrangement in
place for this event, prizes are approximately twice the
normal EBU value (e.g. approx. £1,600 – £2,000 for the
winning team based on the typical size of the original

entries).

Contact the EBU Competitions Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219
or e-mail comps@ebu.co.uk
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A fully Green-pointed Tuesday to Thursday
midweek congress featuring a three-session
‘all play through’ Championship Pairs event
and a one-day Swiss Teams event.
Both events will be ‘stratified’ according to the
actual entry. Green Points and prizes awarded.

Entries and enquiries to
EBU Competitions Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219
or e-mail comps@ebu.co.uk
www.ebu.co.uk

Report

by Heather Dhondy

Gold Cup Final 2011
THE FINAL stages of the Gold Cup were
once again – though for the last time –
held in Peebles. The remaining four teams
included the winners of the last two years;
however, last year’s winners, Gillis, perished at the hands of the Lee team (Peter
Lee, Jeffrey Allerton, Andy Bowles, John
Howard, Frances Hinden, Graham
Osborne) in the semi-final. In the final,
Lee were to meet Allfrey (Alexander Allfrey,
Andrew Robson, Peter Crouch, Derek
Patterson, David Gold, Tony Forrester),
winners in 2009, who had beaten Irens in
the other semi-final.
Leading at the end of every set, the Lee
team had built up a 42-IMP cushion going
into the final eight boards. What could the
experienced Allfrey team do to reverse the
tide?
Derek Patterson and Peter Crouch for
Allfrey began by bidding and making a
thin vulnerable game, missed at the other
table. That was 11 IMPs back. This was the
next deal:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ J7654
™ 9432
t Q5
® 32
K2
´ 10 9 8
N
W
E
K8
™ A J 10 7 6 5
S
94
t KJ7
A Q J 10 9 8 7
® 5
´ AQ3
™ Q
t A 10 8 6 3 2
® K64

Jeffrey Allerton and Peter Lee (East-West)
were defending at one table, when East’s
Multi 2t opener was overcalled by South
with 3t which ended the auction, failing
by two tricks. At the other table, meanwhile, Patterson opened a very light 1™
which propelled his side into another thin
vulnerable game:
www.ebu.co.uk

West
Crouch

North
Howard

3®
4™

Pass
All Pass

East
Patterson
1™
3™

South
Bowles
2t
Pass

Andy Bowles, South, began with an unfortunate start to the defence, when he led
the ace of diamonds, and continued with a
second diamond. Patterson crossed to the
ace of clubs, and ruffed a club. He now
drew two rounds of trumps ending in dummy, and ruffed a second club, establishing
the suit. Since he still held the jack of
diamonds, two more rounds of trumps did
not threaten him, even though it meant he
had none left. The success of the con tract would depend on finding the ace
of spades favourably placed. This was
likely given the two-level overcall, and
duly transpired. That was a further 10
IMPs back and the substantial lead had
been halved in the first two boards.
More drama was to follow on the third
board. Both teams were in 6™:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ Q 10 9 4 3
™ 5
t 10 6 5 4 3 2
® K
65
´ AK2
N
W
E
AQ73
™ K 10 9 4
S
Void
t AQ98
A 10 8 6 4 3 2
® J7
´ J87
™ J862
t KJ7
® Q95

Patterson and Crouch had an uninterrupted artificial auction which resulted in
6™ being declared by Patterson in the East
seat. He received a spade lead and played
on clubs first, by leading to the ace, and
playing one back to South’s queen. With
North (John Howard) cunningly silent

throughout, Patterson was unlikely to
guess the trumps correctly, and when he
cashed the ace and queen, he was down. At
the other table:
West
Lee

North
Allfrey

East
Allerton

1®
3™
5´

1´
Pass
Pass

Dble
4NT
6™

South
Robson
Pass
2´
Pass
All pass

The natural auction meant that West
became declarer; however, he too received
a spade lead. Peter Lee opted to play on
trumps first, and knowing the spade
distribution, it was natural for him to
guess them correctly. Having discovered
the 4-1 break, he decided to draw all the
trumps and rely on the clubs dividing 2-2.
He led the jack from dummy, which
Andrew Robson covered with the queen,
and Lee naturally ducked. As it happened,
his problems were over when Alexander
Allfrey overtook with the king, perforce. If
Allfrey had followed low, declarer should
still play for the 2-2 split since with K-Q-x,
Robson would have played low on the first
round, giving declarer no chance to establish the suit.
This halted the comeback, and the set
quietened down, with the Lee team finishing the winners by 126 IMPs to 100. Congratulations to Peter Lee, Jeffrey Allerton,
Andy Bowles, John Howard, Frances
Hinden and Graham Osborne.
r

Want to recruit more members
for your bridge club?
Then find out more about the
EBU’s FREE club teacher courses!
For details
phone 01296 317217
or e-mail lisa@ebu.co.uk
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Xmas Quiz 2011

by Paul Hackett

Answers & Results
Thank you to all the many, many members who entered. No-one got 10 out of 10, so a draw was made among the
highest scorers; first prize, a luxury Pellissier card table, goes to Peter Smith of Woking; a bridge book each goes to
second and third, Phil Callow of West Didsbury and Barbara Howarth of Petts Wood.
On each problem you are West and must
choose your call from the three options
offered. Assume you are playing pairs
unless told otherwise.

3.

´ K5 4 2 ™ QJ5 t A 7 3 ® J 7 5
West

North

?

1. ´ K Q 10 9 6 4
West
1´
?

East
1NT*
*12-14

South
Pass

™ Void t A Q 6 3 ® Q J 10

North
2™

East
3t

South
3™

What call do you make?
A) 2®; B) 2NT; C) Pass.

__________

C) Pass. You may have a 4-4 spade fit, but

B) 4™. This bid shows diamond support
and the heart control, and looks for a
possible slam.
While 4´ may well be the best game
contract, it would be a unilateral decision
to bid it when you have such good support
for partner’s suit. As for 4t, I am sure that
Terence Reese would have recommended
that bid but in my opinion it is a clear
underbid.

your hand is completely flat with no
ruffing value, therefore you should not be
using Stayman. As for 2NT, well . . . we
were all taught that with 25 points you
should be in game and therefore with 11
you should invite with 2NT. However,
apart from your high cards you do not
have a source of extra tricks, except
possibly the fourth spade; also you have
no intermediate cards to improve finesse
positions. So my recommended answer is
Pass. It is rare that partner will make a
game opposite this hand and even 2NT
may be too high.

__________

__________

What call do you make?
A) 4t; B) 4™; C) 4´.

2.

´ K 4
West

™ QJ7
North

t K 10 8 6 4
East

® A J7

South
1´

?

4. ´ K 7 6
West
1t
?

™ A 10 t K Q 10 6 5 ® J 10 3
North
Pass

East
1´

Playing a strong 1NT, what do you bid?
A) 1NT; B) 2´; C) 2t.

A) Double. You have tolerance for all the

B) 2´. 2t is unattractive: your hand is
no-trump shape and 2t suggests an
unbalanced hand. 1NT describes your
range and distribution, and is superior to
2t, but hides your spade holding.
It is permissible to make a single raise
with three cards; if partner has only four
spades, then he will have shorter hearts

other suits, even if you do not have the
four cards in hearts that partner is going
to expect. Definitely my choice.
Pass is a very timid approach; 2t . . .
well, you are dicing with death to overcall
with two of a minor on a five-card suit. I
would never recommend it.
English Bridge February 2012

5. ´ A K 6 5

™ A 8 t 2 ® A K Q 10 6 4

West

North

East

Dble
3™
?

Pass
Pass

1´
3´

South
1™
2™
Pass

What call do you make?
A) 4®; B) 4´; C) 4™.

A) 4®. 4´ is the pessimist’s bid and the
hand is too good just to bid game at this
stage. The 4™ cue-bid has the advantage of
being a slam try but it does not help
partner very much. As your earlier 3™ bid
set up a game force, 4® is your most
descriptive bid, and is my choice.
__________

South
Pass

It is Game All. What call do you make?
A) Double; B) 2t; C) Pass.
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and the defence will be able to establish
heart tricks in no-trumps while even if
we have only seven spades between us we
are likely to have a heart ruff. Therefore
with three cards in partner’s suit and a
doubleton, I would recommend 2´ as
the best rebid.

6. ´ A Q 7
West
1®
?

™ A 10 9 t 8 ® A K J 10 8 2
North
Pass

East
1´

South
Pass

What call do you make?
A) 2™; B) 3®; C) 3´.

A) 2™. A jump-rebid of your suit shows
15-17 points, and this hand is too strong
for 3®. I don’t recommend 3´, as to give
jump-support on only a three-card suit
www.ebu.co.uk

when partner only promises four is never
a good idea. So, by elimination, we are left
with 2™ – a reverse. Although we only
have three hearts we can always go back to
the higher-ranking suit of spades. The bid
is forcing for one round and my choice.
__________

7.

able that it may be the only call to get a
plus score, it is equally likely that 1´
doubled may make. 3® is technically fine
but if I was bidding clubs I would prefer to
risk 5®. So my recommended call is 2NT:
an unusual action with a void, but while I
can certainly stop the spades, partner is
likely to hold hearts and the hand is well
worth upgrading.

´ 9 4 3 ™ 7 3 2 t K6 4 3 ® K7 3

__________
West

North

East

Pass
?

4´

5´

South
1´
Pass

9. ´

What call do you make?
A) 6®/6t; B) 5NT; C) 6´.

East
1t

South
1´

shown a powerful two-suiter prepared to
play in a slam. ‘I have one trick,’ you say to
yourself, ‘therefore I should be prepared to
play at the seven level.’ However, you have
not taken into account the pressure
partner was put under by the 4´ bid and
with a hand such as:
´Void ™A K Q J 10 x tx ®A Q J 10 x x
he may well be prepared to gamble on a
slam being on (and also, even if it is not,
the opponents may well sacrifice).
6®/6t: I have lumped the two bids
together as even if I bid 6t, I am happy for
partner to correct to hearts.
This leaves us with 5NT – pick a slam.
Since with no high cards at all you would
have bid at the six level there is a strong
suggestion that this bid shows extras (which
you have), and is therefore my choice.

What call do you make?
A) 3t; B) 4®; C) 5t.

C) 5t. 3t has no preemptive value and
makes it easy for the opponents to
continue bidding; if you pre-empt, only
do so once. 4® is hugely optimistic in
looking for a slam but it might well work
out. However, 5t puts the pressure on the
opponents and on a good day it might
even make.
__________

10. ´

J 4 ™ 7 2 t A 8 7 5 4 ® J 8 7 4

West
2t
?

North
1®
2™

East
Dble
2´

South
1™
Pass

What call do you make at Love All, playing
Teams?
A) Pass; B) 3´; C) 3®.

__________
™ Void t J 6 ® A 9 8 7 6 5

B) 3®. Pass is very tempting, especially
West

North
1´

East
Dble

South
Pass

?

What call do you make?
A) Pass; B) 3®; C) 2NT.

C) 2NT. Pass, in my view, is the inveterate
gambler’s option: although it is conceiv-

non-vulnerable, but since technically 2´ is
game-forcing, passing is not really an
option. 3´ may well be many players’
choice but partner may have a 19 count
with only five spades, when your J-x
would not help him much. So, since 2´ is
forcing, show the suit where you have a
stopper and bid 3® – a close choice over
3´.
r

2012 CAMROSE FIRST WEEKEND
The table after the first Camrose weekend reads:
1. England 99 VPs: 2. Scotland 82 VPs; 3. Wales 78 VPs;
4. SBU 71 VPs; 5. Ireland 63 VPs; 6. Northern Ireland 56 VPs.
Full report in the next issue.

www.ebu.co.uk

The Hallmark Midland Hotel
Midland Road, Derby DE1 2SQ
( 01332 345894

?

B) 5NT. 6´ is too optimistic: partner has

8. ´ K J 7 5 4

North
1®

REALLY EASY
SPRING
BREAK
DERBY

A 8 7 ™ 6 5 4 t Q J 10 5 3 2 ® 5

West

20 – 22 April 2012

The hotel package is £136 per person
with no single supplement

Bridge fees: Residential Only
£40 per person
Four sessions of bridge plus two
days half-board at this historic hotel
opposite Derby railway station.
The event starts with dinner on
Friday evening at 6.30pm followed
by the first session of bridge. A
bridge lesson on Saturday morning
followed by play sessions in the
afternoon and evening. Finally on
Sunday a Swiss Pairs event with a
break for a light lunch. The event
finishes around 3.30pm.

ENTRIES LIMITED TO 60 PEOPLE
Suitable for people in their second
year of learning, or those who have
recently moved on from lessons to
friendly duplicate sessions.

Entries & enquiries to
EBU Competitions
Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219
or e-mail comps@ebu.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk
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TEACHER TRAINING COURSES 2012
Partner Teacher Training Courses –
courses for prospective teachers
Aylesbury EBU HQ February 17-19, 2012
West Midlands Bridge Club June 29- July 1, 2012
Aylesbury EBU HQ October 26-28, 2012
Courses – £200 for the Full Course –
include how to teach bridge, what to teach,
short teaching practice, how to recruit, how to retain and how to
turn your students into a partner club.

For info ( 01296 317217 or email lisa@ebu.co.uk

Club Teacher Training Courses
NEW courses for affiliated clubs
Under the Universal Membership scheme affiliated clubs are invited
to nominate one club member in any two-year period to be trained
FREE OF CHARGE as a Club Teacher. Second and subsequent
bookings from the same club can be made at £102 each.
The course content will include how to teach bridge, what to
teach and a short teaching practice. Entries may only be booked by
the registered secretary of the affiliated club. Courses are restricted
to 12 people per course and may well fill before the magazine goes
to press.
A new season of thirteen courses is being planned for 2012.
The first course firmly fixed so far will take place at
Aylesbury on May 5-6.
For details ( 01296 317217 or email lisa@ebu.co.uk
Any club with permanent premises which would be prepared to
host one of the new courses is asked to contact John Pain at the
EBU: ( 01296 317218 or email john@ebu.co.uk. There are additional concessions available for clubs hosting the courses.

‘BRIDGE LICENSED BY THE EBU ’
When you see this in an advertisement
in the magazine it means:

• The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and
received, a licence.

• They may choose to give master points in accordance
with EBU scales.

•

These master points will be accepted and added to
player records.

• The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations

and bye laws, thus affording all players the protection
of playing within the jurisdiction of the EBU.
All County events advertised have an EBU licence.

NOTE: Any events licensed by another National Bridge
Organisation will not be able to have master points
credited to members’ records save for Wales, Scotland
and Northern Ireland, with whom the EBU have a
reciprocal agreement.
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CLUB DIRECTOR & COUNTY
DIRECTOR TRAINING
COURSES 2012
ESSENTIALS £36
Chester
Bristol
Ashby de la Zouch (L)
Enfield
Eastbourne
Ilkley
Billericay
Brighton £37
Darlington £37
BOOK RULINGS £41
Hereford
Basingstoke
Chester
Bristol
Eastbourne
Ashby de la Zouch (L)
llkley
Enfield
Billericay
Brighton £42
Darlington £42
JUDGMENT RULINGS £41
Hereford
Chester
Stratford
Basingstoke
Bristol
Eastbourne
Enfield
Ashby de la Zouch (L)
Ilkley
Billericay
Brighton £42
ASSESSMENT £46
Thirsk
Chester
Stratford
Hereford
Basingstoke
Bristol
Eastbourne
Ilkley
Enfield
Ashby de la Zouch (L)
Brighton £47
Billericay

Saturday 4 February
Saturday 24 March
Saturday 14 April
Sunday 15 April
Saturday 21 April
Saturday 28 April
Sunday 13 May
Monday 13 August
Saturday 8 September
Sunday 12 February
Saturday 25 February
Saturday 3 March
Saturday 28 April
Saturday 5 May
Saturday 19 May
Sunday 20 May
Sunday 20 May
Sunday 17 June
Tuesday 14 August
Saturday 17 November
Sunday 11 March
Saturday 24 March
Saturday 31 March
Saturday 28 April
Saturday 26 May
Saturday 9 June
Sunday 10 June
Saturday 16 June
Saturday 23 June
Sunday 5 August
Wednesday 15 August
Saturday 25 February
Saturday 14 April
Saturday 21 April
Sunday 22 April
Saturday 9 June
Saturday 23 June
Saturday 14 July
Saturday 14 July
Sunday 15 July
Saturday 21 July
Thursday 16 August
Sunday 16 September

(L) = Lunch available

ONE DAY COUNTY PREPARATION COURSE
12 May 2012 – £40 – Aylesbury
For people who are thinking of tackling the County Course

For further information, or to register for a course

( 01296 317203 or email peter@ebu.co.uk
CONCESSIONS FOR AFFILIATED CLUBS
Under the Universal Membership scheme affiliated clubs are invited to
send a second club member to a TD course FREE OF CHARGE where
the club sends a full paying member to any of the club TD courses.
The offer is on a ‘like for like’ basis – so when a club books a place
(from one to four courses) it receives the equivalent free for another
member of the same club. To take advantage of the scheme both the
paying member and the free member must be booked at the same
time and the booking must be made by the registered secretary of
the club. (Please note this scheme does not include the County
Director or County Refresher courses held annually, nor the County
Preparation day course.)

www.ebu.co.uk

Ask Jeremy

by Jeremy Dhondy

Revokes Revisited
Email your questions to Jeremy Dhondy at ebuproblems@btopenworld.com
or write to the editor, Elena Jeronimidis, at 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR.
Please include your name and address even if writing by email.

BRIAN DOREY returns to the fray on
the topic of revoking: I agree that many
of the laws do seem to be more about
equity than punishment but I think
that a somewhat lesser version of my
example concerning revokes happens
more often than we might think.
At a congress recently, I played in 4´
with a combined 28 count and a 5-4 fit.
RHO cashed the first three tricks and
then exited with the jack of trumps.
Holding A-K-10-x-x I find Q-9-x to my
left and consequently cannot avoid a
losing a trump – one down. However,
my LHO revoked by playing an
insignificant card on my side-suit
winners. They did not win this trick but
later they won the queen of trumps.
Knowing what the outcome would be, I
chose not to notice the revoke but the
opposition brought it to my attention,
and called the director. The TD
awarded me a trick despite my argument that this was patently impossible
and unfair to the opposition.
The rules are the rules and we abide
by them, but I really think the EBU
must stop saying in the case of a revoke
that the one-trick rule is anything
other than a punishment. Anything
that imposes a flat penalty regardless of
the circumstances (other than the
offenders having a trick to lose) is
clearly a punishment. So let’s be honest
about it and bring it into the open and
maybe the move to equity might be
before 2017.

I don’t agree that the law imposes a flat
penalty in the case of revokes. Law 64B gives
seven specific examples of no rectification
taking place after an established revoke.
There are, of course, some circumstances
where it is two tricks not one, although
www.ebu.co.uk

these are fewer than they used to be.
I agree that there are times when there is
a revoke and a rectification although the
damage is minor or even nonexistent.
Whatever your views, or indeed the
EBU’s, the law is not set by it nor can it
impose any change. At the recent World
Championship the WBF started the
process of consultation about the revised
set of laws that will come into place in
2017 or 2018. As it happens, there is a
controversial case concerning a double
revoke which happened at the European
Championship in Poznan back last June
and the fallout from this is likely to, at
least, mean that the topic is debated.

DOUG CHILDS relates a tale of woe: I
was North playing the contract when I
mistakenly revoked, but neither my
partner nor I were aware of the fact
until later in the contract. I won tricks
after the revoke had occurred and
therefore established the revoke.
The East player was aware of the
revoke before the very next trick was
played, as he had the only remaining
cards in that suit except mine, but did
not say I had revoked at the time; he
waited until I had made more tricks, in
the knowledge that once that had
happened he would then be able to
claim the extra tricks, which he did the
instant I played the revoke card. I could
have rectified the revoke at the time if
he had pointed it out immediately, but
he chose not to do so. As a result I went
two down in the contract and hence got
an outright bottom on that board.
Even if he was correct in his timing of
drawing the revoke to my attention,
should he, in the spirit of the game,
have given me the chance to rectify the
revoke at the time I made it?

The point at which the revoke became
established was the point at which your
side played to the next trick. Whether your
opponent called the director at that point
or later the penalty would have been the
same.
Your opponent has no duty to prevent
you from revoking. These days your
partner whether as dummy or fellow
defender can say to you: ‘Having no hearts
partner?’ Your opponent should have
called the director when he first became
aware of your infraction because that is his
duty and it is easier to sort out if too much
water has not passed under the bridge but
he gained no advantage by waiting.
Law 64 dictates the penalty for the
revoke. It is most usually one trick unless
you (not dummy) won the trick on which
you revoked which, of course, you can
only do by ruffing and took further tricks.

DIANA LEVY, Kent, asks: Is 1™ – 1NT –
3® forcing in standard Acol?
As responder I had two hearts, four
clubs and a 6-count. I passed, partner
made 5® and would also have made
3NT.

Yes, the sequence is indeed forcing, so
you should not pass. Suppose that partner
has:
´A3

™AK764

t2

®AKQ54

Then it is normal to open 1™ and rebid
3® over 1NT. 5® is a heavy favourite to
make and 6® is not the worst slam in the
world opposite as little as:
´K92

™53

t8764

®9763

If you ever consider passing a forcing
bid then:
(i) You must be right! And:
(ii) It should be a hand with a misfit.
Four card support is very good news
for partner.
r
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Meet the Members of
the National Club Committee
Since the introduction of Universal Membership the EBU Board has been working hard to make sure that it supports its new
membership and its clubs. One of the ways it has been doing this is by introducing a brand new sub-committee of the Board,
the National Club Committee (NCC). The overriding objective of the NCC is to help develop EBU-affiliated clubs, to ensure
that all EBU members receive an excellent experience playing bridge in a pleasant environment with value added services.

Photo: Hannes-Werner Herold

Barbara Herold

Dave Latchem

Colin O’Hara

Trevor Ward
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Colin is the current representative for the
Eastern Region on the EBU National Club
Committee. He has played competitive
bridge within Bedfordshire since 1983 and
has served on several club committees, as
well as regularly directing events. He has
represented Bedfordshire at ‘B’ and ‘C’
level in the Eastern Counties League. He is
currently Chairman of a thriving club where
attendance has been increased by 19% in
the seven years of his tenure.
Colin can be contacted by email at
cejohara@hotmail.com

Photo: Matt Betts

Barbara lives in Hastings with her black
Labrador and three Siamese cats. She took
over the running of the East Sussex Bridge
Club following the death of her husband, Ken
Latty, in 2007, and gave up her work as a
bursar in 2009 to devote more time to the
club. Barbara is a professional EBUTA teacher,
and says this is ‘one of the most satisfying
jobs ever.’ Having served on the Club Committee, Barbara now continues serving clubs in
Sussex and representing the South-East region
on the National Club Committee.
Her email address is Lattyherold@aol.com

Photo: Denise O’Hara

Chris learnt to play bridge at school but it is
only since early retirement in 2008 from a
business career that he has had time to play
more seriously and to take an interest in the
organisation of the game. He is a Director of
Sutton Coldfield BC, an ex-officio member of
the Executive Committee of Warwickshire CBA
and the Chai rman of the EBU Midlands
Regional Club Committee. He also plays
online at Bridge Club Live. Chris has many
other interests and is currently studying for a
BA in History with the Open University. He
can be contacted at c_d_harris@hotmail.com

Photo: Matt Betts

Val learned to play bridge at Sunderland
Bridge Club in her early twenties. She has now
played for over thirty years, and is very proud
to have represented her county, the North
East, as well as her country. She plays mostly at
the St. George’s Bridge Centre in Darlington.
Because of a busy working life, Val has not
been involved in bridge administration in the
past. Now that she has retired, she would like
to give something back to the game she loves,
and is thrilled to be on the EBU Board of Directors and chair the National Club Committee.
Her email address is julianval@aol.com

Dave has played bridge for nearly forty years
and has represented first Somerset and then
Wiltshire in the Tollemache. He runs three
bridge clubs and has three bridge teaching
groups for improvers and beginners. He has
also taught new teachers how to set up a
bridge beginners class for their club.
Dave has been involved in bridge administration at club and county level in a variety
of roles. He is now Chair of the South West
Committee, which has led to a seat on the
EBU National Club Committee. He can be
contacted at davelatchem@hotmail.co.uk
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Chris Harris

hoto: Matt Betts

Photo: Matt Betts

Val Gibson, Chair

Trevor learned to play bridge at Barrow Bridge
Club in 2004, and has represented his county,
Cumbria. He decided quite early in his bridge
career to get involved in the administration of
the game and was elected to the Barrow BC
Committee; he is now proud to Captain the
club. Trevor was asked to join the County
Committee last year and through this, via the
Regional Club Committee, came his election
to the National Club Committee. Trevor says
he is delighted to be given the opportunity to
represent clubs’ interests with the EBU. His
email address is trevor.ward@baesystems.com

www.ebu.co.uk
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EBU News
EBU
MEMBERSHIP
BENEFITS
Discounts for those
staying in Barceló Hotels.
There are two offers available:
1. If you want to stay at any
Barceló Hotel, then you can
automatically get 25% off the
best available rate (excluding
the 7-day Advance purchase
rate). All you have to do is visit
www.barcelo-hotels.co.uk/ebu
and use EBU as the code in the
promo code box.
2. If you have won a prize at an
EBU event, then you can exchange it for a voucher to stay at
a Barceló Hotel. The agreed
values for exchanging your prize
(just contact the competitions
department) are:
£50 prize money = A one
night Bed & Breakfast stay for
two people.
£80 prize money = A one
night Dinner, Bed & Breakfast
stay for two people.
£100 prize money = A two
night Bed & Breakfast stay for
two people.
£150 prize money = A two
night Dinner, Bed & Breakfast
stay for two people.

ORANGE BOOK
PERMITTED
AGREEMENTS
ADDITIONS and amendments
to permitted methods take effect
from August 1st. If you wish to
apply for approval of any agreement not currently permitted,
you should send it by the end of
February 2012 either typed on
A4 paper to the Secretary to the
Laws and Ethics Committee,
EBU, Broadfields, Bicester Road,
Aylesbury HP19 8AZ or by email to John Pain, john@ebu.co.
uk. You should include a logical
defence to any agreement and
indicate how it is to be shown on
the convention card.
The Committee tend to look
more favourably on applications that are not especially
difficult to defend against.

www.ebu.co.uk

OF EVENTS

BRIGHTON – CHANGES AFOOT!

n FEBRUARY 2012
7-8
7-12

ALTHOUGH the Brighton Congress has long been the jewel in
the EBU’s crown, we’re conscious that attendances have
been falling of late. Not disastrously, but it doesn’t take
much for a trend to become a
habit, so we’ve been looking at
ways of revitalising the event
without spoiling
it, aware that EBU
members are, like
everyone else, increasingly pressed
financially, and
that the cost of
hotels, travel and
dining out have
grown might ily
over the last few
years. So, how can
we address this?
By offering more
flexibility and the
opportunity to enjoy the bracing sea air without it costing an
arm and a leg.
On the grounds that two
heads are better than one, and
both are better than mine, I
asked Gordon Rainsford, Chief
TD at the 2011 Summer Congress, and Paul Hackett, doyen
of the Tournament Committee,
to look at the event, and this is
what they have come up with.
I’ll start with the mild stuff
All weekday evening sessions, including the Seniors
Congress, to be brought forward by 15 minutes to 7.45.
There, that didn’t hurt, did it?
‘Early Bird’ sessions for all midweek single-session pairs events
(Play with an Expert, Championship Pairs, Mixed Pairs).
Both of these help to make
trains or driving home more of
a possibility. A minor tweak,
perhaps, but a response to the
feedback we’ve received.
More importantly and radically, there will be new events at

the weekends, starting late in
the morning and finishing in
time for dinner, or to commute
home for those who don’t want
to stay. These events will be
quite different from the main
attraction at the weekend – the
first weekend will see a new
teams event, the second a new
pairs event. This
not only provides
a contrast, but
also benefits those
who prefer one
or the other format. At the time
of writing, the
final decision to
format has not
been made, but
keep an eye on
the EBU website,
and these pages.
The idea is to
offer more choice. The old
events are still there, but if
you’ve fallen out of love with
them a bit, or have been giving
it a miss for whatever reason,
then there’ll be something new
for you to try. There are fewer
reasons than ever to feel
excluded from the most enjoyable of congresses.
This all comes into effect this
year, 2012. I’m not foolish
enough to believe that this will
‘sort out’ the Brighton Congress at a stroke. I’ll be holding
a couple of meetings at the
weekends to which each and
every one of you is invited, to
turn up, listen to others and
give your views. Again, the
exact timings are to be confirmed, but they are likely to
take place on the Saturday mornings – although not too early
on the Saturday mornings,
obviously.
I hope to see you there.
More news, as they say, as it
(Ian Payn)
breaks.

HUBERT PHILLIPS MIXED PIVOT TEAMS
The closing date for entries to the
2012 competition is 16th April 2012

11-12
17-19
17-19
27

Bridge England Sim Pairs,
Clubs
Overseas Congress
Marbella
Tollemache Final (Hinckley)
Harrogate Spring Congress
Majestic Hotel
Junior Camrose/Peggy Bayer
Dublin
EBU Free Test Sims (Clubs)

n MARCH 2012
2- 4

Camrose Trophy (2nd w/e)
East Kilbride, Scotland
3-4
Ranked Masters Pairs
Daventry
4
Masters Pairs
Bradford, Daventry,
Richmond, Tunbridge Wells,
Welwyn Garden City
10
Manchester ODGP Pairs
10-11
Wilts / Avon GP Weekend
10-11
Leics GP Weekend
London GP Weekend
11
Merseyside / Cheshire
ODGP Teams
Bedford ODGP Teams
11
Guernsey / Jersey
ODGP Swiss Pairs
12-16
Club Stratified Sim Pairs
Clubs
16-18
Cumbria Congress
18
National Pairs Regional Finals
25
Portland Pairs 12 NOON START
Various venues
25
Isle of Man Congress
30-1 Apr Cornwall Congress
Falmouth
30-1 Apr Norfolk Congress (Kings Lynn)

n APRIL 2012
6-8

Northern Easter Festival
Park Inn Hotel, York
6 -9
Easter Festival
Royal National Hotel, London
10-13
British Sims (Clubs)
13-15
Lady Milne (Llandrindod Wells)
13-15
Devon Congress
14-15
National Pairs Final (Hinckley)
16
British Sims (Clubs)
20-22
Really Easy Spring Congress
Derby
21-22
Portland Bowl Finals
Portland Club, London
21-22
Shropshire Congress
22
Middlesex 75th Anniversary
Swiss Teams (Barnet)
27-6 May Lambourne Jersey Festival
Westhill Country Hotel,

n MAY 2012
4-6
4-8
8-11
12-13
14
18 -20
19
20
20
20
20
26-27
29-31

Cheltenham Congress
Schapiro Spring Foursomes
Stratford
EBU 75th Anniversary
Spring Sim Pairs (Clubs)
Crockfords & Plate Finals
Hinckley
EBU 75th Anniversary
Spring Sim Pairs (Clubs)
Seniors Camrose (Ayr)
Garden Cities Regional Finals
Merseyside & Cheshire
GP Swiss Pairs
Hants & IoW GP Swiss Teams
Warwickshire GP Swiss Pairs
Kent GP Swiss Teams
Corwen Trophy (Daventry)
Midweek Congress
Cheltenham
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EBU News
THE NATIONAL GRADING SCHEME
Barrie Partridge emerges from behind the scenes
IT WAS about nine years ago
that, out of the blue, I received an
email from the then EBU
Chairman, Denis Robson. Denis
had seen the grading scheme that
I had introduced for the online
club, Bridge Club Live, and he
was pondering the feasibility of
creating an EBU-wide grading
scheme.
Going nationwide was certainly possible but for one problem. Such a project would require not only all bridge events
everywhere to be scored by
computer, but also for data to be
sent electronically to some central location, and all this seemed
a long way off.
‘Fast forward’ a few years to
the advent of Universal Membership. With result data to be sent
to Aylesbury for automatic processing of Master Points, it
became possible for enough
information to be transmitted
for a National Grading Scheme
to become an integral part of the
Universal Membership plan.
Board member John Carter
was appointed to lead the project
and a handful of enthusiasts,
Paul Bond, Anthony Moon, Paul
Habershon, Andy Kitteridge and
John Probst, each with their own
areas of expertise, soon found
themselves on the team, with
Barry Capal, the EBU General
Manager, keeping more than a
helpful eye on us.
Although we looked at other
countries that were starting
grading schemes and also how
other sports ran them, we were
sure we could produce something better!

would achieve on average if partnering another player with the
same current grade at Match
Pointed Pairs in a field of nationally average strength.
The calculations take account
of how strong your partner is,

grades between 45% and 55%
with novices having lower
grades and the strongest players
having much higher figures.
Because each member will
have a personal grade, the
scheme will provide reliable

WHAT IS THE NATIONAL
GRADING SCHEME (NGS)?
What is it?
A measure of current performance.
When does it start?
Before the end of March 2012.
How does it differ from Master Points?
Master Points measure lifetime achievement. The NGS measures
current performance.
How does it work?
All your pairs results achieved in EBU and club events are fed
into a computer to come up with your grade. It’s updated
when there are new results. Eventually old results will drop out.
How is my grade calculated?
A combination of your average percentage score coupled with
the percentage score of your partner. It also takes into account
the strength of your opponents.
Does it apply to all results I achieve?
At first it will apply to nearly all pairs results including Swiss
Pairs. In the next phase, teams results will also be included.
Will it start from scratch?
Results have been fed in, from the start of P2P, to provide a
base so we will all start with a grade.
Does everyone know my grade?
It can be kept private if you so wish: you will be able to tick a
box in your home area of the EBU website. If you can’t access
the internet, you can telephone Aylesbury (( 01296 317200)
and they will undertake this task for you.
What are the grades?
The grades run from a Two to an Ace. The top band of Ace is
further divided into suits. Each band will cover about a 2%
spread of results.
So that’s it?
No. This is a brief run through and there is more documentation available on the website for those interested.

WHAT IS MY GRADE?
The NGS calculates a current
grade and a grade band for each
EBU member, which is updated
whenever new results for that
player are received.
The value of your current
grade is the scheme’s estimate of
the percentage score that you
30
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how strong your opponents are
and the average strength of all
the players in the event. Because
of this, the way to improve your
grade is not to be selective of
your partners or team-mates or
where you choose to play, but
simply to improve your own
game! Most players will have

and fair methods of handicapping both pairs and teams
events for clubs to use.
The scheme will provide the
best method to date for ranking
players by current standard, but
it will not replace or compete
with the Master Point or Gold
Point schemes.

TRAGEDY STRIKES
The team incurred two blows in
quick succession. In the summer
of 2009, John Probst suffered a
stroke, which forced him to retire
from the group as well as from
directing. John had set up a grading scheme at the Young Chelsea
BC back in the ’90s and he had
carried out research on converting IMPs to and from MPs which,
fortunately, he had published on
the Internet, as this was vital to
our project. Soon after, we very
sadly lost John Carter to cancer.
He had been brilliant at managing us, producing overviews and
reporting back to EBU officials.
Although I was able to continue on the design of the scheme,
the race was on to recruit a new
leader, as well as more IT and
maths expertise. North London’s
Mike Christie and Surrey’s Peter
Lee joined us. Mike took on the
twin challenges of being team
leader as well as writing the software for the scheme, liaising as
necessary with Michael Clark at
Headquarters.
UNVEILING NEARS
Mike has been fantastic. Already,
test runs have been carried out
and all useful data collected by
HQ since the start of Universal
Membership back in April 2010
has been processed. By the time
the scheme is unveiled, most of us
will have mature grades. The
scheme also produces combined
grades for us with each of our frequent partners. It also produces,
for each event, a value of the
strength of the field, so that we
can compare the standards not
only of different weekly sessions
at one club, but also between different clubs.
The primary work in progress
is on developing the EBU website
to provide us with the relevant
statistics and information. Full
details of the scheme will be published on the EBU website.
r
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Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

February 2012
WEST HANDS

February 2012
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Osborne)
2. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Madala)
*North opens 1®.
3. Game All
Dealer South
(Sally Brock)
*South opens 1t.
4. Love All
Dealer East
(Nevena Senior)
5. N/S Game
Dealer East
(Susan Stockdale)

´
™
t
®

4
AJ4
10 7 2
AQ7653

1. N/S Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

86
A864
Q J 10 8 5 2
9

2. N/S Game
Dealer North

´
™
t
®

K
A J 10 7 4
543
A653

3. Game All
Dealer South

´
™
t
®

KQJ743
AKQ7
Void
A96

4. Love All
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

KQ543
K65
10 6 4
76

5. N/S Game
Dealer East

(Hinden)

(Bocchi)
*North opens 1®.

(Nicola Smith)
*South opens 1t.

(Heather Dhondy)

(Fiona Brown)

AKJ763
KQ3
AQ85
Void

´
™
t
®

AQ94
Q 10 9
AK97
10 3

´
™
t
®

A853
Q86
Q8
K Q 10 8

´
™
t
®

9
10 5 2
K 10 9 5
KQ532

´
™
t
®

A9
AJ
K72
AKQJ53

´ Q8
™ 943
t A K 10 7 6 4
(Berg)
®A9
*North passes then doubles;
South bids 2™.

´ AKJ64
™ 2
tJ52
(Jorgensen)
® K 10 6 3
*North passes then doubles;
South bids 2™.

6. N/S Game
Dealer North

$

6. N/S Game
Dealer North

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 38-39

´
™
t
®

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 38-39

– CUT OUT – CUT OUT – CUT OUT –

– CUT OUT – CUT OUT – CUT OUT – CUT OUT – CUT OUT –

– CUT OUT – CUT OUT – CUT OUT – CUT OUT – CUT OUT –

– CUT OUT – CUT OUT – CUT OUT –

EBU SHOP OFFERS

EBU SHOP OFFERS

Jannersten
Duplimate Boards

EBU0020b
Convention Cards

Now ONLY £3.50 per pack of 100.

EBU Keyrings
– three designs

ONLY
£2.50 EACH.

( 01296 397851 / 317200

( 01296 397851 / 317200

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p,
but include VAT.

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p,
but include VAT.

Offers end 29th February 2012.

$

£55 per set of 32 including labels.
Available in red, yellow, dark
green, off white, light blue, dark
blue, lime green, pink, orange.

Offers end 29th February 2012.

Views
I WAS disappointed and surprised by the review of Knave
of Hearts in the December
issue of English Bridge. Paul
Bowyer seems to have entirely
missed what gives this book its
originality – the discursive
thoughts of a non-expert but
competent club player as he
defends, bids and declares
hands both against opponents
and with partners of mixed
ability.
Of course the bidding is variable, as is the play. That is what
makes the author’s commentary and afterthoughts so entertaining and instructive. By
definition most of us are ave rage players hoping to become better. I learned far more
from these hands to improve
my play on a winter’s evening
at Kendal Bridge Club than I
ever would from the experts’
‘timeless works’ your reviewer
so admires.
Christopher Wilkinson,
Kendal
I WOULD like to make some
remarks about David Bird’s
article ‘Beat Today’s Experts’ in
the December issue (pp. 4041) in which he criticised the
‘very moderate bidding’ of
experts Bart Bramley (Hand 2)
and Hjordis (‘Disa’) Eythorsdottir (Hand 4).
David never gives the state
of the match when criticising
examples of apparently poor
bidding by top-class experts.
On the assumption that both
Bramley and Eythors dottir
thought that their respective
teams were trailing at the time,
their offbeat actions represented the best chance of engineering a ‘swing’ in their
team’s favour and thus reducing the deficit.
The science of ‘state of the
match’ (or ‘roughhouse’) tactics is fascinating and knowledge of it should be an
essential part of an ambitious
bridge player’s armoury.
Michael Akeroyd, by email
www.ebu.co.uk

The Debate The (Other)
Debate
ONE test of a good convention
is whether you can find good
contracts without it. Both
Andrew Kambites’ example
hands are trivial 3NT contracts
by any sensible bidding. Paul
Bowyer makes two very good
points: that a pre-emptive jump
raise needs some definition
and that you should ignore a
poor four-card major in a weak
hand in favour of a natural
raise. He gets my vote.
As an aside, can’t we have
our cake and eat it by using
2NT to show a sound raise?
Mike Pomfrey, by email
I AM total ly in favour of
Inverted Minor Suit Raises
having used them with most
partners over the past 30 or so
years. My vote, therefore, goes
to Andrew Kambites, although
one page is really not enough
to cover all aspects of its use.
However, I felt Paul Bowyer’s
arguments were quite helpful
to players unfamiliar with
such methods as he indirectly
points out the need for a
partnership to have definite
understandings and requirements when deciding to use
them. There is obviously a
variety of ways to progress
these sequences – such as
should a direct raise deny a
major suit – and, perhaps,
could be a subject for a future
debate.
Michael Gwilliam, Fareham
MY husband and I use inverted
minors, but they may just be
more useful if you play fivecard majors and a 12-14 1NT.
The only disadvantage we have
found is that after 1® – 3® the
opener (with a maximum of
points) may be tempted to go to
3NT.
Monica Schubert, by email

ON page 33 of your December
issue Michael Byrne strongly
defends making a take-out
double with a balanced hand of
14 points. On page 44 Julian
Pottage states that doubling
with an almost identical hand is
‘dangerous’. Do we:
Stick with our ‘favourite’
expert?
Ignore all experts?
Perhaps we should be told.
Paul Quinn, Toprow

•
•

Similar letters came from Peter
Pierce (London) and Ian Dalziel
(Troon). In his October article (as
well as in the December Letters page)
Michael Byrne advocated the double
if the opening bid was a minor, so
partner did not have to bid at the
two level. In Julian Pottage’s hand,
the opening bid was 1™, so unless
partner had spades, he had to bid at
the two level. Also the Byrne hand
contained a four-card major; the
Pottage hand did not. I don’t believe
the ‘disagreement’ is as extreme as
Mr Quinn thinks. Having said that,
of course there are differences in style
among experts, and players can pick
the style they are most comfortable
with, provided they blend it into
their own system in a logical way. In
the next issue, I hope to include an
article on the principles of doubling
for take-out at the one level. — Ed.

Chorus
I HAVE been to the club on
which Simon Cochemé’s
Bridge: the Musical (October
2011) is based. When the
defender immediately over
declarer played an unnecessarily high card, everyone got
up and burst into the chorus
of Second Hand Rose.
Henry Cosgrave, London

THE DECEMBER DEBATE
Thank you for your votes and comments. The majority view was
that Inverted Minor Suit Raises are NOT a good convention.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Send your letters to the Editor,
Elena Jeronimidis, 23 Erleigh Road,
Reading RG1 5LR, or e-mail
elena@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal
address)
The editor reserves the right to
condense letters. Publication does
not mean the EBU agrees with the
views expressed or that
the comments are factually correct.

Coups
I ENJOYED Simon Cochemé’s
article about the Vienna Coup,
Bath Coup etc. in your December issue. But if I was too cowardly to try such tactics, would
I be guilty of a Chicken Coup?
Andrew Mitchell, Ripponden

Amazing
FURTHER to the correspondence on amazing hands, the
Daily Mail reported on 25th
November that four pensioners in Warwickshire, playing
whist, were each dealt a complete suit. The odds of that
happening are 1 in 2,235, 197,
406,895,366,368,301,5590,999.
Tom Pigott, Wadhurst

Pet Method
IN Paul Hackett’s Xmas Quiz,
the options in Question 3 are
unsatisfactory. I would reply
2´ (= either 11 points or a
transfer to a minor). Partner
now bids 2NT with 12-13
points, or 3® with 14.
Peter Calviou, by email
Paul Hackett replies: Your suggestion of 2´ is the equivalent of the
classic raise to 2NT. While you
correctly discarded Stayman on the
hand, you maybe did not take the
quality into account. Finding the
perfect hand opposite where 3NT
makes is less than 2%. Pass is the
percentage winning bid.
r
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Prize Leads Quiz

by Alan Mould

Answers to December Problems
Hand 2
´ 10 5 2
™ AJ4
t KQ6
® Q532

Hand 1
´ K J 10 9 8 7 3
™ A52
t 84
® 6

West
North
3´
Pass
All Pass

East
Pass

South
3NT

West

North

East

Pass

2´

All Pass

Hand 3
´ KQ842
™ K
t AJ54
® 10 9 5

South
1´

West
1´
Pass

North
Dble
Pass

East
Redble
Dble

South
2™
All Pass

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´J; (b) ´K;
(c) ™2; (d) t8.

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´2; (b) ™4;
(c) tK; (d) ®2.

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´K; (b) ™K;
(c) tA; (d) ®10 .

(a) ´J: 5 marks. You probably need to set
up your suit to beat 3NT so leading spades
seems right. However the ´J is inferior to
the . . .
(b) ´K: 10 marks. This wins when either
partner or dummy has the singleton ´Q.
If declarer has the ´A-Q the lead does not
matter.
(c) ™2: 7 marks. If I wasn’t going to lead
a spade, this would be my choice as it
needs least in partner’s hand to be
correct (a case can also be made for
leading the ace).
(d) t8: 2 marks. It could be right but it
will need a good suit and an entry in
partner’s hand, so needs a lot more than a
heart lead.

(a) ´2: 10 marks. The auction has shown
that the opponents have limited values and
that therefore partner has some values. If
you are going to beat this you have to take
all the tricks going to you and that means
not giving away easy tricks. Hence a passive
lead is best.
(b) ™4: 1 mark. This seems extremely
wild, particularly when most of the strength
is on your right.
(c) tK: 6 marks. This will not cost if
partner has the ace or the jack, but will do
so if the opposition have both. It is almost
certainly unnecessary.
(d) ®2: 4 marks. This could cost a trick in
a number of layouts and again is probably
unnecessary.

(a) ´K: 4 marks. Partner is usually short
in your suit when he redoubles but so is
dummy. This is also liable to set up tricks
in declarer’s hand. So unless it is necessary
to give partner ruffs, this will not work out
well.
(b) ™K: 10 marks. It is almost always right
to lead trumps against low-level doubled
contracts, particularly when partner has
trump length. This is no exception. Partner
will be delighted to see this card.
(c) tA: 2 marks. There seems to be no
reason at all to make this speculative lead.
(d) ®10: 6 marks. If you are not going to
lead the ™K then this would be my
choice, leading through the strength in
dummy.
r

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Barry Ransley,
Chatteris,
Cambs.
Open:

Regional: Roland Payne,
Chingford,
London

John Cruickshank,
Weymouth,
Dorset

Sponsored by
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EBU RANKED
MASTERS PAIRS
2012

New Prize Leads Quiz
OPENING leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and
therefore certain leads will gain more often
than others. In each issue you will be given
three hands and the bidding on each, and
you are asked to choose your opening leads
from those proposed by our Quizmaster.
Answers will be in the next issue. In each
problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824

www.piatnik.co.uk
( 020 8661 8866

THIS MONTH’S QUIZ
Hand 1
´ Q943
™ 632
t K872
® 94

West

North

East

Pass
2´

2™
3™

Dble
All Pass

Above Master
3rd – 4th March 2012

There are three categories in our
competition: up to and including Master;
up to and including Regional Master;
and those with higher ranking. Please
indicate on the top left-hand corner of
the envelope, or in the e-mail subject
line, the category for which you are
entering. The first correct entry in each
category out of a hat will win the
prize. The Editor’s decision is final.

Entries to the Editor,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR,
or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk

by 20th February 2012.
Please make sure you include your full
postal address AND rank
even if entering by e-mail and/or
you have entered before!
www.ebu.co.uk

Premier Grand Masters Pairs
Grand Masters Pairs
Premier Life Masters Pairs
Life Masters Pairs
National Masters Pairs
Regional Masters Pairs

South
1™
Pass

The Daventry Barceló Hotel,
Pick your lead out of: (a) ´3; (b) a heart;
(c) t2; (d) ®9.

West
North
2™
Pass
Pass
3™1
All Pass
1 Stayman

East
Pass
Pass

4th March 2012

South
2NT
3NT

Hand 3
´ J32
™ 10 9 5
t A8742
® 53

North

Pass
2´
Pass
4®
Pass
4´1
All Pass
1 Cue-bid

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

( 01327 307000

Master Pairs

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´10; (b) ™6;
(c) ™Q; (d) t2.

West

Sedgemoor Way, Daventry, NN11 0SG

All events in this category start
at 2pm on Saturday and end
between 3.30pm and 5.30pm on
Sunday depending on numbers.

Hand 2
´ 10 6
™ A Q 10 6 3 2
t Q52
® 32

This elegant twin-pack of Piatnik playing
cards (‘Renoir’) is the prize on offer this
month.
For information on the new Piatnik
cards visit www.gibsonsgames.co.uk

All
GreenA group of Pairs
pointed
Championships
for players
with specific Master Point ranks

The Masters Pairs section is open
to all below the rank of Regional
Master on 1st Jan 2012; it has
been changed from a two-day
event in a central location to a
two-session one-day event on
4th March (11.30 start, finish by
7pm) in these regional venues:
•
•
•
•
•

Bradford Bridge Club
Daventry (Barceló Hotel)
Richmond Bridge Club
Tunbridge Wells Bridge Club
Welwyn Garden City Bridge
Club

Others can be added subject to
demand.
South
1®
3®
4™1
5®

Pick your lead out of: (a) ™10; (b) tA;
(c) t4; (d) a club.

Free entry: If you were promoted in
2011 to one of the four landmark
ranks (Grand Master, Life Master,
Regional Master, and Master), your
entry to the 2012 event is free.

Entries / Enquiries:
EBU Competitions Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219
or e-mail comps@ebu.co.uk
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Around & About
(GREAT) SUCCESS STORY

A Minibridge team event at Wallingford Bridge Club, Oxfordshire
THE CHILTERN Bridge League project for Bridge in Schools, taught by
club players who are retired people (see issue 233 of English Bridge) has
made great progress. This has been achieved partly thanks to the EBU’s
support in providing two Youth and Education Training Courses for
our schools bridge volunteers and also because of the financial support
given by the Oxfordshire Bridge Association and Berks & Bucks CBA,
who have been sharing costs equally. We have now held five Minibridge
courses and one bridge bidding course. These courses give average club
players the confidence to teach bridge in primary schools.
Since our project started in 2009, we have expanded to include over
50 volunteers, over 25 primary schools and over 300 children playing in
2011, with several more schools starting in January 2012. This is in
addition to the 200 who played in 2010, and the 100 in the first year,
who have now moved on to secondary school.
Thanks to a £9115 lottery grant, we can supply all schools with predealt boards following the EBU Minibridge teaching hands. The project
as defined for the Big Lottery Fund has been completed and signed off.
The dealing machines, cards and boards are now ours. Augmented by
the grants to schools from the EBU, we now have over one thousand
Jannersten boards in total with over three-quarters in the field at any
one time. Typically each school has 24 or 32 boards with multiple copies
of the teaching hands.
(Joan Bennett)

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
As a member of the EBU, you can receive the following
benefits:
• HMCA healthcare benefits
• Special Rates at Barceló Hotels*
• EBU Prizes used to pay at Barceló Hotels*
*Details on page 29
• Household Insurance Scheme
• Club Insurance
• Car Hire
• Travel Insurance
Read all about it at www.ebu.co.uk –
click on Membership Benefits in the right-hand-side menu on
the home page.
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HOW TO FIND BEGINNERS
AND REVITALISE YOUR CLUB
‘ATTENDANCE IS flat and members aren’t getting any younger –
we’ve got to start beginners’ classes,’ said the Competitions Secretary,
Chris Cook, to our startled Committee last March at our Watford and
Bushey Bridge Club. All right, we said, but where do we find them?
We agonised over investing £1300 in local advertising and paid leaflet
drops, but this seemed highly risky: we could easily have ended up
seriously out of pocket with nothing to show for it. Then someone said:
‘Ask Barbara Kime at Welwyn Garden City Bridge Club; she’s built up a
highly successful teaching programme.’ Barbara’s advice was very clear:
forget paid advertising and costly leaflet drops, and concentrate on word
of mouth, contacts with local organisations, especially bowls and golf
clubs, and putting up posters.
We added a twist of our own: we’d noticed the popularity of bridge
drives for the local hospice, and we knew there was a bridge club largely
devoted to raising funds for the Michael Sobell Hospice in nearby
Northwood. So to add a ‘feel-good’ factor to our sales pitch, we
announced that we would donate any profits to the Peace Hospice in
Watford. We printed our flyers on a home PC under the headline: ‘Learn
bridge for the Peace Hospice’ and asked our members and friends from
other clubs to pass them round. One of our members, David Mail, and
I distributed 2000 flyers to Watford homes at no cost except for shoe
leather, paper and ink.
With six weeks to go to the first lesson in September, we had just one
taker. In despair, we tried generating free publicity in the local media
and sent out press releases stressing the link with the Hospice, and even
wrote a dubious article implying that our club was really a dating agency
(not sure what our members thought of this).
Four weeks later, sixty people had contacted us, thirty of whom paid
£20 for a three-lesson taster course, and twenty-two of the thirty have
since signed up for the remaining nine lessons at £65. This probably
wasn’t all due to the power of the press. Barbara Kime has since told us
that there’s always a late rush: no one wants to part with their money
until the last minute. But it’s likely that the publicity reminded waverers,
and it probably stimulated others to search for our website, which was
another useful source of information. And the media coverage
coincided with an increase in membership inquiries to the club itself –
which was the original purpose of the exercise.
If you are thinking of starting lessons in your club, you also need to
consider the target age group. We decided to focus on the retired and
part-time employed, and so offered daytime classes, which seems to
have been the correct choice. But we also found that September and
October are favourite holiday months for this age group, so we might
have done better to start in late October.
Finally, it’s not enough to offer lessons: beginners soon start asking for
opportunities to play, so you need to provide supervised play sessions,
and with such large numbers, helpers for both the lessons and the play
sessions. Our members responded generously to requests for help, so we
are most grateful to David Mail, Claire Hartman and national
tournament player Celia Oram for giving up time to help the beginners.
Overall, we are very pleased with the whole project. We’ve got a really
keen class of twenty-two led by their EBU professional teacher, Paul
Wilson, the publicity has directly helped the club and the Hospice will
be receiving a cheque for £500.
Contact Donald Reid at DReidD@aol.com or ( 01923 227969 for
more information.
(Donald Reid)

www.ebu.co.uk

Around & About
MINIBRIDGE MATCH
AT THE HOUSE OF LORDS

Teachers and pupils from Bungay Middle School, Suffolk,
at the House of Lords
FOR ONLY the second time, school children visited the House of Lords
to show their Minibridge skills. Alan Green, a local bridge teacher at
Bungay Middle School, Bungay, Suffolk, invited Baroness Henig
(Chairman of the All Party Parliamentary Group for Bridge) to see the
school’s pupils play Minibridge (as reported in our December issue). This
was a great success, and Baroness Henig invited the Bungay pupils to
play a Minibridge match against a Lords and Commons team at a later
date. The children did themselves proud and won.
(Matt Betts)

60TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY
FARNBOROUGH BRIDGE Club enjoyed a brilliant 60th Anniversary
Party in October 2011 at Chislehurst Golf Club, a stunning venue, the
sometime home of Napoleon III and Empress Eugenie. The setting
and the weather were perfect for a full day’s entertainment including
morning coffee, four bridge sessions, lunch, tea with cake and a
magnificent dinner. Eighty-one club members attended, a suitably
challenging number for our non-playing director Philip Bailey when
devising movements for pairs, rubber (as played in the early days of
the club), individual (as played at the Christmas party), and cut-in
teams. Wendy Church made us a beautiful Anniversary Cake, and
Martin Taylor entertained us at dinner with up-close and baffling
magic.
Farnborough Bridge Club started in 1951 as a rubber bridge club
in the Black Horse in Locksbottom with a breakaway group playing
duplicate at the Candy Café opposite. They joined forces at Farnborough Village Hall the next year. By the mid-1960s, while duplicate
was flourishing, rubber was notably in decline. In 1967 a review of
the Constitution was undertaken and we became roughly what we are
today. Visit our wonderful website to read more – the address is
www.farnboroughbc.co.uk
If anyone wants to know more about what went on, there are the
archives: the minutes of every AGM and every committee meeting
held since the club’s inception are stored by Barbara Howarth in our
archives. They make fascinating reading as so many of those
mentioned there have given long service to the club and are still
members. Other names that pop up are familiar to us all, as well
established club competitions. What other club can boast such a
record of continuity?
(Alison Burt)

YOUNG BRIDGE CHALLENGE
Saturday 17 March 2012

A FREE Day
for School Bridge
Players of All
Levels
at Loughborough Grammar School
Teams, Pairs and Minibridge for school players
Short pairs duplicate for accompanying adults
Registration: 12.30pm; end of play 6.30pm

Entry to the day is FREE; refreshments provided
courtesy of Loughborough Grammar School
Further details from

EBU Education Dept ( 01296 317217
www.ebu.co.uk
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Bidding Quiz

by David Bird

Beat Today’s Experts
Answers to Problems on Page 31
1. N/S Game. Dealer West.
´
™
t
®

4
AJ4
10 7 2
AQ7653

´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

West
Osborne
1®
2®
2NT
3NT

AKJ763
KQ3
AQ85
Void

East
Hinden
1™
2t
3´

2. N/S Game. Dealer West.
´
™
t
®

86
A864
Q J 10 8 5 2
9

West
Madala
Pass
2t
3™
4™

N
W

E
S

North
Garozzo
1®
Pass
Pass
Pass

´
™
t
®

AQ94
Q 10 9
AK97
10 3

East
Bocchi
Dble
3®
4t
5t

South
Cima
Pass
Pass
Pass

3. Game All. Dealer South.
´
™
t
®

38

K
A J 10 7 4
543
A653

N
W

E
S

West
Brock

North
Levin

East
Smith

1™
2™
4™

Pass
Pass

2t
3™

´
™
t
®
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A853
Q86
Q8
K Q 10 8
South
Meyers
1t
Pass
Pass

OUR FIRST deal is from the English Premier
League and features a pair who were part of
England’s bronze-medal winning mixed
team in the Poznan European Open.
Several expert pairs use transfer responses to 1® nowadays and Frances Hinden’s
1™ response showed a spade suit. Graham
Osborne’s 2® response not only showed
extra club length, it also denied three-card
spade support. 2t was natural and forcing
(as it would be in a normal 1® – 1´ – 2® –
2t auction). West’s 2NT rebid suggested a
minimum hand with a heart stopper.
Hinden bid her spades again, since a slam

might still be good if partner could summon
belated spade support. No, Osborne bid 3NT.
What now?
Hinden had started with a great hand but
it had steadily devalued during the bidding.
Her void in partner’s main suit was no asset
whatsoever. In addition, it seemed that partner was very short in spades. With commendable discipline, she passed 3NT. This
was worth 11 IMPs when the contract at the
other table was 6´ down two.

Next we visit the final of the Italian Team
Championships. Maestro Benito Garozzo,
still playing magnificent bridge at the age of
84, opened 1® and Norberto Bocchi doubled. What should West respond?
I like Agustin Madala’s 2t response. This
suggests around 8-11 points, but he can add a
point or two for his six-card diamond suit
and the singleton in the opener’s suit.
Bocchi’s 3® showed extra values and asked
if partner held a club stopper. Madala marked
time with 3™ and heard 4t from partner. His
subsequent 4™ was a suggestion to play there,
since 3™ might have been bid on only a stop-

per. Bocchi then completed a fine auction by
bidding 5t.
The play was interesting. Garozzo, who held
´KJ105 ™J53 t 3 ®AKQ87, began with two
top clubs. Madala ruffed the second club,
finessed the ´Q and played the ´A. After ruffing a spade high, he crossed to a trump and
ruffed dummy’s last spade high. He then drew
the last trump and claimed the contract, saying that he would run the ™Q. If North won,
he would have to return a heart or give a ruffand-discard. A text-book elimination play!

We move now to the 2011 World Team
Championships, with the England women
facing USA 2 in the Venice Cup. What action
should Nicola Smith take opposite Sally
Brock’s 1™ overcall? A direct raise to 2™, 3™
or 4™ would be pre-emptive, based on a
weakish but shapely hand. Correctly, Smith
began with a bid in the opponent’s suit (2t)
to tell partner that she held a sound raise to
at least 2™. With a full 12-count, Brock
would often bid more than 2™, but she did
not place much value on the bare ´K.

Smith was not finished. Facing a vulnerable overcall, she made one further try by
raising to 3™. Brock was happy to accept
and eleven tricks were made when the
trump finesse succeeded.
The auction started the same way at the
other table but Janice Seamon-Molson
(East) passed 2™. Bobby Levin and Steve
Weinstein duplicated this failing auction for
USA 1 against Italy in the Bermuda Bowl.

n Awards: 3NT (10), 4´ (9), 5´/4NT (6),
small slams (3).

Awards: 5t (10), part scores (5), 4™ (3),
3NT (1).

Awards: 4™ (10), 3NT/3™/2™ (5), 2NT (4).

www.ebu.co.uk

4. Love All. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

KQJ743
AKQ7
Void
A96

´
™
t
®

N
E

W
S

West
Senior

9
10 5 2
K 10 9 5
KQ532

East
Dhondy
Pass
3®
3NT
4t
5®

2®
3´
4®
4™
6®

5. N/S Game. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

KQ543
K65
10 6 4
76

´
™
t
®

N
E

W
S

West
Stockdale

A9
AJ
K72
AKQJ53

East
Brown
2®
3®
3NT

2t
3´
6NT

6. N/S Game. Dealer North.
´
™
t
®

AKJ64
2
J52
K 10 6 3

´
™
t
®

N
W

West
North
Jorgensen Klinger
Pass
1´
Dble
3®
Pass
4t

E
S

East
Berg
1
t
2t
3t

Q8
943
A K 10 7 6 4
A9

South
Haughie
Pass
2™
Pass

Our experts have performed so well, I’d better look for a bidding disaster to keep their
score down a bit! Australia face Denmark in
a Seniors Bowl match.
Four-level bids in a minor are nearly
always forcing and here West had bid a new
suit at the three-level (normally played as
game-forcing). Even if Thomas Berg thought

www.ebu.co.uk

We are still at the Venice Cup and this time
England face USA 1. The American West
opened only 1´ on the West cards. What do
you think of that? Nevena Senior’s choice of
2® was surely superior.
The modern fashion is to give a positive
response to 2® only when you hold a good
five-card or longer suit. If instead you hold
a few honours but no good suit, you temporise with 2t, waiting to hear what partner
holds.
Following this style, Heather Dhondy
responded 3®. When partner rebid in
spades, she limited her hand with 3NT.
Senior was not finished, of course. She

announced her club fit with 4® and
Dhondy then cue-bid in diamonds.
Senior continued with a cue-bid in hearts
and Dhondy signed off in 5®. Knowing that
the ´A was missing, Senior closed the auction with a raise to 6®.
The slam was a pretty good one and was
given a boost when Lynn Deas led the tA.
Declarer could then ruff, draw trumps,
knock out the ´A and claim the contract.
At the other table the Americans bid 1´ –
1NT – 3™ – 3NT – 4´, never even mentioning the club suit.

Now the England women face Indonesia
(the team they would later meet in the
semi-finals). Susan Stockdale’s hand is reminiscent of Dhondy’s hand on Problem 4.
She decided to start with a waiting 2t
response and the bidding proceeded to 3NT
What should West say next?
Fiona Brown (East) has forced to game
opposite a possible Yarborough, so West
should not think of passing. Commentating
on Bridge Base Online, I suggested a continuation of 4NT – 6®. The seconds ticked by
and then we saw 6NT flash up on the
screen. This was a slight overbid, perhaps,
although the spade suit gave hope of several tricks.

South led the ´8 to North’s 10 and declarer’s ace and Brown then ran the club suit.
South had started with:
´8762 ™Q108 tQJ98 ®92.
She had to find four discards on the clubs
and could not afford a spade. She decided to
throw all her diamonds, keeping ™Q-10-8.
Brown then played a diamond to the ten to
set up her twelfth trick.
Only eleven pairs out of twenty-two bid
6NT or 6® in the Venice Cup. As you see, 6®
is slightly better than 6NT because you can
establish the thirteenth spade with a ruff.

4t was non-forcing, he should have borne
in mind that Geert Jorgensen’s bids in
spades and clubs, followed by a diamond
raise, implied a shortage in hearts. There
would surely be good play for 5t.
At the other table Peter Buchen and
Henry Christie for Australia started: 1t –
1´ – 2t – 3™, where 3™ was a splinter bid.
They continued 4® – 4´, both cue-bids,
followed by a leap to 6t. This was easily
made when the tQ fell in two rounds.

n Awards: 6® (10), games (6), 6´ (5).

n Awards: 6® (10), 6NT (8), games (4).

Tips to remember

•

After a start of 1® – 1´ – 2®,
responder’s rebid of 2™ or 2t is
forcing.

•

When partner overcalls in a suit,
bid the opponent’s suit to show
a sound raise. All direct raises
are pre-emptive.

•

Give a positive response to the
Acol 2® opening when you have
a respectable suit. Otherwise
temporise with 2t even if you
are quite strong.

•

After most auctions to 3NT, a
raise to 4NT is a natural slam
r
try.

n Awards: 5t (10), 6t (8), 6´/4´ (7),
part-scores (2).

´ ™t®
An impressive 50 from our experts, boosted
by three fine auctions from the England
Venice Cup team. Let’s look for some bidding tips.
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The Debate

Chris Jagger

Landy is Better Than Astro
Two top players debate a hot bridge topic. Tell us whose argument has won you over by e-mailing elena@ebu.co.uk

OPPONENTS OPEN 1NT, and you bid 2®
to show the majors. Partner can pick a
major, or bid 2t to get you to bid your
better major. Great – it’s just like playing
Stayman over opponents’ 1NT opening,
but we call it Landy. Why do we play
Stayman over our no-trump? Because
majors are really important when bidding
constructively. Why should we play Landy
over the opponents’ no-trump? Because
majors are still pretty damn important
when competing! And whenever you have
bid 2®, partner is in a hugely powerful
position: he knows both your suits in one
fell swoop – now that must be worth
something.
Sounds hard to believe that anyone
would play anything else, doesn’t it? But
you know, some people have come up with
other dastardly conventions – in fact thinking up defences to 1NT is almost a national
pastime. When I was a lad, people were
playing all sorts of defences against preempts, while nowadays pretty much everyone just plays the simplest thing – take-out
doubles – which also happens to be best. I
suspect in years to come the same will be
true of defending against a 1NT opening.
So what’s wrong with Astro? Roughly 69
things, of which my esteemed editor has
confined me to mentioning just a few.

The Loss of the Natural 2t Bid
Catastrophe! Particularly as when you
come in with 2t over 1NT the opponents
have two possible major-suit fits to find,
which is so much harder than dealing with
a two-of-a-major overcall, where there is
only one.

You Never Play in Two-of-a-minor
Great bit of kit Astro may be, but you rarely
get to play in a minor at the two level – it is
all very well with spades and clubs to
venture in with 2t, but sadly you have
bypassed 2®. And if you are aiming to
40
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come in on the sort of filth I come in on,
the last thing you want to do is push
partner to the three level.

It is Easier to Be Doubled
If you overcall 2™, opponents have a simple
choice: they either double you or they
don’t. True, you may be in a grotty fit – in
fact you may be in the opponents’ fit, but
they haven’t doubled you yet. With Astro
there is much more chance for opponents
to get their act together: they can consult
each other, by passing then doubling,
doubling then doubling, doubling then
passing – about three times as many
options as over a direct overcall.

response if partner bids it. Works much
better, doesn’t it?
Well, what happens if opponents compete? Are you going to volunteer 3™ and
hope there is a fit somewhere, or keep quiet
and miss a potentially huge fit as you have
never shown your longest suit?
What happens if they don’t compete?
This is even worse! Imagine responder has
a 3-1-4-5 hand. If he bids 2™, then partner
may well pass and play in a gruesome fit,
while if he bids 2´ partner may actually
have four spades and a longer minor. There
seems to be a lot of guesswork – I thought
that was what we wanted opponents to be
doing?

Conclusion
How Do you Find Your Fit?
This is one that even Astro enthusiasts lose
sleep over: it is great when partner wades in
and you have four card support, but for
those realists among us, we know that just
ain’t going to happen!
You hold a 4-5-2-2 shape hand, and I
have a 4-2-3-4 shape. You bid 2® to show
hearts and another suit. I bid 2t. Now
what? Do you bid 2´ and hope I don’t have
a 2-2-4-5 shape? Or bid 2™ and miss the
spade fit? If you choose 2™, am I meant to
go on in the hope of finding a fit? Will I get
into deeper trouble by bidding, or miss a fit
by passing? This is a boring, everyday hand
type, but I have no idea what to do!
Suppose instead I have a 4-2-2-5 shape. Is
partner meant to pass 2t with five hearts
and four diamonds, leaving me in a 4-2 fit
(and look who’s going to end up playing
this delightful contract!). Or does he bid
2™, and finds I actually had a 4-2-4-3
shape, and 2t was much better?

Anchoring to the Shorter Major
Some people sneakily play the methods the
other way round. With a 4-5-2-2 shape they
bid 2t to show spades, and then pass a 2™

I don’t have answers to all these questions –
but fortunately I don’t need them! Keep it
simple, have as many natural bids as you
can, but make sure you have a way to show
both majors. A hand to prove the point
makes sense.

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ 54
™ 10 4
t A K Q 10 3
® Q 10 9 7
KQ83
´ J 10 9 6 2
N
QJ952
™ AK7
W
E
6
t 8752
S
643
® 8
´ A7
™ 863
t J94
® AKJ52

Both tables started 1NT – (2®) – 3NT. At
one table 2® was Landy, and West heard 4´
from East, which was doubled and made.
At the other, 2t was selected to show
spades and another; East passed and West
led a spade – eleven tricks made!
r
www.ebu.co.uk

The Debate

Neil Rosen

Astro is Better Than Landy
Or write to the Editor, English Bridge, 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR. Short comments for publication are welcome.

FOR BOTH pairs and teams players the
need to compete over the opponents’
opening bid of 1NT is well known.
Left to their own devices, the opponents will either score well if they judge
1NT to be their optimum spot, or they
will develop the auction nicely to partscore, game or even slam with their well
tested and trusted methods. The need to
throw a spanner in the works therefore is
paramount – particularly for the pairs
players (the majority of our readership, I
am sure).
Having asserted the need to bid, we can
move on to the need for artificial systems
like Astro vs natural methods.
Bidding completely naturally is wonderful when you are dealt a robust six- card
suit, e.g.
The problem is that
invariably this quality
´ K5
of suit is lacking
™ 76
when you are faced
t A K J 10 7 3
® Q94
with the problem of
whether to actually
bid or not.
Two-suited overcalls have been played
for many years to give you ‘two-bites at the
cherry’ rather than simply putting all your
eggs into one basket by hazarding an
overcall into a dubious suit.
In past times many bridge conventions
took the name of their inventors, e.g.
Stayman and Blackwood. Astro is no
exception, though it in fact combines the
names of its three authors: Allinger, Stern
and Rosler.
It is played as follows; after the opponents’ 1NT (weak or strong):
2® = Hearts + a minor
2t = Spades + another suit
It should be noted in passing that there are
other variations; Aspro and my personal
favourite, Asptro (basically a hybrid of the
first two) spring to mind which have
varying degrees of complexity. The main
principle, however, is that we can show all
two-suited hands as well as retaining 2™
www.ebu.co.uk

and 2´ as natural bids (vital in my
experience).
With Astro we can show these pairs of
suits: spades and hearts, spades and diamonds, spades and clubs, hearts and diamonds, and hearts and clubs – whereas
with Landy we can only show the majors.
Thus Astro is five times more likely to be
used.
I am sure Chris will argue for Landy’s
accuracy – but it is frequency of gain that is
much more important. I do not suggest
for one minute that Landy is not a lovely
system when it comes up – it is just that it
does not come up anywhere nearly as
much as Astro, and as we have seen,
defending against a 1NT opening it is all
about frequency of disruption.
Consider the following hand:
I am sure we would
all agree that after
´ Q8742
1NT from the oppo™ 76
nents we would want
t AKJ3
® Q4
to bid. Using Astro,
no problem: just bid
2t showing spades
and another. Using Landy we would be
compelled to either bid 2´ (ugh!) or
cravenly pass.

Playing Astro is Easy
The main requirement is a 4-5 or 5-4
minimum shape, thus at least nine cards
between the two suits, and 10-15 highcard points (though this can be shaded
down with more distribution). However,
try to avoid using Astro when holding a
decent six-card major – just overcall it
directly instead. Also, if using Astro with
only four cards in the major, I strongly
recommend using it only when the
major is of good quality. Remember also
that with 16+ HCPs it is still normally
right to make a penalty double rather
than bidding Astro, unless your hand is
very distributional.
Consider this layout:

´
™
t
®

AKJ9
74
KJ862
42

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

Q8752
A853
A95
3

Playing standard methods or Landy there is
no sensible way into the auction after South
opens 1NT but, playing Astro, West has a
decent 2t bid (spades and another). East
might even take a pot at game, and make it!
It pays for a partnership to put in the
time to discuss how to develop the auction
after an Astro overcall. A simple scheme is:
with no interest in game, responder
bids two of the major with three-card
support, or the next suit up without
(this is called a relay);
if stronger, responder can jump to three
or four of the major with four-card
support, jump in a new suit or use a
stronger relay (2NT) to ask for more
information about the Astro bidder’s
hand on the way to game.

•
•

Additional Benefit
A fringe benefit of overcalling quite often in
an artificial suit is that sometimes you hit
responder’s six- or even seven-card suit. If
he has no fit for the anchored major, he can
elect to pass – racking up many good
boards as a result.

Conclusion
In summary the beauty of playing Astro is
that it gets you involved with loads more
hands, and is thus more fun to play than
Landy – which limits you to competing
only when holding the majors. Why wait
three months or so for Landy to be used
when Astro will occur at most duplicate
sessions? The more it arises, the more you
can gain experience as to when to use it or
not, and also how far to respond or compete
etc. Give it a try and good luck!
r
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Better Defending

by Andrew Kambites

Using Your Winning Trumps
IF DECLARER is running a long suit you
need to carefully use any winning trump
you might have. In the first deal declarer is
in 6´. West leads the two of clubs.
Declarer takes your king with his ace and
draws three rounds of trumps, West
having a void. Now he overtakes the queen
of diamonds with dummy’s ace, West
playing the eight, and continues with
dummy’s king. How should you defend?

Love All. Dealer South.
´ 76
™ A54
t A K J 10 7 4
® 64
´ J 10 9 2
™ Q732
N
E
t 2
® K875

North
3t
4NT
6´

´
™
t
®

Void
10 9 8 6
98653
Q 10 3 2
´
™
t
®

HHHHH

In the second deal your partner leads the
two of spades to your ace. You continue
spades and declarer trumps the third
round. Declarer continues by cashing the
ace, king and queen of diamonds (West
following once) and starts playing hearts:
the queen followed by the jack. Do you
ruff this? On what will you base your
decision?

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´763
™AK73
t7 4 3
®9 8 6
´AQJ98
™8
N
E
t J 10 9 8
®Q 7 4

South
2´
3´
5™

How often do you see defenders agonising
here? There really is nothing to think
about. The full deal is:

´
™
t
®

course you don’t know for certain that
West has the queen of clubs, but what
other hope is there? Keeping your trump
will only leave you with the same decision
on the next trick, and the one after that.

76
A54
A K J 10 7 4
64
´ J 10 9 2
N
™ Q732
W
E
t 2
S
® K875
AKQ8543
KJ
Q
AJ9

West

North

East

Pass
2´
Pass

1™
Pass
4t

1´
3´
All Pass

South
1t
Dble
Dble

There is a huge difference between the first
and second deals. In the first deal ruffing

in would temporarily halt the flow of the
diamonds but unless the defence could
take an immediate trick the flow would
soon resume, dummy’s ace of hearts
providing the necessary entry. Only quick
tricks would be of any use to the defence
and they needed to be grabbed before they
ran away. In the second deal there is no
side suit entry to dummy so if you can ruff
in at exactly the right time the flow will
never resume. You have a legitimate
ambition to take slow tricks. You must
carefully watch West’s count signal in
hearts.
The full deal is:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

K 10 2
96542
6
J 10 3 2
´
™
t
®

763
AK73
743
986
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

AQJ98
8
J 10 9 8
Q74

54
Q J 10
AKQ52
AK5

Partner will show an odd number of
hearts by playing them in the order lowhigh. He will play the two followed by the
four: leaving it obvious that he started
with five. You must allow the jack of hearts
to win the second round, trump the third
round and exit passively with a spade.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English Bridge)
take all reasonable precautions to protect the interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable that
advertisements in the pages of English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of claims made by advertisers, whether these advertisements are
printed as part of the magazine, or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are available if redress is
sought, and readers who have complaints should address them to the advertiser or should consult a local
Trading Standards Office, or a Citizens’ Advice Bureau, or their own solicitors. Readers should note that
prices advertised may not be accurate due to currency exchange rate fluctuations, or tax changes.

You must ruff in and return a club. Of
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Love All. Dealer South.
´ 865
™ 752
t K632
® 652
´ Q 10 9
™ A43
N
W
t Q J 10 9
® K 10 3

North

South
2´
3™

2NT
4´

It is often wrong to ruff the last winner
that declarer plays in a suit and this deal
demonstrates why. Your trump winner has
a much nobler role than just to ruff a heart
winner. Its purpose is to take out two of
declarer’s trumps that would otherwise
make separately. The full deal is:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

865
752
K632
652

´
™
t
®

´
™
W
E
t
S
®
AK7432
K Q J 10
Void
AJ4

Q 10 9
A43
Q J 10 9
K 10 3

N

J
986
A8754
Q987

If you wrongly ruff the ten of hearts
declarer will throw a club from dummy.
He will certainly lose one club trick to you
but he will be able to ruff his third club in
dummy.
If you discard a diamond on the ten of
hearts declarer will throw a club and give
you a club trick, but now you can cash
your winning spade and exit safely with a
diamond, leaving declarer with another
inescapable club loser.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

IN A NUTSHELL
by Jeremy Dhondy

LEADING OUT OF TURN
Face Down Leads
It has been a requirement under Law
41A for about forty years that the opening lead is face down. Sticking to this
reduces out of turn opening leads by
about 95% (in theory). You won’t have
led out of turn until the card is actually
faced.
In addition if one player leads face
down and the other (wrongly) faces his
card the director will require the face
down lead to be withdrawn (Law 54).
My opponent told me it was my turn
to lead when I asked.
Law 47E1 allows a lead under these circumstances to be withdrawn without
penalty. When the director arrives at the
table this may be one of the first points
that he establishes.
I’ve faced my card. May I put it back
in my hand?
Once the dummy has been exposed (even
if it is only one card), it is too late. It can
be done with the director’s permission if
dummy has not started to go down
although there may be unauthorised
information(Law 41). One case where
you may be able to withdraw your card
might be if you have led and then dummy
corrects a wrong explanation of the bidding before putting down his hand.

What are the options for declarer
after an opening lead out of turn?
There are five, which is one good reason
why it is essential to have the director at
the table. Law 54 covers this.
Declarer may:

• Choose
•
•
•

•

to spread his hand and
become dummy. If he starts to
expose his hand he will become
dummy whether he likes it or not.
Accept the lead, play the hand and
the second card to trick one is played
from his hand and the last from
dummy.
Reject the opening lead and require a
card of the same suit from the correct leader.
Reject the opening lead and require
a different suit to be led. Both for
this option and also the previous
one, this ban on a suit continues
until the leader has lost the lead, i.e.
he can’t cash an ace and then play
the offending suit.
Reject the lead, allow a free choice of
lead but then the illegally faced card
is a major penalty card to be played
at the first legal opportunity.

Note it is the declarer’s decision as to
which of these options he wishes to
take. No conferring!

LORDS vs COMMONS ANNUAL MATCH
THE 37th match between the House of Commons and the House of Lords for the Jack
Perry Trophy was held at the Portland Club, London, last November. The Commons were
depleted as the last general election had seen retirements and defeats for several MPs but
they came out fighting and had a
useful lead at the half-way stage. A
second half revival saw the Lords
run out winners and increase their
lead in the series to 20-17.
The match, sponsored each year
by Stephen Perry of London Export
Ltd in memory of his father, Jack,
features a trophy for the best bid,
played or defended hand. The
Anthony Berry Trophy, judged by
EBU Vice-President Tony Priday,
was won by Baroness Byford for her
bidding to an excellent 6t, played
with skill.
Photo: Simon Cochemé

In the last deal you lead the queen of
diamonds against 4´. Dummy plays low
and declarer trumps it. He then cashes the
ace of spades, East playing the jack, and
switches to his king of hearts which you
win with the ace. You rightly return a spade,
forcing out declarer’s king. Declarer now
plays the queen and jack of hearts, partner
following each time, and then continues
with the ten of hearts. Do you ruff it?

In the photo, the winning Lords team: (from the left) Baroness Oppenheim-Barnes, Lord May
of Oxford, Lord Harrison, Baroness Henig (Captain), Lord Skelmersdale, Baroness Billingham,
the Earl of Caithness and Baroness Byford.
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CAPTION
COMPETITION

Club Bidding Quiz
by Julian Pottage
Answers to Problems on Page 17
W
Hand 1
´J3
™ 9842
tAKQ43
®53

1t
?

N

E
S
1® Pass
Pass 1™ Pass

3™. With 11 points (you
add one for each doubleton but take one off for
the unguarded jack), this describes the
hand nicely. It invites partner to bid 4™
with anything extra. Although the losing
trick count (7 losers) suggests that a raise
to 4™ would be in order, prudence will pay
off at pairs, though you might raise to game
playing teams.

Hand 4
´ K 10 3 2
™974
tKQJ
®832

W
N
Pass 3®
?

4´. Since you have to do
something in reply to
the take-out double and
you have no wastage
facing partner’s presumed shortage in
clubs, you should show some values and
your best suit by jumping to game. As you
passed originally, your partner should not
play you for too much.

W

Hand 2
´AQ5
™AK6
t K 10 4 2
® 10 4 3

W
1t
?

N
E
Pass 1™

S
Pass

1NT. Playing a weak notrump opening, the 1NT
rebid shows a balanced
hand with 15-17 points (1516 for some). This is what you have. Do not
worry about the lack of a club stopper. If partner
is short in clubs, there is plenty of room to
investigate alternative contracts.

Hand 5
´ 10 7 6 2
™ Q 10 5 2
tKQJ84
® Void

Hand 3
´ Void
™ AKJ9642
tA764
®A7

N
E
1NT 2t

S
Pass

?

5NT. With a very strong
suit of your own, good
support for diamonds
and first-round control of
both black suits, you envisage a grand slam
unless there is a trump loser so you use the
grand slam force to find out. With two of
the top three diamonds, partner will bid 7t.

N

E
S
1NT Pass

?

2®. The void suggests
there is probably a better
spot than playing in
1NT. Holding support
for all the suits other than clubs, you can
afford to use Stayman, intending to pass
opener’s rebid whatever it is. At the very
worst, you will play in a 5-2 diamond fit;
more often, you will find an eight-card fit.

W
W

E
S
Dble Pass

Hand 6
´4
™ Q J 10 6
tK852
® A 10 5 2

N

E
1´

S
1NT

?
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THE winner of our December competition, with the caption above, is Frank
Fallon, of Charminster, who will receive
an elegant bridge mug from our
sponsors, Bridge and Golf Gifts Direct
(see page 7). Other excellent captions
were: The man who trumped his partner’s
ace ( John Portwood, Bishop Auckland);
Beware the Crocodile Coup (Michael
Wilkes, Hatfield); That will teach him to
argue with the Director! (John MacLeod,
Wimbledon); We just discard what we can
afford (Dave Robinson, Sheffield); Never
heard of cut-throat bridge, eh? (Nick
Daniels, Muxloe); Now perhaps you can
find the Anchor Suit! (Nigel Empson,
Littleover); The man who went for the
drop (Christopher Nicholson, by email);
Next time maybe he’ll remember to put the
cards on his right after shuffling (Alex
Wiseman, Whitefield); and One player did
not see the throw-in coming! (Barry
Ransley, Chatteris).
The cartoon for our new competition
is below. Please send your bridgy
captions (multiple entries accepted) to
the Editor, English Bridge, 23 Erleigh
Road, Reading RG1 5LR or by e-mail to
elena@ebu.co.uk not later than 20th
February 2012. Don’t forget to include

your full postal address!

Double. Ten points
added to the values
shown by an opening
bid tell you that your
side has the balance of power. With the
advantage of the opening lead as well,
you expect to defeat 1NT. You will not
mind if the opponents retreat into a suit:
you have them all covered.
r

STOP PRESS: Congratulations to Gillian Fawcett and Jane Moore for winning the
Lady Milne Trials. Second were Frances Liew and Belinda Bridgen, and third were
Nicole Cook and Christine Duckworth. The three pairs will represent England in
Wales on 13th-15th April.
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He is worried about a Splinter!

Sponsored by Bridge
& Golf Gifts Direct
www.ebu.co.uk

COUNTY NEWS
www.avoncba.org.uk
THE Avon Tollemache
team (Tim Brierley,
Mike Elliott, David
Jones, Trevor Ward,
Aidan Schofield, Robert Covill, Jeremy
Rick ard, Robert Glass, Alan Jones,
Graham Hartley with NPC Andrew
Urbanski ) finished 3rd in their group,
narrowly missing out on the final for a
second consecutive year. They did score
excellent wins against Middlesex and
Surrey, the top two teams in their group.
The first county event of the season,
the Championship Teams, was won by
Andrew, Cathy and Ralph Smith and
Steve Tomlinson, ahead of Sue O’Hara,
Nelson Stephens, Aidan Schofield, Mike
Short. In the Malvern Swiss Teams,
Andrew Urbanski, Mike Short, Steve
Tomlinson, Aidan Schofield came 4th.
The County Knock-out has reached
the semi-final stage where the matches
are Andrew Smith (the holders) v Huw
Oliver and Gareth Evans v Robert Covill.
The County Ladies’ and Men’s Pairs
have also taken place. In the Ladies’, the
winners were Judy Archer – Pauline
Hart, with Vanessa O’Callaghan – Sheila
Hodges 2nd. The Men’s was won convincingly by Nelson Stephens – Aidan
Schofield with Graham Hartley – Alan
Jones 2nd.
The Bristol Bridge Club Pairs for the
Spielman Cup was won by Jack Terry –
Robert Covill, a whisker ahead of Gwen
Spear – Jackie Lawless.
There were wins in other counties for
Ralph Smith – Steve Tomlinson (Somerset Men’s Pairs) and Aidan Schofield
(with Sally Cairns) (Dorset Mixed Pairs).
In the Western League the most recent
match was home to Devon, which saw a
13-7 win for the A team (Graham
Hartley, Trevor Ward, Alan and David
Jones) and the C team by 17-3 (Sue
O’Hara, Gill Davies, Mary McKenzie,
Gerry Gowling) although a strong B
team sustained a 5-15 loss.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
WINNERS of the BBA
Inter-Club-Teams-of-4
held in November were
Bedford A. Team members were: David Willett,
Greg Ward, David Harris
and David Dickson. This event was
followed in December by the Seniors’
Teams, won by a similar team line-up
comprising David Willett, Greg Ward,
David Dickson and Masood Mazhar.
It was decided at the recent BBA
County Committee meeting to revise the
qualification process for some County
events; details of the new procedure will
be published on the BBA website.
Diary dates: Sun Feb 19, County
Pairs, 2pm. Thurs Feb 23, Teams-ofEight, 7.30pm. Thurs Mar 8, BBA Mixed
Pairs, 7.30pm. Thurs Mar 22, Seniors’
Pairs, 2pm. All the above events take
place at Wilstead Village Hall.

www.ebu.co.uk

The Bedfordshire One-Day Swiss
Teams event is to be contested at the
Vauxhall Recreation Centre in Luton on
Sunday March 11. For further details of
these events, check out the BBA website.

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk
PRIDE of place goes to
John Howard, a member
of the win ning Gold
Cup team that beat the
very strong All frey team
in the final (see page 23),
and to Sally Brock, a member of the
England Ladies team, silver medallists in
the World Mind Games in Beijing.
Commiserations to our Tollemache
team who were drawn in a strong heat
and despite a strong day two finished 4th
and so did not qualify for the Final.
The Butler-scored Pairs for the Jarrett
Cup had an increased entry and was won
by Matthew and Heather Tan, with
Maxine Julius – David Arundel 2nd. The
Boothroyd Plate was won by Trevor
Passby – Richard Porter, ahead of Janet
and Bill Irvine. The pre-Christmas Mixed
Swiss Teams winners were Joan Murphy,
Chris Burley, Richard Palmer, Ed Scerri.
We are delighted to announce that we
are reducing the County P2P rate for
2012/13 from 6p down to 4p, largely as a
result of the success of our GP Swiss
Teams event.
James Paul played in the England
Under 25s team that came 3rd in the
Junior Channel Trophy. In January
Richard Palmer and Phil Thornton will
play against five world champions for the
right to represent England in the European Seniors – we wish them good luck.
We are sad to report the death of Tom
Moore, a popular Reading player, on
December 15. He had been very successful at club, county and national level ,
and passed on his knowledge and enthusiasm for the game as a bridge teacher.
Our sympathy goes to his wife, Phyllis, his
family, and his many bridge friends.
Diary dates: Feb 19, Mixed Pairs &
Flitch, SBBC. Apr 11, Senior Pairs, SBBC
(start 10.30am). Apr 29, Men’s & Ladies’
Pairs, Windsor. May 16, Berks v Bucks
match, Windsor.

and Terry Knights, and Graham and
Berry Hedley, were 2nd, and Michael
Keogh, Stephen O’Kell, Doreen Simpson
and Alan Coker were 3rd.
New for 2012: Cambs & Hunts
Rubber Bridge Knock Out. Social-butserious knock out – all you need is a
partner and a bit of luck! Competition
to start in the new year with matches
played in people’s homes. Entry is free,
just contact Chris Jagger.
Diary dates: Feb 19, County Individual Final. Feb 25, Garden Cities Qualifier; Mar 10, Novice Pairs Tournament.
Mar 25, County Pairs Final. Apr 29,
Jubilee Swiss Pairs.

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
LATE news from the Guernsey Congress:
the Shell Trophy, presented to the top CI
pair over the two Swiss events, was won
by Dick Langham – Rudi Falla from
Guernsey.
County competition results: Lower
Restricted Pairs: 1. Richard Christensen
– Mary Friswell, 2. Liz Thompson –
Tuula Lehtinen, 3. Jill Wills – Susan
Hardy; Upper Restricted Pairs: 1. David
Friswell – David Hole, 2. Harold Walden
– Marion Miles, 3. Andy Hall – Mike
Allen. Men’s Pairs: 1. Robert Plumley –
Alistair Kent, 2. David Friswell –
David Hole. Ladies’ Pairs: 1. Brenda
Lihou – Brenda Walker, 2. Jacqui Crispini
– Cherry McMillen.
Jersey results:
District Pairs: 1. Howard BasdenSmith – Marion Miles, 2. Carl Harrison
– Catherine Rynd. B Le Vit Dit Durell
Trophy: 1. Brian Youd – Nigel Elliott,
2. John and Fiona Honey. Highfield
Drawn Teams: 1. Ken and Hilary Wise
with Marie Jacques – Janine Thomas.
Guernsey results:
District Pairs: 1. Margaret Allen and
Andy Hall, 2. Kath Evans – Cliff Drillot.
Island Bridge Club – Lower Restricted
Pairs: 1. Kay Rawlins-Duquemin – Rosie
Lycett, 2. Barrie Pallot – Angela Hood.
Island Bridge Club – Upper Restricted
Pairs: 1. Barbara Hunter – Anne Babbe,

2.Vera Babbe – Sheila Farmer.
Diary dates: Sun Mar 11, Green
Point event in Guernsey. Apr 28 – May
6, CICBA Jersey Congress.

Cornwall
www.cornwallbridge.co.uk
MANY congratulations
to Viv Mably who, with
Richard Lingham, won the
Mixed Pairs at the Torquay
Congress. Ian Macfarlane –
Owen Prior, whose team
had been 2nd in the Cornish
Green-pointed Teams, were
fourth in the Friday Open Pairs. Rod
Bell – Stephen Crouch won the B Flight in
the Pairs, and David Stone – Val Pitman
won the Consolation Pairs. Rob Mabley –
Alan Biggs won the Consolation Pairs at
the Porthcawl Congress.
There were new winners for the Men’s
and Ladies’ Pairs. Alan Biggs – Ian
Edwards won the Men’s, from Chris
Bickerdike – Stephen Crouch. Bobby
Harbisher – Liz Perry won the Ladies’
from Eileen Clout – Jan Plumb.
Dr ‘Siva’ Sivathondan, who was Vicechairman of Truro BC, has died after a
lengthy illness. He was a locum general
surgeon, and had worked at Treliske for
many years. He was a keen sportsman
and an excellent golfer. He and his wife
graduated from the No-Fear Group and
had won the Newcomers’ Pairs at the
Cornwall Congress.
Mary Hardisty has also died. Taught by
Jo Brown, she played at St Austell and
Gorran Haven and will be fondly remembered by those who enjoyed league
matches at her house as an excellent
hostess and cake- maker.
Diary dates: Feb 5, Swiss Pairs, Victoria Hotel, Newquay. Feb 12, National
Pairs Heat, Wadebridge BC. Feb 26, Club
Teams of 8, Ladock. Mar 4, John Perks
Pairs Heat, Ladock. Mar 7, John Perks
Heat, Penzance BC. Mar 25, John Perks
Final, Ladock. Mar 30 – Apr 1st, Cornwall
Congress, Falmouth Beach Hotel.
Correction: the Jo Brown Memorial
will be on Saturday, May 12.

Cambs and Hunts
www.cambsbridge.org.uk
CHRIS Jagger’s team finished 2nd in the
Premier League, earning him a Camrose
match in March 2012. Paul Fegarty’s
team (Catherine Curtis, David Kendrick,
Jonathan Mestel, Catherine Jagger) finished in 5th place. In the Seniors Camrose
Trials, David Kendrick’s team finished
2nd. Cambs & Hunts comfortably won
their group at the Tollemache qualifier.
At the Seniors’ Congress, Mike Seaver
– Peter Morgan won the Swiss Pairs, and
Michael Keogh – Mary Knights were
2nd in the Championship Pairs semifinal. At the Autumn Congress, David
Kendrick was 6th in the Two Stars final.
Congratulations to Trevor and Marion
King, Christina Brewster and Chris
Heames on winning the Cambs & Hunts
Swiss Teams. Last year’s winners, Mary

Photo: Roger Chaplin

Avon

Cambs & Hunts Swiss Teams winners: (from the left)
Christina Brewster, Chris Heames, Marion and Trevor King.
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Cumbria
www.ccdba.co.uk
TWO new events were held in the
county recently. The Multiple Teams of
Four event was won by Ken and
Christine Johnston, Rosemary Jackson
and Marjorie Swan. A very close 2nd
were Peter Boardman, Glenda Lloyd,
John MacLachlan and Bruce Denwood,
a single VP adrift.
The inaugural Simple Systems Pairs
event proved to be very popular. The
winners were Marian Greenhow –
Carole Nichol with Rosemary Jackson –
Marjorie Swan runners-up.
Diary dates: Feb 26, Championship
Pairs, Eden Bridge Club, Carlisle. Mar
16-18, Cumbria Congress, Windermere
Hydro. Mar 25, Inter-Club Teams of
Eight, Barrow Bridge Club.

Derbyshire
www.dcba.org.uk
THE 2011 DCBA’s Invitation Pairs was won by John
Squibb – Paul Madden;
runners-up were Steve
Cave – Derek Brooks and
close behind in 3rd place
were an ad hoc partnership of DCBA
Committee members Ron McEwan and
Mary Marshall.
Ron McEwan and three friends from
Yorkshire finished 3rd out of 65 in the
Teams of Four Championship in the EBU
Seniors Congress.
The Winter League, the Brigden and
the Winter Plate are well under way. It is
worth reminding team captains of their
responsibility to notify the opposing
captain as soon as they know that they
cannot field a team. The competition
secretary must be kept informed of rearranged matches.
It was good to see members from all
parts of the County and such a good
mix of beginners, improvers and expert
players at the EMBA Christmas party.
Good food was followed by an entertaining round of bridge. The winners in
the Intermediate section were Rosemary
Eaton – Bob Stanwell with Carolyn and
Richard Phillips in 2nd place. In the
Main section, Mick and Sheena Haytack
were N/S winners, and Pym Berry –

Richard Edwards were first E/W.
Diary dates: Mar 10-11, Green Point
Weekend at the Rothley Centre,
Leicester. Mar 21, Final Round of
Winter League. Mar 28, Final Round of
Eric White and Winter Plate.

Torquay Bridge Club. He will be sadly
missed; our thoughts are with Joy and
his family.
Diary dates: Sun Feb 26, Devon Mixed
Pairs final; contact J. Keith ( 01404 812
2011. Mar 2-4, North Devon Weekend;
see www.bridgewebs.com/barnstaple

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
TORQUAY Bridge Club
held another successful
Congress at the Palace
Hotel; thanks to Joy
Murray Brown and
Chris and Joan Ley for organising the
event; also to Chris Sumners, hotel
general manager, for providing an
excellent venue and a major prize for
the Friday competition. Thank you to
the directors, David and Marilyn Jones,
Neil Morley and Steve Quinn. Congratulations to the winners: Championship
Pairs: David Southcombe – David
Woulds; Swiss Teams: Warner Solomon,
Mike Fithyan, Christine and Richard
Ray; Prographica Printers Trophy: Tim
and Pat Mantle; Consolation Pairs:
David Stone – Val Pitman; Marjorie
Bean Cup: Rod Bell – Stephen Crouch.
Mixed Pairs: Vivienne Mabley – Richard
Lingham; Open Pairs: Sarah Cavan –
Rosemary Miller.
Congratulations to Jette and Alan
Bailey (with Eric Cummings and
Gordon Mcbride) who won the Swiss
Teams at the EBU Senior Congress.
The Plymouth Congress was held at
the Future Inn, an excellent venue.
Congratulations to Sheila Foote – Joan
Strong who won the separate Novice
Event; Championship Pairs winners were
Ann Slee and Peter Bowles; first in the
Swiss Teams were Ann Slee, Richard
Lingham, Brigid McElroy and Ruth
Edmondson. Thanks to Bob Blackmore
for directing and the West Section for
organising. The Swiss Pairs held at
Torquay Bridge Club was won by
Magda Cisek – Jacek Pietrzcki.
Michael Byrne’s visit in December
was found to be very informative and
enjoyed by all who attended his
seminars.
Sadly John Murray Brown passed
away in December; he was a long-time
supporter of Devon Bridge, and past
chairman of the Southern Section and

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
Knight Cup Qualifier at
Weymouth: 1. Bob
Mott – Ann Sharples,
2. Hilary Cox – Joan
Meech, 3. Clive Russell – Avis Robertson.
Knight Cup Qualifier at Christchurch:
1. Tim Dunsby – Krzysztof Ginda,
2. Lynne and Ron Heath, 3. Roy Riley –
Stephanie Donner.
Flemmich Cup: 1. Inga-Lill Button,
Peter Craven, Robin Wright, Tony Lawrence; 2. Roy Riley, Doris Hutchinson,
David Gill, Eugene Sheehan; 3. Helen
Ackroyd, Martin Brook, Hugh KevillDavies, Jon Holland.
Chope Salver: 1. Aidan Schofield –
Sally Cairns, 2. David Berwitz – Ann
Sharples, 3. Mary Stebbing – Alan
Wilson.
Diary dates: Feb 26, Weymouth College Trophy – Teams, Preston Bridge
Club. Mar 1st, Garden Cities Qualifier –
Teams of Eight, Christchurch Bridge
Club. Mar 18, Hardwick Cup – Swiss
Teams, Christchurch Bridge Club. Mar
25, Portland Pairs – Green Point Sim
Pairs, Christchurch Bridge Club.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
WINNERS of recent Essex
events: Fletcher Trophy:
Chelmsford BC (Martin
Smith, Jon Williams, Val
Mollison, George and
Jean Rance, Sandy Smith,
David Cooper, Brian Davies). Clubs
Trophy: Loughton BC (Sandra Fenton,
Jackie Chesler, William, Yeung and
Harish Dhawan). Tony Kelvin Trophy:
1. Paul and Val Mollison, Chris and Sue
Taylor; 2. Roger and Jill Tattersfield,
Alaric Cundy, Chris Megahey. Mixed
Pairs: 1. Bernie Hunt – Judith Moorman,
2. Linda Fleet – Simon Moor man,
3. Allan Greenstein – Yvonne Dias;

LEDERER MEMORIAL TROPHY

Photo: Gordon Rainsford

THE prestigious Lederer Memorial
Trophy is an annual event for eight
invited teams from England and
abroad, organised by the London
Metropolitan Bridge Association.
The winners of the 2011 event were
the ‘Premier League’ team: in the
photo, with Tony Priday (third from
the left) presenting the trophy, are
(left to right) Espen Erichsen, Neil
Rosen, Martin Jones, Michael Byrne
and Michael Bell; Norman Selway
was also part of the team.
Winners of the Teltscher Cup (for
the parallel ‘Play with the Stars’
event) were: N/S, Irene and Les
Hough (Hurlingham Bridge Club); E/W, Danny Gesua and Sally Birnage (Hurlingham Bridge Club).
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Flitch winners were Chris and Sue
Taylor.
Diary dates: Feb 19, Helliar Trophy.
Mar 16, Essex Spring Seniors. Mar 23,
Gwen Herga Trophies.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
THE first half of the
County Leagues finished
with Kambites, Chamberlain, Butland, Denning
and McIntosh winning
Div. 1; Simons, Phair, Croot, Downes
and Edmundson winning Div. 2; and
Lewis, Green, Smith, Councer, Ferguson
and Cope winning Div. 3. The winners
of Divisions 2 and 3 get promoted for
the second half of the competition.
The Bredon Vale Cup was won by
Winchcombe A (Mary and Ken Fillmore,
Rolph Brooks and Chris J. Smith); 2nd,
2 IMPs behind, were Stroud (Dave
Athey, Nigel Pitel, John Councer and
Angelos Agathangelou).
Diary dates: Mar 11, Inter-club
Teams of Eight, open to all clubs but
please let the Chief Tournament
Director know as soon as possible that
you are intending to enter. The Ace of
Clubs final is held the following Sunday:
a qualifying round is played in many
clubs but if you want to organise one at
your club, it is very straightforward and
again the Chief Tournament Director
will be very happy to help you. All
entrants in the final must be below the
EBU National Master Rank.
Finally, the only mid-week event held
by GCBA is the Rank Xerox Teams of
Eight competition. This will be held on
Wed Mar 28. This again is open to all
clubs and there can be only a maximum
of two players in the team of eight who
are National Masters or above.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
CHRIS and Richard Ray
and Mike Fithyan have
been riding a wave recently. With Mike partnering
Warner Solomon, they
won the Torquay Congress Teams and
then with him partnering Mike Kinsey,
they won the Llangollen Swiss Teams. So
congratulations to them, and also to Ros
Concanon – Gordon Clarke who won the
Swiss Pairs at the Malvern Congress and to
the following county events winners:
Simple Systems Pairs: 1. David Dunwell – John Fairhurst, 2. June Leriche –
Jane Walker, 3. David Heywood – Bill
Maddocks. Jubilee Cup Teams of 8:
1. Helen Ackroyd, Martin Brook, David
Berwitz, Roy Riley, John Gardner, Margo
Wilson, Janet Smith, Alan Wilson; 2. Rosemary and David Spencer, Lesley Lewis,
Dave Willis, Tony Page, Helen Kinloch,
Clare and Ian Fearon; 3. Judy and David
Bungey, John Hawkins, John Foster,
Ann McMahon, Evelyn Archer, Stewart
Strachan, Eleanor Rice. Bloxham MiniSwiss Teams: 1. Miles Cowling, Richard
Harris, John Dakin, Chris Kinloch;
2. Jeremy Baker, Dave Huggett, Steve
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COUNTY NEWS

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATION to Tony Forrester
who was a member of the team that
won the Premier League and came 2nd in
the Gold Cup.
The Healey Cup is a teams-of-four
competition for Herefordshire and Worcestershire clubs, hosted by Worcestershire. Herefordshire clubs have had good
results in this competition in recent
years and this year was no exception,
with Wyeside (Stephen Booth, Chris
Thomas, John Griffiths and George
Barrett) winning and Marcle (John
Crowe, Neville Shorrick, Heather Brace
and Jutta Shadforth) coming 2nd.
In the county No-Fear Teams (a restricted event with only one team member allowed to be Advanced Master or
above), the winners were Rex Shutler,
Frank Balchandani, Jennifer Thomson
and John Meredith. The runners-up
were Evie Whitfield, Caroline Kinmond,
Judy Mabe and Sarah Wenden, with
Christine Peacock, Andy Lowe, Barbara
Ferris and Michael Wilkins coming 3rd.
Full results of all county competitions
are on our website.
The county will be losing the services
of Tony Truluck who is returning to live
in South Africa. Tony is a previous
county captain, and ever present in the
county team. His advice and comments
will also be much missed.
Diary dates: Sat Feb 18, Club Teams
of Eight, 10.30am, Tarrington. Fri Mar 9,
Inter-club Teams Round 4, 7pm, Ledbury. Fri Mar 23, Mixed Pairs, 7pm,
Bartestree. Sat Apr 21, Championship
Pairs, 10.30am, Hampton Bishop.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
the team of Anne Flockhart, Mike Hancock, Derek
and Celia Oram who won
the Rose Bowl multiple
teams event in December. They will
represent Hertfordshire in the Beck Cup
held in Oxfordshire next year. In 2nd
place were the team of Derrick Kime,
Francis Eddleston, Martin and Bobbie
Rodney.
Congratulations to the team from
Watford BC who won the Eccles Cup in
November; team members were David
Mail, Carole Morley, Paul Wilson, Harry
Sack, Judith Meridith, Donald Reid,
John McBryde and Florence Stoker. In
2nd place and pushing Watford very

www.ebu.co.uk

hard were the Sobell BC team of Bob
Pyburn, Doug Edmonds, Terry and Joan
Butfield, Ahmad and Ulla Mallick,
Eddie O’Sullivan and Colin Thomas.
Congratulations also go to Helen
Robinson – Roy Young, winners of the
Mixed Pairs Championship, and to Tony
Slater – Bernard Eddleston representing
Hitchin BC, winners of the Club Champions’ Cup.
Diary dates: Sun Feb 12, Cadets &
Intermediates Championships, 1pm,
Bridge Centre. Sun Feb 19, Swiss Pairs,
1.30pm, Hemel Hempstead. Tues Feb 21,
HBA Simultaneous Pairs, Clubs. Sun
Feb 26, Humble Cup 2nd Qualifinal,
1pm, Bridge Centre. Fri Mar 16, Marjorie Lukyn Charity Cup Final, 7.30pm,
Bridge Centre. Sun Mar 25, Portland
Pairs, 1pm, Bridge Centre. Sun Apr 1st,
Desmond Flockhart Trophy, 1pm, Bridge
Centre. Tues Apr 17, Seniors Pairs (inc.
buffet lunch), 11am, Bridge Centre.

Isle of Man
www.manxbridgeunion.org
SEVEN teams contested
the Isle of Man Bridge
Teams of Four Championship for 2011 organised
by the Manx Bridge
Union at the Douglas Bridge Club 1n
November. The event, which comprised
two keenly-contested eighteen board
sessions, was dominated by three of the
teams: Carter (Chris Carter, Cary Ellis,
Marjorie Murdock and Pam Townsend),
Smith (Gloria Smith, Annette Ellis, Angie
and Fred Kissack) and Tooley (Stephen
Tooley, Flora Simons, Pat Laski and
John Stewart).
At the end of the afternoon session
the Tooley team with +48 IMPs was a
comfortable 10 IMPs ahead of the
Smith team with the Carter team just 2
IMPs further back. But, refreshed by the
tea break, Team Carter mounted a
stirring come-back in the second session.
They scored +46 to give them a convincing Championship winning total
+82 IMPs. Team Smith retained their
2nd position with +19 in the evening
session, so that they finished with a
score of +57 IMPs. Team Tooley fell
from grace with a -4 score in the second
session, but their total of +44 IMPs was
sufficient for them to hold on to 3rd
place.
At the conclusion, the MBU Championship Team Tankards were presented
to the victorious team by Erika Slatcher
on behalf of the Manx Bridge Union.

and Bob Fordham. We are grateful to
Monica Aitken and her team for making
the Kent Congress a superb success.
Equally, we would like thank June Booty
Taplin and her team for running the
congress so smoothly.
Peter Crouch and Derek Patterson
(photo below) were in the team that won
the 2011 Premier League. Congratulations to Norman Selway who was in the
winning team for the prestigious 2011
Lederer Memorial Trophy.
The Kent team of Jeremy Willans
(captain), Ian Draper, Norman Selway,
Kay Preddy, Pat Collins, Peter Law, Steve
Auchterlonie and Malcolm Lewis has
qualified for the eight-team Tollemache
final.
2012 will be the 75th anniversary of
the KCBA. To ensure our history is
recorded, we would like to appoint an
archivist to research and record our
history. Please contact Chairman Geoff
Smith if you can help.
Diary dates: Sun Feb 5, 11am, TW,
County Teams of Eight Competitions
Qualifier (Corbett Cup - incorporating
the Corbett Plate and Mitchell Salver).
Sun Feb 26, 11am, TW, County Teams
of Eight Competitions Final. Larsky
Cup heats will be played at the following
clubs: TW, Feb 7, 7.30pm; Beckenham,
Feb 20, 7.30pm; Canterbury, Feb 24,
7.30pm. Sun Apr 1st, 11am, TW, George
Griffiths Senior Pairs. Sun Apr 22, 11am,
Larsky Cup Final, TW. Sun May 20, 1pm,
Canterbury University, Green-pointed
One Day Event.

Leicestershire
www.leicsbridge.org.uk
THE Leicestershire Pairs
League has completed
three rounds (of five).
The current leaders are
Dick and Lucy Pathan
(Div. 1), Bharat Thakrar – Jenny Grant
(Div. 2), Alison Nichols – Win Stocker
(Div. 3), and Graham and Dianne
Conway (Div. 4).
After three rounds, Dick and Lucy
Pathan lead the Stanley Trophy (Butler-

scored Pairs).
Recent Midlands League county results are: vs Staffs & Shrops, 1st team
won 15-5, 2nd team won 18-2, 3rd team
lost 2-18; vs Lincolnshire, 1st team won
14-6, 2nd team won 20-0, 3rd team won
20-0. The current league positions are:
1st team (Dawes League) 3rd place; 2nd
team (Porter Cup) 3rd place; 3rd team
(Markham Trophy) 9th place; and Leicestershire is 5th in the overall table.
Unfortunately Leicestershire did not
fare well in the Tollemache Qualifier,
finishing in 8th place out of 9.
Diary dates: Feb 8, Joseph’s Bowl/
Butterworth Trophy Quarter-finals,
Blaby. Feb 16, Leicestershire Pairs League
final round, Rothley. Feb 22, Stanley
Trophy Heat 5, Glenfield. Mar 6 and 7,
21st Gimson Trophy preliminary rounds
(see LCBA website for details). Mar 11,
Green Point Swiss Pairs, Rothley Centre.
Mar 12, Green Point Swiss Teams,
Rothley Centre. Mar 12, Stratified Sim
Pairs, Grantham and Melton. Mar 20,
Leicester Mercury (Learners) Pairs,
County Club. Apr 1st, Barkby Charity
Swiss Teams (Rothley). Apr 10, Yates No
Fear pairs, County Club. Apr 11, Stanley
Trophy Heat 6, Glenfield. Apr 18,
Gimson Trophy Semi-finals, Rothley
Centre. Apr 25, Olga Cup – Ladies’ Pairs
and Buckby Cup – Men’s Pairs, Rothley
Centre. Apr 29, Gimson Trophy Final,
Rothley Centre.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS
to Paul Wokes, Dave
Pettengell, Mike Grant
and John Brocklehurst
who won the Nottinghamshire Anniversary Teams of Four
invitation event recently, beating teams
from Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire,
Oxfordshire and Derbyshire.
The Lincoln Imp was played at
Dunholme: 1. Alan and Drene Brown,
Maurice Ladlow, Mo Parsons; 2. Glyn
Elwick, Mike Llewellyn, Megan Williams,
Margaret McLeod; 3. Phillip Harland,
Chris Phillips, Bill and Susan Keast.

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
AT the Kent Congress,
congratulations to Gavin
Mackay – Croz Croswell,
winners of the Swiss Pairs;
non-expert winners David
Ellerby – Mark Rixon
were 2nd overall. The Green-pointed
Swiss Teams was won by Steve Burton,
Mike Fletcher, Tony Clarke and Andrew
Thompson; non-expert winners were
Oliver Kinsey, David Jones, Gill Cordell

Photo: Simon Cochemé

Preston, Andy Hughes; 3. Karen Dewar,
Martin Smith, Adrian Fontes, Mike
Gwilliam.
Diary dates: Feb 5-9 IBM Sim Pairs
(in some clubs, see web). Feb 12, Valentine Mini-Swiss teams. Mar 18, Harrop
Swiss Mixed Teams. Apr 1st, Pottage
Semi-finals. April 22, Bayer No-Fear Pairs
(in some clubs, see web + IoW heat). Apr
29, Philip Graham Mini-Swiss teams. All
will be held at Romsey, starting at 2pm,
unless otherwise listed. Entries please to
Lillian Craigen, ( 02380 254 276 or
lillian.craigen@sky.com

The winners of the 2011 Premier League (from the left): Peter Crouch,
Tony Forrester, Alexander Allfrey, Derek Patterson (front),
Andrew Robson and David Gold (variously from Kent, Herefordshire,
Middlesex and London).
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The Random Seeded Teams was won
by (unseeded pair first) Phillip Harland,
Chris Phillips, Roy Hughes, Keith
Stewart; 2. Shirley Wimbles, Janice Hill,
John Gaunt, Debbie Burton; 3. Derek
Fearn, Lawrence Chapman, Ron Wall,
Brian Smith.
The Mixed and Married Pairs was
held at Dunholme: 1. Mike Llewellyn –
Megan Williams, 2. Alan Andrews –
Lolotte Tolbutt, 3. Josephine Pike –
Adrian Underwood. The highest-placed
married pair were Brenda and Ted
Goodacre (6th) who won the Hannam
Challenge Cup.
The Ghost Pairs was also played at
Dunholme: North/South: 1. Maurice
Ladlow – Mo Parsons, 2. Roy Hughes –
Keith Stewart; East/West: 1. Phillip
Harland – Debbie Thomas, 2. David
Stoddart – Sue York.
The Champion Pairs League has now
completed the sixth round, and the
overall current leaders are: 1. David
Pettengell – Paul Wokes, 2. Al Brown –
Stuart Knox, 3. Mike Perry – Nick Dyer.
Four rounds to go – all to play for!
Diary dates: Feb 12, Bainton Final.
Mar 4, Garden Cities Heat (pre-entry
required). Remember to check the
county website for more details or last
minute changes. A Happy New Year to
bridge players everywhere!

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
Andy Bowles, 2011 Gold
Cup winner (photo on next
page) and Andrew Robson
and David Gold, losing
finalists. Also to Andrew and David for
winning Division 1 of the Premier League,
and to David Ewart and Gunnar
Hallberg, winners, and Andy Bowles,
2nd, in Division 2; and to Espen Erichsen
for winning the Lederer Memorial Trophy.
Well done to all the following who did
well in the Autumn Congress: in the Two
Stars Final David Bakhshi, first, and
David Ould, 2nd; in the Satellite Pairs
David Gold, first, Rob Cliffe, 3rd, Ryan
Stephenson – Liz Clery 4th; in the
Eastbourne Bowl Ryan Stephenson, Liz
Clery, Andrew Clery, Ken Barnett, 3rd; in
the Sussex Cup Mike and Carrie Eden,
2nd and Martin Baker, 3rd.
Other results: Lederer Memorial
Trophy (photo on page 46): 1. Premier
League (Espen Erichsen, Norman Selway,
Michael Byrne, Mike Bell, Neil Rosen,
Martin Jones); 2. Spring Fours (Sandra
Penfold, Nevena Senior, Stefan Skorchev,
Rumen Trendafilov). Teltscher Cups: N/S:
Les and Irene Hough; E/W: Danny
Gesua – Sally Birnage (Roehampton)
Junior Teams of Four: 1. Alex Roberts,
Shivam Shah, Frederick Illingworth,
Christopher Huber; 2. Chris Derrick,
Will Roper, Arthur Wolstenholme,
Angus Tayler. Under-19 Pairs: 1. Michael
Alishaw – Sam Behrens, 2. Daniel
Arwas – Toby Nonnenmacher.
Diary dates: Feb 26, London Championship Pairs, 1pm, YCBC; contact
Nigel Freake ( 020 8801 2884 or at
gelonahke@waitrose.com. Mar 10-11,
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Green-pointed Swiss Weekend: Swiss
Pairs on Saturday at 1pm, Swiss Teams
on Sunday at 11.30am; contact Ian Payn
( 07713 322420 or at Ian.Payn@char
terchambers.com for details. Mar 25,
London Trophy Pairs, 2pm, RAC; contact Chris Duckworth ( 020 7385 3534
or at chris.duckworth@lineone.net.

Manchester
www.lighton.btinternet.co.uk/
MANCHESTER players
lost in the last stages of
two major events: the
Manchester Bridge Club’s
team of Bernard and Rhona Goldenfield,
Michael Byrne and Michael Newman
lost in the final of the NICKO to
Coventry. John Hassett’s team (Jeff
Morris, John Holland and Bill Hirst) lost
their Gold Cup quarter-final against the
formidable Allfrey team; Hassett was 1
IMP down at half time having won three
out of the first four sets.
Lederer Memorial Trophy: well done to
Michael Byrne – Mike Bell who were in
the winning team of six in the major
invitational tournament of the year.
Tollemache: Manchester won their
group to qualify for the final in February.
The team was Michael Byrne, Michael
Newman, Gary Hyett, Rodney Lighton,
John Hassett, Jeff Morris, Bill Hirst and
Bernard Goldenfield. Rhona Goldenfield
did an excellent job as non-playing
captain.
Ben Franks Trophy: Congratulations
to Eddie Thornton-Chan – Ben Beever,
winners of the Corwen qualifier. Second
were Michael Byrne – Michael Newman,
with John Hassett – Jeff Morris 3rd and
Raymond Semp – Ken Hassell 4th. All of
them qualify for the Corwen final.
Channel Trophy, Holland: The English
Girl’s team finished 2nd in their event.
Well done to the Manchester contingent
of Sinead Bird, Sarah O’Connor and
Lavinia Constantin.
Santa Claus Pairs: Manchester Bridge
Club’s popular Christmas event was won
for the second successive year by Bernard
and Rhona Goldenfield. Runners-up
were Rose Davenport – Ray Hill.
Diary dates: Sun Feb 26, Cantor Cup
(Newcomers), Manchester Bridge Club,
1pm. Sat Mar 10, Green Pointed Pairs, St
Peter’s Assembly Rooms (Altrincham
Bridge Club), 11am.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
THE County ‘A’ team
are to be congratulated
for an excellent performance in the final
round of the Northern
Counties League, easily winning on the
day and topping their division for the
season overall by a huge 15 VPs. They
will represent the Northern Counties in
the National Counties League finals in
July. Sadly they could not reproduce
that form in the Tollemache qualifier,
finishing 4th in their nine-team group.
Congratulations to John Hampson –
Julian Merrill who finished at the top of

a strong field in the A final of the twoday (106 boards over five sessions)Pairs
event at the EBU Seniors Congress held
in early November.
The County Open Pairs event for the
Waterworth Cup was won by Julian
Merrill – Paul Roberts; 2. Peter Hall –
Daniel Miller; 3. John and Pauline
Rudolf. These leading three M&CBA
pairs will be our representatives in the
Corwen Trophy. Full results are available
on our website.
Near misses: Dawn and John Herbert
were 2nd in the Swiss Pairs at the recent
Isle of Man Congress. Stuart Matthews
and Alan Stephenson were part of the
foursome who were runners-up at the
Llangollen Swiss Teams.
Well done to David Stevenson, Liz
Commins, John and Pauline Rudolf
who travelled to the Donegal Congress in
early November and were rewarded with
the Championship Teams title.
Diary dates: Feb 12, Merseyside &
Deeside Cup, MBC. Feb 19, Jean Keen
Trophy, MBC. Mar 11, Eric Howarth GP
Swiss Teams, Deva BC. Mar 18, National
Pairs Area Final. Apr 15, Charity Teams,
MBC. Apr 22, Preece Rosebowl Blundellsands BC (Note: this event requires preentry).

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
Neil Rosen – Martin Jones
for winning the prestigious Lederer Trophy;
Nevena Senior was in the
team that came 2nd.
Martin was also a member of the team that won
the NICKO. Also well done to Alexander
Allfrey who was a runner-up in the BGB
Gold Cup.
Congratulations to the Middlesex
Tollemache team (Nevena Senior, Heather
and Jeremy Dhondy, Nicola Smith, Neil
Rosen, Martin Jones, Tony Waterlow,
Ian Panto, Nick Sandqvist and Fredrik
Bjornlund) who finished top of their
group to qualify for the final. Good luck
to them in the final.
Heather Dhondy, Nevena Senior and
Nicola Smith were all part of the
English Ladies team that won a silver
medal at the World Mind Games invitational event.
In the Autumn Congress, Catherine
Seale won the Satellite Pairs Final.
In the county, Derek and Celia Oram
won the Middlesex Congress Swiss Pairs.
The Swiss Teams were won by Nigel
Wolfendale, Sandra Belcher, Steve Gore
and Geoff Fogg. Well done to Rosella
and Lester Emanuel, and Elsa and Ray
Martin who won the Middlesex Ranked
Masters Teams.
Diary dates: Feb 5, Ladies’ Pairs,
Pinner Bridge Club, 2pm. Mar 4, No
Fear Pairs, Pinner Bridge Club, 2pm.
Throughout February and March there
are numerous qualifying heats for the
National Pairs, the Middlesex Mixed
Pairs and the Middlesex Championship
Pairs. The county website has an extensive competitions calendar.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
THE last 2011 Eastern
Counties League match
was against Northamptonshire and ended in Norfolk being whitewashed.
Norfolk A lost 8-12 and
the B and C teams both went down
0-20. Must do better this year, guys.
Take inspiration from the Canaries.
The last of the 2011 Trophy events
went to the following: Dave Newstead,
Mike Walsh, Roger Amey, Mike Whiting
won the Houston Trophy; Nigel Block –
Mervyn Scutter won the Orb Pacquot
Trophy, and Mike and Barbara Harnden
won the Barclays Bank Trophy.
Diary dates: Feb 12, Committee Cup,
club teams of eight, Roundwood. Mar 4,
Barbara Dick-Cleland/Buxton Trophy,
Costessey Centre. Mar 11, North Walsham Swiss Teams, Bawburgh.
If you haven’t done so already, start
planning for the Norfolk Congress, at
the Duke’s Head, King’s Lynn, March 30
to April 1st – not an event to miss.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
PETER Mollart – John
Halliwell won the
Saturday Swiss Pairs at
the NEBA Congress
held in November, and
then playing with Ian
Rankin – Mike Stanbury they also won
the Swiss Teams on the Sunday. The
winners in the Congress Pairs events
held on the Friday were: Women’s Pairs:
Sue and Ann Caygill; Mixed Pairs:
Rosemary and Norman Gray; Men’s
Pairs: Niall Keaney – John Portwood.
The Cramlington Swiss Teams, also
held in November, was won by Frank
and Janet Springett, Brenda Osborne
and Mike Stanbury. The NEBA Team of
John Atthey, Val and Julian Gibson,
Damian Hassan, Martin Kane, Bill
March, Chris and Clive Owen, Steve Ray
and Dave Roberts continued their
splendid run of form by again qualifying for the Tollemache final.
Special mention should be made of
John Atthey’s achievement in being
promoted to the rank of Grand Master
at the age of 26.

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
IN the County match against Oxfordshire, the first and second teams lost 3-17
and 5-15, while the third team drew. In
the County match against Warwickshire,
the first team drew, but the second and
third teams lost 5-15 and 8-12 respectively.
The Anniversary Teams was won by
Dave Pettengell, Paul Wokes, Mike Grant
and John Brocklehurst for Lincolnshire,
with David and Joan Burgess, Carol
Fisher and Martin Mellor 2nd.
Diary dates: On Wednesdays the
Spring Event series continues through-
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out February, and is succeeded by the
Priday Cup in March.
On Sundays, the Journal Cup will be
held on Apr 1st; entry should be made
by Mar 29 to Graham Brindley ( 0115
9232186. Apr 29, Final of the Inter-club
Pairs; make sure your club arranges a
heat in good time.

League v Gloucestershire (away). Sun
Feb 12, County Pairs Semi-final 1,
Oxford BC. Sun Feb 26, County Pairs
Semi-final 2, Oxford BC. Sun Mar 25,
Midland League v Staffordshire, Oxford
BC. Sun Apr 1st, County Pairs Final,
Oxford BC.

Somerset
Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
TO avoid disappointment,
all interested players are
advised to enter the
Oxfordshire Congress ASAP
(it was heavily oversubscribed last year). For dates,
full details of entries and venue please
see advert on page 14.
On the national stage, Mike Webley –
Hugh Thomson won the Swiss Pairs at
the Autumn Congress in Bournemouth
and Geoff Nicholas – Debbie Roberts
reached 3rd place in the Swiss Pairs at
the Malvern Congress.
At county level, the Men’s and Ladies’
Pairs events were both held on the same
day at Oxford Bridge Club. Winners of
the Men’s were Ron Quainton – Peter
Russell, with Eleanor Rice – Pauline
Serby winning the Ladies’.
Once again the ever-popular Swiss
Pairs attracted a full house, with several
pairs left on the waiting list! Congratulations to the winners, Alan Wilson –
Nick Smith.
Winners of the monthly Seniors’ Pairs
in November, were Geoff Nicholas –
Krishan Jalie, with Gordon Carroll –
Betty Yearling winning in December.
Please note that younger players are
now invited to participate. Pairs, where
each player is aged 55 plus, are eligible
to win the Sadler Salver. These events
are held on 2nd Monday of each month
at Roke.
In the annual Lords v Commons match
which the Lords won (see page 43), OBA
President Evan Harris and partner returned the best card for the Commons.
Diary dates: Sun Feb 5, Midland

www.somersetbridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
Eric Cummings, Gordon
McBride, Alan and Jette
Bailey for winning the National Seniors Swiss Teams at
Daventry.
The winners of the County Men’s
Pairs and Ladies’ Pairs were respectively
Steve Tomlinson – Ralph Smith, Anona
Taylor – Valerie Dunn.
The County Swiss Teams was won by
Bob Warrender, Jackie Waters, Sheila
Coda and Steve Tomlinson.
Diary dates: Mar 2, County League,
Woolavington. Mar 4, Yeovil Swiss Teams,
West Camel. Mar 17, Mixed Pairs,
Street. Mar 24, Championship Pairs and
Plate, Staplegrove. Mar 30, County
League, Woolavington.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
DAN Crofts has been the
man in form recently. He
finished 2nd, partnering
Sandra Fenton, in the
Autumn Congress Teams
and then continued the following weekend to finish 2nd in the Senior Congress
Pairs.
Stafford Bridge Club was delighted
with the support for the Simultaneous
Pairs in support of Children in Need
where they raised £196.
Diary dates: Time to consider your
entries to the Shropshire Congress, held
at Shrewsbury School; the Pairs are on
Saturday, Apr 21 and the teams are on
Sunday Apr 22; both events are Green
Pointed. Wed May 9, Ladies’ and Men’s

Pairs, Stafford BC. Wed June 13, Mixed
and Flitch Pairs. For information and
entries contact Judy Mitchell by email at
mitchellmj@btinternet.com or phone
( 01743235374.

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
FOR only the second time,
Suffolk qualified for the
Tollemache Cup final; we
finished 2nd in our group
behind Manchester.
It was good to see 58 players, all relatively new to duplicate bridge, competing in the Novice Pairs. Results: Beginners:
1. Doris Allen – David Green, 2. Virginia
Wright – Anthea Holden; Improvers:
1. Diane Whitley – Sheila Whittaker,
2. John Bloomfield – Gillie Hamilton;
Advanced: 1. Joan and Keith Jaggard,
2. Simon Riley – David Walker.
The last match in the 1st Division of
the Summer League was a decider
between Colchester and Ipswich & Kesgrave with the latter needing to win.
This they did, overturning a first-half
deficit to take the title. Felixstowe won
the 2nd Division, narrowly ahead of
Stowmarket.
Colchester’s set-back in the Summer
League was avenged in the Abbeygate
Shield which they won, for the third
successive year, with more than a match
to spare over Ipswich & Kesgrave in 2nd
place and Ipswich Hospitals in 3rd.
Thirteen teams entered the preliminary rounds of the Suffolk Championship, and those captained by Newman,
Moore, Orton and Shearman qualified
to play in the semi-finals. The Plate was
won by the Butler team.
Suffolk Simultaneous Pairs: 1. Jane
Moore – Elizabeth Tora, 2. Michael
O’Reilly – Mick Spencer, 3. Tony Aldous
– Allyn Bignell. In the ECL, Suffolk A’s
winning run came to and end with a 9-11
IMP loss to Essex; the B and C teams
also lost, by 5-15 and 0-20 respectively.
Diary dates: Sun Feb 12, Bury Congress, 2pm, Bury St. Edmunds. Sun Feb
19, Jyl Marsh Individual, 2pm, Colchester DBC. Sun Mar 11, Club Teams
of Four, 2pm, Ipswich & District Indoor
Bowls Club.

Photo: Shireen Mohandes

Surrey

2011 Gold Cup winners: (from the left) Andy Bowles (London), John Howard
Berks & Bucks), and Surrey’s quartet of Frances Hinden, Peter Lee,
Jeffrey Allerton and Graham Osborne.
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www.surreycountybridge.org.uk
FOUR Surrey members were in the
team of six that won the Gold Cup at
Peebles in December: Peter Lee, Frances
Hinden, Jeffrey Allerton and Graham
Osborne (see photo) won the final by 26
IMPs. Many congratulations to them.
The County committee will recognise
this great achievement by celebrating
with the team at a cocktail party to be
held during the County Pairs at Wimbledon in February. Please note the
change of venue for this event.
In addition Frances, Graham and
Jeffrey have been selected to play for the
England Open team in the Camrose
match in March.
They were also part of the Tollemache
team that qualified for the finals to be

held in February. The other team members were Cameron Small, Bob Rowlands, Ian Swanson, Ken Ford, Martin
Garvey and Mike Scoltock.
In county events, Steve Irwin – Tony
Cherrett won the Men’s Pairs, and
continuing her amazing start to the
season Peggy Griffin won the Ladies’
Pairs with Peggy Moir – her third trophy
out of four events played! Bob
McRobert – Liz Phillips won the Senior
Pairs.
This year’s Surrey Schools Bridge
Event will take place on Friday, March 9
at 3.45pm at Cranmore School in West
Horsley. Further details from Bomi Kavarana (CYO) at b.kavarana@gmail.com
or ( 01737 812767.
Diary dates: Sun Feb 12, 30K Pairs &
Newcomers Pairs, Old Woking. Sun Feb
19, County Pairs Cup, Wimbledon. Sun
Feb 26, 30K Teams, Old Woking. All
events begin at 1pm.
To book, please contact Frances
Trebble on ( 01252 679883 or email
competitionsecretary@surreycountybridge.
org.uk

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
FIRST, an apology: in the
December issue we congratulated our ‘C’ team in the
Metropolitan Cup but omitted to say that Peter Buttery
and Shirley Saunter were
part of the team, so well
done to them too.
Congratulations to Chris Jepson –
Liz Hoskins for winning the Ladies’
Pairs this year; 2nd were Ann Goss –
Amanda Bolton.
Basic Bridge at East Grinstead: the
winners were Kenneth Oliver – David
Burman; 2nd Betty Lecky-Thompson –
Hazel Ogden. Paul Londesborough –
Brian Tempest were first in the Bognor
Basic Bridge competition, with John
Williams – Sheridan Stevens 2nd.
The Chairman’s Cup, which is an invitation only event for those who have
won major Sussex competitions in the
previous year, was won this year by
Duncan Curtis – Andy Morris. A tight
finish in the Invitation Pairs this year as
Liz Hoskins – Peter Clinch won by 1 VP;
2nd were John Frostega – Andrew
Southwell.
Diary dates: Feb 26, Individual Final.
Mar 4, Mixed Pairs final. Apr 1st, Sussex
Pairs final. Apr 13-15, Spring Congress,
Uckfield. Apr 22, Club Teams of Eight.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
WARWICKSHIRE CBA
Chairman, Darren Evetts,
would like to hear from
any members who would
be prepared to support
the County with the administration of its varied programme of
activities. The success of the County is
due, in no small measure, to the
dedicated support of its members. To
ensure the continued success it is essential to plan for the future by encouragFebruary 2012 English Bridge
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ing more members to support the
County’s administration. If any members
are prepared to give of their time and
skills in order to maintain and develop
the diverse programme of activities within the County please contact Chairman@
WarwickshireBridge.co.uk or ring Darren
on ( 07977481399.
All members are welcome to attend
the Executive Committee meetings held
at WMBC throughout the year (dates
on the website).
Congratulations to Cov. & Nth. Warks
A on winning the NICKO for the fifth
time, beating Manchester C (Michael
Byrne’s team ) by 51 IMPs. The quartet
of David Jones, Garry Watson, Steve
Green and Martin Jones (photo below)
have featured in all five victories and
won each time they reached the final.
A new Inter-Class Competition for
newcomers is to be held on March 25.
The event will be Swiss Pairs at Stratford
Bridge Club starting at 2pm. Any queries
to Myra Scott ( 0121 240 3325 or email
newcomers@warwickshirebridge.co.uk
The Coventry Congress (March 1618) is introducing a special event for
newcomers on Saturday 17 at 1.30pm.
The Peeping Tom Fledgling Pairs will
comprise 4 x 6 board matches; players
must have less than three years duplicate experience. Details and congress
brochure from Joyce Powell ( 02476
451410 or email joyce.powell@live.co.uk
Diary dates: Feb 7, Nat Pairs Heat,
7.15pm, W. Mids. Feb 9, Seniors Pairs,
1.30 pm, W. Mids. Feb 26, Garden Cities
(entry via clubs only), 1pm, Cov. Mar
16-18, Coventry Congress. Mar 29,
Ladies’/Men’s Pairs, 7.15pm, Mos.

Westmorland

Photo: EBU

www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland
WESTMORLAND has
completed a very satisfactory season in the
Northern Bridge League:
the C team finished 4th out
of seven being only one VP
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behind the joint second teams. In the A
and B divisions we fielded a joint team
with Cumbria, which was given the name
‘Cumberland’. The B team finished in 3rd
place (also out of seven), headed only by
Manchester and Yorkshire. It has been
agreed that next year Westmorland will
be returning to the previous arrangement
of fielding a team in the B and C divisions
only.
It was a ‘Cumberland team’ of Tim
Matthews, Ian Reeves, John Farmer and
Babs Matthews who came first equal at
the Malvern Congress, well done!
Westmorland pair Philip and Sally
Wraight enjoyed success in the Swiss Pairs
event at the Bridge Overseas Congress in
Kos; they finished 6th out of fifty-eight.
The Westmorland Pivot Teams event
was held in November. Tim Matthews,
County Director, organised a very enjoyable and successful day with the winners
of the David Bramhall Trophy being Mike
and Sally-Anne Rothwell, Michael Cox
and Malcolm Hartley.
Sincere thanks to all who turned out
for the county and supported county
events this year. They have helped contribute to a successful year in Westmorland’ s bridge calendar.

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk
THE County League has
reached the half-way
stage with only one
team maintaining a 100% record –
Hodgson, in Div. 3 – so there have been
close tussles in each division. Leading
the Premier Division are Williamson,
from Dunlop. Div. 2 is headed by Starr,
from Cooper, and Div. 3 by Hodgson,
from Wright.
The results of competitions held
recently are: Non-expert Pairs: 1. Paul
Winstone – Roger Harris, 2. Chris Hogan
– Joyce Etheridge. County Championship
Pairs Qualifier: 1. Dave Latchem – Phil
Howard, 2. Susie Gall – Trevor Purches.
The Swindon Club romped away

with the Garden Cities Qualifier, Sarum
heading the chasing clubs. This event
had a record turn-out with a cap on the
number of teams entered having unfortunately to be imposed.
All the Wiltshire events have been
well attended this season, and we look
forward to similar in 2012.

Worcestershire
www.worcestershirebridge.co.uk
THE final months of the
year are a busy time for
Worcestershire’s players.
The Healey Cup Interclub Teams was won by
Wyeside Bridge Club: well done to Steve
Booth, Chris Thomas, John Griffiths
and George Barrett.
The Malvern Congress held at Bransford again proved extremely successful
and was enjoyed by all. The Swiss Pairs
was won by Gordon Clarke – Ros Concannon, with Ben Green – John
Holland being runners-up. The highest
placed non-expert pair were the
McClelland brothers, Derrick from
Worcester Bridge Club and Keir from
Hampshire, who finished 4th overall.
Steve Webb, Tim Barsby, Sue Ingham,
Gwynn Davis were successful in the
Swiss Teams.
In the county mixed events, the Bill
Dalman Mixed Teams Trophy was won
by Sue Lane, Marian Wilcox, Sue Evans
and Dennis Loynes. The County Mixed
Pairs was won by Ken Carpenter –
Marian Wilcox on a split tie from Nick
and Steph Forward.
The Grand Prix Teams continues to
entertain with last year’s winners,
Worcester Grant, only one point behind
Unquote after three heats. The next heat
is on February 13, and is sure to be
closely contested.
Diary dates: The Club Championship Pairs will be held on Sun Feb 19
and the County Championship Pairs
Qualifier takes place on Mon Feb 27,
with the Final being on Sun Mar 11.

Coventry and North Warwick ‘A’ are the winners of the 2012 NICKO.
From the left: David Jones, Steve Green, Garry Watson and Martin Jones.
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Both these events are played at a high
standard and all County players are
encouraged to enter.

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
A NEW and more userfriendly website has been
launched – for news and
information visit www.
ycba.co.uk
Yorkshire teams had mixed results in
this summer’s inter-county Northern
League. The B team won their division,
the A team were 3rd in theirs, while in
the C division Yorkshire N/W were 2nd
equal and Yorkshire S/E were 5th.
In the qualifying round of the
national inter-county Tollemache competition, Yorkshire won their group and
qualified for the final to be played later
this month. The team was Sandy Davies
(NPC), Sarah Teshome, Richard Winter,
Dave Robinson, Phil Godfrey, Bill Townsend, Tony McNiff, Adam Dickinson,
Dominic Pinto, James Thrower and
Robert Myers.
In the EBU Seniors Congress, Graham
Jepson – Clive Owen were 3rd in the
Pairs. Tony McNiff, Bill Townsend, Dave
Robinson and Ron McEwan were 3rd in
the Swiss Teams.
The results of recent county events
and club congresses were as follows:
Ryedale Pairs: 1. Antony Edwards – Neil
Zussman, 2. Tricia Pearce – Sue Boag,
3. Terry Jacobs – David Duckworth.
Mixed Pivot Teams: 1. Sue Logan, Bill
Townsend, Tony McNiff, Nick Woolven;
2. Stuart Davies, Steve Blackburn, George
Bak, Gill Copeland; 3. Judith Biles, Geoff
Kenyon, Sue Pell, Stephen Pollard.
Diary dates: Feb 5, Doncaster Swiss
Pairs. Feb 9, Margery Cartwright Sim
Pairs, clubs. Feb 12, Yorkshire Cup
Final, Leeds. Feb 26, Yorkshire League
(match 6). Mar 11, Yorkshire League
(match 7). Mar 14, Peter Littlewood
Seniors Pairs, Tickton Grange Hotel.
Apr 1st, West Yorkshire Swiss Teams,
Bradford. From Friday 6 to Sunday 8
April 2012 the YCBA will, for the first
time, be hosting the EBU’s Easter
Spring Festival at the Park Inn Hotel,
York (details on page 22).
r

FEBRUARY 20th is
the closing date
for the
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for the next
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We regret that space constraints prevent us from printing other promotions. Sorry if your name is not in the magazine;
new promotions are published every month on, and can be downloaded from, the EBU website at www.ebu.co.uk
Landmark promotions are published in the April, August and December issues of English Bridge.
Avon
Robert Abrahams
Helen Ballard
Michael Clew
Mr Stephen Draper
Sandra Fraser
Janice Hemms
Mrs Linda Hill
Mr P Hilton
Mr Brian Nichols
Mr David Quine
Mrs Barbara Watson

Bedfordshire
Mr George Dobson
Mr Brian Leach
Mr John Leashon
Mrs Edith Mickleburgh
Mr P Ross

Berks. & Bucks.
Mrs Valerie Adams
Ms Kath Adamson
George Arkless
Mr P Birt
Mrs D Brabham
Mr J Coleman
Mrs R Collier
Janet Dodsworth
Ms Barbara Ferris
Mr Bill Fraser
Mrs Lynn Fraser
Mr P Fraser
Mrs Connie Frazer
Mrs I Gough
Mr Steve Hames
Felicity Hyslop
Mrs Ann Kelly
Mr Terence Kelly
Lynn Lawson
Heidi Lewin
Angela Loewi
Liz McCarthy
Myrtle McMoneagle
Stewart McMoneagle
Mrs Gilly Melck
Joan Pocock
Mr John Prentice
Ginny Robinson
Mrs Sue Schofield
Mr Garth Thompson

Cambs & Hunts
Michael Austen-Davies
Mrs Renee Dighton
Mrs Iris Edis
Mr Stephen Hale
Mr Ray Waddington

Channel Islands
Mrs Eileen Engleman
Mr Mike Engleman

www.ebu.co.uk

Lara Forsyth
Bernard Le Tourneur
Mrs Jean Le Tourneur
Ros Mckernan
Mrs I O’Sullivan
Mrs Maureen Smith
Eileen Taylor

Cornwall
Mr John Bate
Mrs Hazel Brown
Mrs Margaret Connolly
Mrs Olive Foss
Mr Peter Foss
Carol Hand
Lawrence Harrison
Ms Jill Lavery
Mrs Enid Lynch
Alan Merchant-White
Mrs Ann Moyle
Mr Simon Thomas
Mrs PJ Twose
Mr G Wilson

Cumbria
Mrs Wendy Adams
Mrs Audrey Crossland
Mrs Anne Ferguson
Mrs D Finn
Mrs Rosie Ford
Mrs V Garvey
Mrs Lynn Green
Mr Chris Greening
Mrs Valerie Greenwood
Sally Loftus
Mrs M Morgan
Mrs Dorothy Nanson
Mrs Julie Pickthall
Mr David Warmsley
Elaine Wilcox

Derbyshire
Mr G Buckle
Mrs J Clegg
Mr M Dinneen
Mr S Dobbie
Mrs S Douglas
Mrs R Eaton
Mrs C Goodwin
Mrs J Liddy
Mr G Millington
Mrs S Millington
Mrs R Mitchell
T Pulfrey
Mr B Stanwell
Mr A Whittingham

Devon
Mr Fernley Beer
Mrs W Bell
Dr John Coke
Mr Sidney Cole

Ronald Davey
Mr Jim Grafham
Mr P Griffiths
Mrs Pat Hawkins
Mrs Hilary Herd
Miss Dorothy Jefferson
Mrs J Jolliff
Mrs Jeannette Knight
Beryl Medland
Mrs M Noon
Mrs Coby Parker
Mr Gordon Parker
Mr Gordon Scales
Mrs Diana Townson
Mr Ian Upton
Mrs Linda Williams

Direct
Mrs M Palmer

Dorset
Lee Arnold-Jones
Jenny Beale
Mrs Maureen Dennett
Mr Tony Fryer
Mrs Margaret Garman
Mrs Pam Hitchcock
Mr Andrew Holt
Mr David Hughes
Mr Derek Orchard
Mrs Kay Salway
Mrs Mary Stone
Michael Yeo

Essex
Mr Steve Barrett
Dr J Bradshaw
Mr Brian Davis
Pat Draper
Patricia Field
Mrs T Genthe
Mrs Margaret Green
Mr P Hawkes
Mr Frank Hines
Mrs Vera Hines
Peter Hunter
Mrs Maureen Jacobs
Mrs Maureen Kemp
Mr George Large
Mr Chesney Lewis
Audrey Mather
Mr G Meldrum
Cynthia Nutting
Vera Pearson
Mr M Perriman
Mrs J Radley
Mr J Radley
Geoff Rae
Audrey Roberts
Mrs Estelle Robins
Nicky Sabourin
Mr George Savill

Mrs D Spiers
Mrs Ynonne West
Mrs Sue Winckle

Gloucestershire
Angelos Agathangelou
Mr Richard Booth
Mrs Mary Chapman
Mrs Theresa Cooper
Mrs Marianne Hicken
Mrs Louise Keeling
Mrs Francoise Raison
Mrs Jillian Smith

Hants & I.o.W.
Mrs Helen Allen
Mrs Judy Ames
Mrs Rosmarie Boag
Mr John Chandler
Maureen Clark
Mrs Veronica Cornes
David Day
Mrs Elizabeth Johnson
Mary Killick
Mrs Brenda Loydell
Mr Jim Loydell
Mrs Peggy Mousley
Mr E Murgatroyd
Betty Oldfield
Geoff Oldfield
Mr Richard Poulton
Mrs Valerie Raymond
Mr Norman Weston
Mrs Margaret Wilkins
Mr John Wilson

Herefordshire
Mrs Anne Carver
Mr J W Forryan
Mrs J Malim
Mrs Jean Malley
Mr Jim Wales

Hertfordshire
Lynne Adler
Mrs Dianne Alford
David Avery
John Badcoe
Janice Bantock
Pat Barker
Bob Booth
Mr George Buchanan
Mr CG Corns
Mrs Sam Cuthbert
Pat Fallan
Mrs L Fitch
Mr M Fitch
Trudi Hunt
Mr Alan James
Mrs Km Judd
Mrs D Lowenson
Pat Madden

Ms Airlie Middleton
Howard Norfolk
Mr Christopher Rodgers
Marve Saini
Elizabeth Sherman
Joan Thompson

Kent
Mr P Baker
Mr Trevor Bamfield
Ashley Barnes
Jennifer Canty
Mrs Denyse Clark
Robert Corbett
Michael Day
Mr Robert Doucy
Mr Jim Francis
Mrs Mary Francis
Mrs Theresa Gordon
Mr Mark Grimoldby
Mrs Janet Harris
Mr Richard Kendrick
Mrs Dianne Last
Mr Roger Last
Jay Rastall
Mary Richards
Mrs C Say
Mrs P Welsh
Tricia Westlake

Lancashire
Mrs M Allen
Pauline Anforth
Dorothy Benbow
Mrs Barbara Bowyer
Anne Cahill
Vin Cahill
Mr Keith Charnock
Margaret Chatterton
Robert Cruse
Estelle Cunliffe
Sheila Davenport
Maureen Dawson
Joan George
Terry George
Adam Hall
Mr Keith Hall
Kenneth J Hardman
Mr John Haslam
Sally Diane Hayward
Mrs CA Hopwood
Nigel Hopwood
Marion Jones
Carol Keating
Mrs Irene Khodna
Phyllis Kirkpatrick
Mr T Lucas
Mr IJ Mckerman
Mr Gerard Melling
Nicola Montgomery
Mrs Frances Niepel

Mrs J Oldham
Patricia Ormerod
Mr Don Pitchers
Mr Tom Pratt
Mr Graham Robinson
Sylvia Thomas
Mrs Dorothy Thompson
Mrs Pauline Tynas
Mrs Cathryn Walsh

Leicestershire
Mr T Clark
Sue Osborne
Mr John Price
Sylvia Roberts
Mrs Roxane Simpson

Lincolnshire
Mrs Olive Cousins
Mr Allen Dobney
Mrs Gloria Elwick
Mrs J Hunter
Mr Ian Hutchison
Mrs Rita Knaggs
Lindy MastenbroekAndrew
Mrs Barbara Pearce
Mrs Jenny Rickett
Mrs Julia Sweeting
Mrs Val Threadgould

London
Miss Maggie Christmas
Denis Cross
Mrs Emma Cross
Alastair Elliott
Mr Ian Gray
Adrian Lim
Mr Iain Macleay
Mrs Sylvia Mcgeachie
Peter O’Donnell
Mr M Rajabali
Mrs JM Salt
Mr RW Smith
Mrs Judy Tomline
Mrs Gay Walker
Tom Wills-Sandford

Manchester
Mr John Braithwaite
Mrs Ruth Braithwaite
Joyce Burtonshaw
Mr Michael J Cheslett
Mrs Joan Clegg
Mrs Annie Curtis
Kate Durham
Mr Gerard Gibson
Sophie Harper
Mr John Haslam
Mrs Peggy Haslam
Mrs Sue Jones
Mr Graham Keay
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Mr John Kelsall
Mr Barry Kettle
Mr Tomi Komoly
Mrs Anne Lees
Mrs Jinty Mackinnon
Alice Massey
Len Sharpe
Mrs Hazel Tunnicliffe
John Varley
Ms Hilary White
Mrs Patricia Young

Merseyside/
Cheshire
Hilary Burgess
Carol Cochrane
Mrs Helen Dalling
Mrs Elizabeth Dobson
Mrs Pauline Frazer
Mrs Shirley Griffiths
Mrs Jennifer Legge
Mr Fred Pons
Mr AD Rigby
Mrs Shelagh Rigby
Ann Shaw
Mrs B Tyreman
Mrs Beryl Williams

Middlesex
Mrs J Clifton
Mr Jeff Hartstone
Mrs Tracy Hartstone
Roger Hill
Sarah Hume
Ketan Mehta
Nilesh Mehta
Mrs Shobhna Mehta
Mrs Diane Myers
Mr Stephen Myers
Mr D Nathwani
Lindsay Peden
Mr C Shah
Mrs Sunita Shah
Mrs Usha M Shah
Ruth Zandberg

Norfolk
Peter Blanchard
Jo Bracey
John Cass
Mrs Gill Clarkson
Mrs Peggy Duckworth
Diana Eke
Ray Finch
Mr John Fludgate
Mrs Anne Fowler
Mr Bob Gee
Mrs Margaret Macrae
Mr Brian Mckennon
Mr Peter Mcluckie
Alan Nichols
Mr Michael Quarmby
Mr Michael Rondot
Mr Bill Ryall
Wendy Smith
Denise Thick
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Mrs Louise Vaughan
Mr Alan Wilson

North East
Mr J Conder
Mr Ian Dobbs
Mrs Doreen Forster
Dr JB Foster
Mr Derek Johns
Mrs Margaret King
Dr J Lindley
Martin Mays
Mrs Sheila Pullin
Mrs S Turner
Mrs Jan Walker
Mrs M Watson

Northants
Mr Bob Balaam
Mr Brian Barber
Mr Brian Canwell
Mr Aubrey Carter
Mr John Crampin
Mrs Margaret Cubitt
Mr Harvey Edwards
Mrs Paula Goakes
Mr Stan Goakes
Mr Tony Goodwin
Mr Bill Harris
Mrs Jan Jackson
Ann Lidgey
Mr A Maddock
Mrs S Palmer
Mr Barry Steer
Ellen Tilsley
Mrs Janet Watson
Mrs Jill Westcombe
Mrs Heather Wigoder
Mr Mavin Wilkinson
Sandy Williamson-Noble

Notts
Mrs PA Bartley
Paul Black
Mrs Audrey Blelock
Carmel Hill
Denis Hill
Greta M Lacey
David Nattrass
Heather Scott
Sue Smee
Mrs Eithne Thompson
Mr Alan Whiteley

Oxfordshire
Mr Peter Burdon
Mrs Philippa Lawrence
Dr J Martin
Mr R Mitchell
Ewen Moir
I Ridge
Alison Spratley
Mr A Taylor

Somerset
Jackie Banks
Stephen Banks
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Phillipa Bolton-Smith
Renee Davies
Mrs G M Foster
Gwen Freeman
Rex Gascoyne
Mr Arthur Jones
Joan Killip
Caroline Nicholas
Mrs D Price
Mr Paul Rees

Staffs & Shrops
Terry Alexander
Mrs Sylvia Chandler
Mr Peter Cope
Mr John Couzens
Mrs Anne Durber
Mrs Margaret Edwards
Mr Norman Gorton
Mrs Gill Hodgkinson
Meg Lock
Mrs Jean Mangan
Mr Bryan Ratcliff
Mrs Joan Roberts
Mrs Gillian Rowley
Mrs Eileen Wolverton

Suffolk
Mr R Dewey
Mrs Joan Goodman
Mrs Heather Haines
Mr Terry Howard
Mrs Sue Mercer
Mr Michael Moore
Mrs Anne Newman
Maurice Petch
Mr David Pilgrim
Mary Powrie
Mrs Caroline Saxer
Mr Raymond Saxer
Mrs Joyce Stansfield
Mrs Rita Humphreys
Mr David Tott

Surrey
Mrs Mary Abbott
Athar Akram
Mrs M Atkinson
Mrs Noelle Barker
Mrs Veronica Barkey
Lizzie Bennett
Graham Blackburn
Mr John Brooks
Ian Buddell
Mr Lee Byram
Rosemary Callan
Mrs Raymonde Collins
Mr Jon Crisp
Mrs E Dixon
Mr Clive Double
Mr Alastair Elder
Mary Jean Evers
Mr David Ezekiel
Jinni Featherstone-Witty
Mr Andrew Franklin
Mrs Gill Franklin

Mrs Janice Gill
Kath Green
Mr Geoff Hall
Mrs Muriel Hodder
Mrs Ezgkien Irekli
Mrs Sue Johnson
Gwilym Jones
Mr Ian Jones
Peter Larrington
Olive Law
Mrs Alison Leahy
Jalil Minakaran
Mrs Clare Niven
Mrs Annette Preston
Mr Peter Quinn
Ann Rix
Mrs Karima RoshezRajasingam
Mrs Kathryn Ross
Margaret Ryder
Hazel Seymour
Mrs Betty Sopher
Diana Standring
Vivien Stewart
Mr Jim Sweetnam
Mrs Marion Thain
Kathleen Turnbull
Mrs Walker Caroline
Mrs Cheryl Wheatley
Mrs Ulla Wilimowski

Sussex
Sue Allen
Mr Peter Andrews
Pat Barrett
John Bowd
Margaret Bray
Elizabeth Calnan
Mr D Cooper
Sheila Cripps
Mr Mike Crump
Anne Dexter
Mrs Janet Dineen
Mr Steve Duddy
Mrs Jeanette Evans
Patricia Evans
Mrs Anji Fellows
Mrs Jane Fenn-Smith
Mr Norman Franks
Mrs Betsy Gash
Mr Adrian Gossage
Colette Gray
Mr Peter Harrow
Ms Beverley Hughes
Mrs Betty Hunter
Mr David Hunter
Mr Christopher Jones
Mr Allan Love
Mahmood Mahmood
Mr John Malkin
Mrs Brenda Mann
Mrs Su Marriage
Najwa Martin-Jenkins
Mr John McClelland
Mr John Mcevoy

Brian Melhuish
Mrs Pat Meyer
Mrs Gillian Murgatroyd
Alison Pollitt
Mrs Judy Roberts
Mrs Pauline Stephenson
Mr Stuart Thornton
Mrs Susan Walsh
Mr Graham Watson
Mrs Lesley West
Mr Mervyn Whalley
Mrs Christa Wilson
Mandy Wood

Warwickshire
Mrs Sadie Allen
Stuart Allen
Mr John Bishop
Christine Boardman
Mrs Eleanor Bolton
Mrs Jill Britton
Jackie Cartwright
Frances Dennis
Mrs Doreen Durham
Peter Greenfield
Jane Harris
Mr Thomas Houghton
Mrs Brenda Humby
Mrs Janis Ireland
Mr Ali Khogali
Mr Ken Larden
Mrs K Long
Mrs Marina McPhillips
Dr CM McCrann
Alan Page
Mrs Shirley Priestner
Mrs Jacqueline Richards
Val Richards
Mrs Gillian Rooke
Sheena Smith
Mrs Jane Thoms
Mr John Westrope
Mr Edward White
Mrs Ishar White
Mrs Carol Wilkinson
Mr D Wright
Mrs D Wright

Westmorland
Barbara Meldrum

Wiltshire
Mrs Jennifer Baxter
Mrs Thelma Chapman
Betty Cope
Mr Kim Dolman
Mrs K Hayes
Mrs Helen Humphreys
Mrs J Jory
Mr Nigel Lewis
Mr R Mohr
Mrs J Oura
Mr David Weston

Worcestershire
Mr David Astley
Mr Robin Barker

Mrs Jenny Barrett
Mr Mike Barrett
Mr M Dunn
Mrs Dorothy Hemming
Mr John Meyrick
Duncan Mitchell
Gill Mitchell
Mr David Pugh
Mr Alan Ward

Yorkshire
Ms E Allcock
Mrs Margery Barlow
Mrs M Barwick
Mrs P Beckton
Mrs Liz Bousfield
Mr T Broadbent
Gillian Bromley
Audrey Cave
Mr Stephen Cosgrove
Mrs Enid Covell
Mrs Marianne Deamer
Dr JMM Dey
Mrs June Gallant
Sue Garwood
Mrs Anne Gibbons
Mrs Molly Gilham
Mr Mike Gould
Mrs Clarice Grimshaw
Gillian Hampshire
Diane Hanley
Mrs Lilian Hartingdon
Jean Hartley
Mrs L Ingram
Ms Jane Kirk
Mr Les Lammas
Tony Lane
Mrs Pauline Lapsley
Mrs MS Lawson
Mrs Maureen Leafe
Judith Lowe
Mr WJO Matthews
Ms Gillian Molloy
Mrs M Moorhouse
Mr Huw Mort
Mrs Barbara Noble
Mrs B Pegington
Mrs J Roberts
Mrs Linda Ryder
Mr Stuart Sadler
Mr Roland Sansom
Mrs Margaret Sewell
Mrs Alison Tomkys
Barbara Twigg
Mr Colin Wales
John Walker
Mrs Mary Walker
Mrs V Walmsley
Mrs M Walsh
Mrs M Wiggins
Val Williamson
Mr Geoffrey Winter
Mr Steve Wood
Ms L Woodhouse
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History

by Richard Fleet

World Bridge Olympic 1936
NICK Welch’s query about the trophy
(photo below) for the National Winners of
the 1936 World Bridge Olympic was
printed in the October edition of English
Bridge. Between us, Wolf Klewe and I
were able to provide Mr Welch with some
information, and Elena thought that this
would make a good subject for an article.

1936 was the Welsh combination of Captain
WH ‘Tommy’ Ricardo and Simon Rivlin.
In the early 1970s, I encountered Rivlin at
the Central Club in Manchester – even
in old age he remained a formidable
competitor.
The deals from the contest were analysed
by Culbertson and reported in his Bridge
World magazine. On the deal below, NorthSouth had to bid and make 4´ in order to
earn their par:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

From 1932 to 1941, there was an annual
tournament organised by the USA for
players the world over; inevitably, Ely
Culbertson was its founding father. This
was the World Bridge Olympic and took
the form of a par contest. There were
overall winners in the North-South and
East-West directions and, in addition, each
country which took part was provided
with trophies for its national winners:
since 73 countries were represented in
1936, this added up to a lot of trophies.
Par Contests were very popular at one
time though they are rarely held nowadays:
the last one of any note was the 1998 World
Championship, won by expatriate Scot
Michael Rosenberg. To succeed in a par
contest, you have to make the correct play:
the test of a good par hand is that the
players admit to them selves that they
should have got it right.
The names will mean little to most
players nowadays, but one of the worldwide joint North-South winning pairs in
www.ebu.co.uk

Q
KQJ73
KJ9642
10
´
™
t
®

752
62
A83
AK742
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

chance is to make all his trumps separately.
Accordingly, he takes dummy’s top clubs
and ruffs a club, ruffs a heart and ruffs
another club. He crosses to dummy’s ace of
diamonds and plays the last club: East has to
follow and declarer scores his last trump.
For the last two tricks, West had two
diamond winners and East two master
trumps. The trump split was bad news but
the club split made up for it – an instructive
lesson in counting winners (and not taking
the heart ruff prematurely).
The first hand wasn’t too difficult
provided declarer kept his wits about him.
The next one, although simple, would catch
many out:

J 10 9 4
10 9 5
10
QJ985

AK863
A84
Q75
63

With East-West vulnerable, North deals and
opens 1®, South responds 1´ and West
intervenes with 2t: conventional bids to
show two-suiters had not been invented,
and the West hand would have been considered too weak in high cards to double 1´.
Nowadays, a likely development (accepting the 2t bid) would be for North to
raise to 2´ (or to make a ‘support double’
– the pitiful truss*?). Alternatively, North
passes, and removes South’s reopening
double to 2´.
Whatever the precise route, North-South
reach 4´ and West leads the king of hearts.
It is usually right in such situations to duck
and declarer does so, West continuing with
the jack. South wins trick two and cashes
the ace and king of trumps: when he sees
the bad break, he should realise that his only

*Homage to Terence Reese, who once described fourth suit forcing as a ‘pitiful crutch’.

´
™
t
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K9873
842
A43
97
´
™
t
®

J5
763
KJ82
KJ43
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

AQ
J 10 9 5
765
8652

10 6 4 2
AKQ
Q 10 9
A Q 10

South opens a strong no-trump, is raised
and bids game. West leads the seven of
spades, and East wins the ace and plays the
queen: if East is left on lead, East-West have
missed their par, since the winning defence
is for West to overtake and clear the spades.
But how is West supposed to know, since it
would be fatal to overtake if South had three
spades and four hearts?
The answer is very simple when you think
about it: West must trust his partner! Had
East held ´A-Q-x in spades, he would have
played the queen to trick one. It should be
noted that, assuming a fourth highest lead,
West is known to have the king of spades
since his holding would otherwise be
headed by 10-9-8-7, from which he would
obviously have led the ten.
r
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Fiona Brown

26-year-old Fiona Brown is one of our new bridge stars. Together with Susan Stockdale, she has represented England twice in the Lady
Milne, played in the English Under-28 team which finished 5th in the World Mind Sports in 2008, and was part of the English Women’s
team that came 4th in the Venice Cup last October and 2nd in the Bridge Women’s Teams at the World Mind Games last December.
Early Bridge Life
I GREW UP in a small coastal town called
Ballina, 800 km from Sydney. I learned
bridge as a child at home, and when I was
fifteen I joined the Australian Colts’ team of
young bridge players. Peter Gill, the youth
coordinator, took an interest in my progress, making sure I attended tournaments
in Canberra and elsewhere. I had a great
time, made heaps of new friends and lost
much of my shyness. I was a member of the
NSW Youth team and we travelled to all the
capital cities in Australia and we also went
across the Tasman Sea to New Zealand.
All my friends in Ballina were Surfies
who spent their days on the beach, catching
the next wave. No one at school knew I was
a bridge player, until the local paper decided to feature me in an article … and my
secret was out!

From Australia to England
The best tournament in Australia is the
Gold Coast Congress: you can swim and
laze around on the beach in the morning,
play bridge all afternoon and evening – and
the après bridge parties are great! It was at
the GC Congress in 2005 that I met the
Irish international Hugh McGann, and so I
made a big move all the way to Harrogate
to live with him. My life since then has
changed from being a full-time uni student
and junior bridge player to becoming an IT
graduate and a member of the England
women’s team.

Work
Because of my bridge commitments, having
a ‘proper’ full time IT job would be impossible, so I work part-time at an independent pharmacy. I am not a morning
person and especially find it hard on the
cold mornings to remove myself from the
‘doona’ (must be my Australian background
. . . all that sunshine). My employers are
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great! They let me have time off whenever I
need it, so I can play all the bridge I want,
and the shop is only 10 metres from my
house, so I never have to get up before 8.30.

Hobbies
If I am not working at the pharmacy or
away playing bridge I can be found at the
limit tables on Pokerstars. Terence Reese
wrote a book called Poker Game of Skill, so
as I idle away the hours, I can remind
myself that lots of bridge players are keen
poker aficionados.
No matter how my day goes, I always try
to hit the gym for a class or a run. My
favourite class is body pump which is an
hour of weight-bearing exercises set to
music, though spinning (cycling) isn’t far
behind. I think it is very important for
bridge players to be fit in mind and body.
Whenever I am away at an important
bridge tournament I will try and go for a
run before the day begins as it improves my
concentration and energy.

Tournament Life
At the Venice Cup, bridge began at 10am
and finished at 7pm, then it was out for
dinner, a quick look over the boards, then
on to sleep only to repeat the same pattern
over and over again for an entire two
weeks. Not to mention all the pretournament preparation that included
hours of learning the system and bidding
hundreds of practice hands online with my
bridge partner, Suzy Stockdale.
Bridge brings its highs and lows and I
have had my best times and toughest times
in bridge tournaments. It’s so wonderful
when we do well, and so disappointing
when things go wrong.
These long tournaments can be really
draining mentally, physically and emotionally and it is really important to stay
focused and not let the highs and lows
interfere with your decisions at the table.

Bridge Books
My favourite bridge book is Card Play Technique by Mollo and Gardener; I had a wrestling match with a young Australian player
to win possession of a copy. I also like to
challenge myself with Adventures in Card
Play by Ottlik and Kelsey.

Family
Each January I travel to Australia to see my
parents, my friends and my delightful niece
– ten-month-old Coco – and to take part in
the Gold Coast Congress. This year I am
playing in the Canberra tournament too.

Personal Life
Hugh is an avid bridge player like me but he
is also a busy infectious disease consultant
in Leeds. He uses all his holidays to attend
bridge tournaments, which suits me just
fine. We play mixed events together and do
quite well. We go to Ireland quite often, and
play in the Irish country congresses.
Because of bridge dominating most of
my life, I feel like the busiest person in the
world. I am always doing something and
wish I had more time to attend art house
cinema, or walk in the Yorkshire Dales and
read more books.

Thoughts on Bridge
I rarely spend a weekend at home. Bridge
has been very good for me. I have travelled
to many countries and enjoyed different
foods, wines and cultures. Most of my
friends are bridge players and there’s always
a hand or a new convention to discuss.
I sometimes wonder how my life would
have turned out had I not been a bridge
player. Some well-paid computing job in
Sydney, life on the beach, surfing, parties,
the Manly ferry, sunshine – hey, that’s not
too bad! But I still think the life of a bridge
player is better.
r
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QPLUS 10
Really user-friendly bridge-playing software

NEW FEATURES
z

Updated comprehensive manual

z

Extra 500 preplayed hands for match-point
pairs making 4,000 in all

z

Displays on HD screen

z

Supports large screens

z

Improvement over two years from version 9

z

Minibridge option

z

New save match function

z

Extra 500 preplayed hands for
teams making 5,000 in all

z

Save deals with automatic file labelling

z

Closed room – new button to view other table

QPLUS TRADE-IN OFFER
Return any QPLUS CD and booklet with
a cheque for £35 and receive the latest
version of wonderful QPLUS Bridge.
Order with absolute confidence.

£86
including VAT & UK postage

FOR MAC USERS
I recommend the very latest version of
Bridge Baron which I have on sale for £63.
Alternatively, trade in any bridge software
in part exchange and send a cheque for £36.

Make your cheque payable to Mr Bridge and send to: Mr Bridge , Ryden Grange, Knaphill, Surrey GU21 2TH

01483 489961

www.mrbridge.co.uk/mrbridge-shop

Fax 01483 797302

System Requirements: Windows XP, Vista or 7, 8mb RAM, CD-ROM

